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(ABSTRACT)

Epilomlzing the cognitive process of problem identification is diagnosis. Contrary to

many areas of professional expertise (e.g., medicine, architecture), studies of expertise in

reading diagnosls suggest that diagnosticians identify problems idiosyncratically, with little

Intra- or interdiagnosticlan consistency in cue selection and hypothesis generation. Further,

their prescriptions appear to be unrelated to their dlagnoses. A close examination of this re-

search indlcates use of a treatment which restricted the cues which naturally occur in the

typical diagnostic process. ln addition, the data analysis focused only on the product (i.e., the

diagnosls and prescription), neglectlng study of the actual process.

The purpose of this study was to trace the diagnostic process, examining the cue utili-

zation and hypothesis generatlon strategies, diagnoses, and prescriptions within and across

five expert reading diagnosticians. Each diagnosticlan completed tive different experimental

sessions with live dilferent clients. Each session conslsted of a preparation, Interaction, writ-

ten dlagnosis, and summary stage. The sessions were varled by mode of Interaction with the

client (live, vldeotaped, and boxed tile with audiotape), time allocated to each stage, and

method of verbal report (on-line think alouds or stimulated recalls). The major data sources

were the verbal reports, the diagnosticians’ notes, and the written dlagnoses. A quantitative

and qualitative analysis of the single, multiple, and missing cues, inferences, and hypotheses

was conducted. Diagnoses and prescriptions were compared to the aforementioned cues and

hypotheses to determine Intra- and interdiagnosticlan consistency.



The three general sources of cues and hypotheses emanated from the client, the task

environment, and background experiences, Cue selection strategies, selected cues, and re-

lated hypotheses were Iargely consistent within dlagnosticians, with variations attributable to

differences in treatment and/or individual client. lnterdiagnostician consistency was lower

and related to training experiences, present instructional assignments, and conceptions of

assessment. Across all dlagnosticians and sessions, the availability of critical cues became

the criteria for reaching a diagnosis and prescription. Generally, the dlagnosticians were

consistent across client, with variations again influenced by the availability of cues during the

process. In effect, then, the activities and information selected during the diagnostic process

varied across diagnosticlan, but the final products (the diagnosis and prescription) were

Iargely similar.
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INTRODUCTION

Undertaking advanced studies toward a doctorate typically denotes that the individual

desires a career and life change. The passage of the candidate, from a career in which

knowledge is basically applied to a career of inquiry and investigations, takes one through a

rigorous and fairly structured program of studies. This program may entail one or more years

of coursework, independent studies, and small research projects.

The dissertation is the culmination of this intensive learning experience, and if suc-

cessful, the candidate is awarded a doctorate. The individual now has the 'ticket' to advance

into a university or college career and actively pursue his or her own area of interest.

But what is the dissertation? While doctoral candidates who are in the midst of the

process call it many unmentionable names, it ls, in reality, the last time an individual can as-

sume the formal role as a student and conduct a study under the systematic guidance of a

committee of experienced researchers. This luxury of having an oflicial team of mentors to

steer you in the right direction, without telling you exactly where to go or what to do, stops

once the cover sheet for the dissertation is signed. lf thecandidate remains in a research-

oriented position, future mentor relationships are likely, but not guaranteed, to happen. The

new assistant professor ls on hls or her own to plan, conduct, analyze and publish research.

In order to give me the support to begin my own career in academia, this dissertation

was viewed as the beginning, not the culmination, of a career. The exercise was more like

crossing a bridge, rather than jumplng off a ledge. To that end, the document was designed

to be, and subsequently appears in this volume as, two publishable - rough, but publishable

— manuscripts.

The ürst manuscript ls a review of the literature related to reading diagnosis as a prob-

lem solving cognitive process. The review begins with a rationale of why the process of

reading diagnosis deserves study. The main body is devoted to the elemental cognitive

processes that comprise the complex task of identifying reading problems. The last portlon
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of the manuscript dlscusses what we do know about dlagnosis from the medical, as well as

the reading, literature. Recommendations for future research are offered in the closing ar-

guments.

The second manuscript reports the actual dissertation study of the cue selection and

hypothesis generation strategies used by expert reading diagnosticians. This manuscript ls

structured according to the format recommended by the American Psychological Association,

in the third edition of the publication manual. Extensive tables and figures are offered in the

text and ln the appendices for further elaboration of the methodology, results and discussion.

While such detail may not be appropriate for the future article, lt is reported to enable my

committee to peruse and hopefully continue in their role of valued mentors.

One reference section is included and contains the sources for the citations for both

manuscripts. As mentioned, the appendices are extensive. Their inclusion was deemed

necessary to inform the committee about the complex data collection procedures, and exten-

sive data base that was used to formulate the interpretations stated in the discussion and

conclusion sections of the article.

I am intensely satisfled with what thls document is, as well as what lt represents. This

dissertation format, and intent, has enabled me to go beyond the acceptance of this endeavor

as a mere "exercise' or 'one more hoop to jump through/' This dissertation truly represents

a solid bridge to a new career that has been nurtured, and gradually set free, for what I feel

is a promising future.
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READING DIAGNOSIS REVISITED:

A REVIEW OF LITERA TURE RELATED TO PROBLEM

IDENTIFICATION IN READING

Reading diagnosis has often been characterized as assessment, tempered by the mod-

els of testing which undergird the diagnostician's conception of successful versus problematic

reading (see Johnston, 1984, for a review). This perspective focuses on the diagnostic

instrumentation and how the beliefs held by the diagnostlcian influence the assessments as
‘

well as the subsequent diagnostlc and prescriptlve decisions. ln essence, the tests, and the
‘

test scores, have traditionally dominated the study of diagnostlc processes and products

(Taylor, Harris & Pearson, 1988).

But what about the diagnostic process? What are the cognitive activities which integrate

assessment results and diagnostlc beliefs that enable the diagnostlcian to identify the client’s

problem? What role does the context (including the client and setting) have on these cognitive

activities? And finally, to what extent is the diagnostic process generalizable across and

within diagnostlcians over varying clients and settings? Past research has characterized this

complex process as lndividualistic, idiosyncratic, and inconsistent (e.g., Vinsonhaler,

Weinshank, Wagner & Polin, 1983). But, is this truly the case, or is this view an artifact of the

traditional view of the diagnostic process? The purpose of this section is to review the liter-

ature related to diagnosis from a much broader perspective, that of a cognitive orientatlon to

problem identification. To set a conte><t for this discussion, let us first look back briefly on the

major research on diagnosis from the medical and reading perspectives, their respective

paradigms, and subsequent findings that have shaped and, in the case of reading, restricted

the view of diagnosis as a cognitive process.
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Over a decade ago, Vinsonhaler and his associates at the Institute for Research on

Teaching began a large-scale study of the clinical probIem—solving behavior in reading diag-

nosis (Elstein, Shulman, Vinsonhaler, Wagner & Bader, 1978b). These researchers made the

case that clinical reading diagnosis was very much like medical diagnosis in that both fields

share a common set of goals and processes; both are problem-inltiated and problem-directed.

This framework had flourished and gained widespread acceptance during the preceding dec-

ade as investigations focused on the clinical reasoning of expert and novice medical

diagnosticians. Given the conceptual similarities of the two fields, it made sense to transport

inquiry paradigm to reading diagnosis.

ln addition to the conceptual framework, initial studies of reading diagnostic processes

borrowed the methodology from the medical diagnosis literature (see Elstein, Shulman &

Sprafka, 1978a, for a complete description). In these studies, "high·fidelity" simulations were

used. That is, expert medical diagnosticians were asked to diagnose the maladles of live,

simulated patients in contexts closely resembling physicians! examination oflices. These

"patients" were actors trained to play their roles in order to present the physicians with as

realistic a representatlon of the clinical environment as possible.

In these high·fldellty diagnostic situatlons, the physicians could decide how much data

to collect, whether to enlist the help of consultants, or whether to order Iaboratory tests. They

were encouraged to take as much time as deemed necessary. The participants knew that the

patients were actors and that the diagnostic sessions were staged, but reported that, on the

whole, these factors had little influence on their usual methods of gathering data. To trace the

diagnostic process, expert physicians were asked to 'think aloud' and provide an ongoin

account of their reasoning as they conducted the examinations and formulated their diagnoses

and prescriptions. They reported that they felt at ease with this procedure as they all worked

in teaching positions and had to verbalize workups during daily rounds with the residents.

The resulting verbal protocols were transcribed and analyzed descriptively for the nature and

interpretation of cues, strategies for hypotheses formulation, associative retrieval processes,

and modes of mental problem representation.
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The flndings indicated that the physicians appeared to leap directly to a small array of

provisional hypotheses very early in their meetings with the "patients.' These provisional

hypotheses seemed to be generated from the physicians' background knowledge of medicine

(including their range of specific experiences), and associated with the problematic cues re-

cognized in the early stages of interaction with the patients. The most common error was that

of overinterpretation; that is, regarding noncontributory information as confirmation of an ex-

isting hypothesis. ln addition, diagnostic competence was related to the nature of the problem

at hand, the available information, and the amount of experience the particular physician had

with that specific problem.
A

As this paradigm was adapted for the study of expert reading diagnosticians, modifica-

tions of the methodology, focus, and subsequently the findings, occurred. Rather than the

actor/patients in the medical studies, the simulated cases of problem readers were collections

of information, organized in a box per case, which included test scores, completed test book-

lets, audiotapes, and written, non-iudgmental comments by other experts (Lee & Weinshank,

1978). Instead of having open access to the 'boxed" client, the diagnosticians were given the

information on a cue inventory list and instructed to ask the experimenter for as many specific

cues from the inventory as were necessary to write a dlagnosis and initial remedial plan. The

diagnosticians were asked to give an on-going account of what they were examining during

the data collection procedure, then asked to write a written dlagnosis and prescription based

on their findings. Upon completion of the written task, the diagnosticians were asked to re-

construct their thinking as they proceeded through their data collection and written phases.

The purpose of this debriefing was to record their explanations for selecting specific cues and

which cues generated, confirmed or disconfirmed specific hypotheses. Finally, the

diagnosticians were allowed to revise their written diagnoses based on their thinking during

the debriefing session.

In the pilot study (Lee & Weinshank, 1978), the research focus was on the diagnostic

process. As such, the verbatim transcripts of the sessions and the written products were an-

alyzed for cue values, tentative hypotheses, and general diagnostic strategies in order to ex-
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amine the entire procedure. The effort yielded results similar to those found in the medical

diagnosis research regarding cue selection and hypothesis generation strategies. That is,

relatively few hypotheses were considered at any one time. ln addition, despite variability in

the number of cues requested and the amount of total elapsed time, the diagnosticians ulti-

mately correctly identilied the client’s major problems.

Subsequent studies changed the focus of this preliminary effort with an eye toward the

development of a computer simulated diagnostic system (e.g., Gil, Wagner & Vinsonhaler,

1979). To that end, the research questions focused more on the product than the process.

The variables of interest narrowed to two discrete aspects of diagnosis: the frequency of each

diagnostic statement made in the written diagnosis across all sessions for each case, and the

individual agreement for each case (interdiagnostician and intradiagnostician). The results

indlcated that there was very little commonality between diagnosticians in their statements

about similar cases. ln a summary of the entire research effort, Vinsonhaler and colleagues

(1983) reported that, in fact, most statements in the written diagnosis and remediation for a

given case were mentioned only once. ln relation to reliability, across the series of six studies

of reading diagnosticians, learning disabilities specialists, and classroom teachers, the inter-

diagnostician agreement (Phi coefticient) was about 0.10 and the intra-diagnostician agree-

ment was 0.20. Moreover the suggested remediatlons appeared to be uncorrelated with the

diagnoses. These lindlngs, according to the researchers, could not be accounted for by dif-

ferences in training or position (i.e., clinician versus learning disabilities specialist versus

classroom teacher). Vinsonhaler and colleagues concluded that "diagnosls as presently

conducted should not be continued,' and that future study should focus on "the causes of low

diagnostic agreement and methods by which we may improve the training and decision mak-

ing of reading speciaIlsts' (p. 161).

Since this research, there has been little study of (or apparent interest in) how reading

diagnosticians actually engage in the diagnostic process. (As an example, no studies of the

diagnostic process have appeared in the National Reading Conference Yearbook for the past

six years.) The field of reading assessment, however, is in the midst of a reconsideration of
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what assessment should be (see, for example, Pearson & Valencia, 1987) In light of the

process-oriented models of reading supported by cognitive psychology (see Samuels & Kamil,

1984, for a review).

Johnston’s (1984) review of the development and current status of the assessment of

reading outlines exciting trends in alternative means for understanding how a person reads.

These ideas go beyond the narrow capabilities of standardized instruments. For example,

CIay’s research (1979) employs 'running records' to examine the naturally occurring

teacher-student Interaction as the child "reads himself into a corner with consecutlve errors,'

(Johnston, p. 174), and the teacher responds by having him try again. This cycle continues

until the child is successful and the teacher gains an understanding of the child’s reading

behavior. This Interaction lndlcates that a more complex, dynamic means of reading assess-

ment is taking place in real diagnostic settings. Consequently, the past emphasis on the

diagnostician’s use of standardized tests as the key to the diagnostic process appear to no

longer be valid. lnvestigations must examine the naturally occurring diagnostic process as it

occurs in real diagnostic settings. It will be from these studies that a picture of the actual

nature of reading diagnosis can be revealed, along with a more accurate portrayal of the

problem identification processes In which the diagnosticlan truly engages.

To inform these speculations, however, it is necessary to "revisit" the basic research that

undergirds the identification of problems (i.e., diagnosis) in order to lay out the elemental

processes that compose a cognitive activity. These may be a good deal more complex and

interesting than originally depicted. This review is divided Into three main sections. First, a

discussion and integration of the research on those cognitive sub-processes and factors in-

volved In accurate problem identification are set forth. The second section focuses on diag-

nosis, outlining relevant tindings from the medical and reading research. This section begins

with discussion of how problem identification processes are operationalized in medical diag-

nosis, based primarily on the studies by Elstein, Shulman & Sprafka (1978a). The next part

elaborates on the work by Vinsonhaler and his colleagues (1983) concernlngreading diagno-

sis. Recommendations for future research are offered in the third section.
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The Information Processing Model of Human Problem Solving

In the realm of cognitive psychology, humans are frequently portrayed as active

processors of information (Klatsky, 1980). This information processing approach, brought to

the forefront by the publication of Neisser’s Cognitive Psychology in 1967, focuses on how the

human memory system acquires, transforms, reduces, elaborates, stores, retrieves, and uses

information. Referring to the computer as a metaphor for the memory system, cognitive psy-

chologists have constructed models to depict the flow of Information through a number of

separate stages, and fo explain what happens to that information at each stage.
u

While many variations of the information processing approach appear in the literature

(see, for example, Klatsky, 1980), they all seem to have the following elements in common

(see Figure 1). Percelved information first enters the sensory store, where it ls held in its or-

iginal sensory form (e.g., visual - "icon", auditory - 'echo'). The sensory store holds stimuli

for a brief period of time — less than 250 milliseconds for visual or iconic images (Sperling,

1960) and less than 4 seconds for auditory or echoic sounds (Darwin, Turvey & Crowder, 1972)

— allowing salient stimuli or patterns to be recognized. This pattern recognltion process in-

volves matching previously·learned knowledge stored in long-term memory with the new

stimuli in the sensory store. Information that is not recognized is lost. Recognized patterns

are filtered to (Broadbent, 1958), or selected for (Treisman, 1964), attention in our short-term

memory (STM). STM ls limited in both the length of time it can hold information (about 20

seconds without rehearsal) (Peterson & Peterson, 1959), and the amount of information it can

retain (7 +/- 2 units) (Miller, 1956). STM is characterized as a "work space" (Klatsky, 1980)

in which information may be rehearsed, elaborated, used for decision making, stored in

Iong·term memory, or lost. Long-term memory (LTM) is divided into two storage components
u

I
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- semantic (memory of general world knowledge) and episodic memory (memory for specific

events) (Tulving, 1972). Information in LTM is organized according to the way it was encoded

(Tulving & Thomson, 1973). Information tlows into LTM from STM, and from LTM into STM or

to the stage of pattern recognltion (Norman, 1982).

FIGURE 1 WILL APPEAR ABOUT HERE.
‘

The information processing model of human memory characterizes problem solving as

a complex mental activity that invoives the Interaction between a task environment and the

individual problem solver (Newell & Simon, 1972). The task environment is the description

of the problem as presented to the Individual. This description includes the information, as-

sumptions, and constraints, as well as the context in which the problem is presented. The

individual then forms a problem space or mental representation of the problem. It is in this

"space" that the problem solver evaluates the possible choices, hypotheses, and strategies

that may be used to solve the problem.

Critical features that affect the success of the problem solving effort begin with a clear

understanding of the problem which Ieads to the construction of an effective representation

of the problem. Without this, the problem space will direct the individual on the wrong course

toward a solution (Reed, 1983). In addition, performance on the task ls also inlluenced by the

capacity and storage time in STM, and the time it takes to retrieve relevant information from

LTM (Newell & Simon, 1972). In STM, as much capacity as possible needs to be devoted to

important aspects of the problem so that space is not "clouded" with non-essential data that

would impede the consideration of relevant alternatives. This relevant Information must be

actively rehearsed or considered in order for it to remain in STM; inattention may result in

forgetting. Further, the size and organization of the "search space" in LTM determines the

amount of information that can be used in the problem space (Mayer, 1983). That is, the more

sophisticated, efficiently and meaningfully 'chunked" together the knowledge base is, the

more likely It is that necessary information can be recalled and considered.

9
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Problem representation, capacity of STM, and the size and organization of the search

space in LTM are all mitigated by the level of expertise. Expertise can be defined in terms

of familiarity and experience with the context, knowledge of the relevant content, and the ca-

pability to employ the necessary strategies (Ericsson, 1985). ln essence, expertise in the

context and content area allows the individual to extract the critical information from the task

environment in order to arrive at a solution quickly and reduce the chance of error. Conse-

quently, in order to understand how problem solving is accomplished, one must focus on the

processes employed by experts as they select cues across changing task environments

(Ericsson, 1985). _
'

Selective attention and pattem recognition

From the broad perspective, attention and pattern recognition play prominent and inter-

related roles in the identification of environmental information needed to solve problems

(Newell & Simon, 1972; Norman, 1969). ln their active search to select critical information from

the environment, problem solvers keep all sensory channels open for initial processing of

cues and analysis of patterns that are associated with some representation in long·term

memory. From a few key cues, relevant knowledge from long-term memory is activated,

causing tentative hypotheses about potential recognition of relevant cues and probable pat-

terns based on previous experiences to be generated. lt is at this point in the process that

individuals attend selectively to specific cues in the context (Norman, 1969). These specific

cues can be compared to features associated with internal patterns held in existing memory

(Klatsky, 1980). The most highly activated or best-matching pattern ls processed, and all other

patterns on competing channels are eliminated. ln essence, then, according to Norman

(1969), recognizing a pattern corresponds to attending to it.

~
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Selectlve attention is an indispensible, adaptive mechanism that enables humans to

simpllfy the complexity of their environment (Simon, 1977). ln the effort to circumvent envi-

ronmental complexity and a limited short-term memory system (Miller, 1956), individuals se-

lect particular cues that will help them identlfy relevant concepts (Neisser, 1967). A number

of mechanisms assist in the selection process. Rich, organized structures of factual (declar·

ative) and strategic (procedural) schemata embody the content knowledge (Greeno, 1980).

Past experience and an lnternalized rule system delineates cue dominance (e.g., Trabasso,

1963) and strategies for selective attention (e.g., Bruner, Goodnow & Austin, 1956). These

strategies are especially important in multiple cue judgments (N.H. Anderson, 1974). And

finally, to enable the efficient operation of these subordlnate mechanisms is an important

superordinate control process — the automatic application of all relevant knowledge structures

when these critical cues are noticed (Bloom, 1986; Shiffrin & Dumais, 1981).

Bulldlng knowledge structures. Human memory contains large quantities of information

that are organized into networks of related knowledge (Norman, 1982). The development of

these knowledge structures begins with accretion (Norman, 1978) or the learning of isolated

basic details (Bloom, 1986). Effort and attention must be devoted to each movement, concept,

and decision in order for the learner to categorize the new information according to specific

features, related content, and function (Norman, 1982). lnitlally, this new knowledge is added

to, or subsumed, into existing memory schemas or packets of information that hold existing

bodies of knowledge (Anderson, Greeno, Kline & Neves, 1981). It is at this point that infer·

ences are made based on past experiences to reduce the range of possible schemas that may

be applied to the new knowledge (Anderson & Pearson, 1984). For example, when reading

diagnostlclans first encounter a new client, they must compare and integrate the reading

performance of this client with their past experiences with readers who emit similar cues that

are associated with problem categories or schemata.

Through practice and effort, this information ls restructured into sequences of move-

ments or chunks of related information (Newell & Rosenbloom, 1981) resulting in new con-

ceptualizations (Norman, 1982). As the existing schemas are no longer sufticient to

'
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adequately deflne the new conceptualizations, new schemas are formed. Continuing with our

diagnostician example, through continued interaction with this client and/or reading problem,

our diagnostician begins to notice specific differences between this particular client’s reading

problems and others which appear to be similar. He/she groups those differences into spe-

cific categories, and begins to form new schemata or frameworks for this problem as opposed

to the one that was instantiated (retrieved and applied) originally. With continued practice,

series of chunks and processes are restructured from previous smaller units.

Rich schemas are developed, practiced, and finely tuned, resulting in rapid, accurate

recognition and application when critical cues are selectively noticed (Norman, 1978). Be-

cause this process occurs on an effortless, automatic level, the need for conscious processing

is bypassed and excess space ln short-term memory is available for other, more effortful,

processes, such as the consideration of alternative disease possibilities or treatments (Shiffrin

& Dumais, 1981).

Cue dominance. lmplicit in the concept of selective attention ls the idea that features

are typically not chosen at random; that is, certain elements of the environment attract atten-

tion more readily than others (Mayer, 1983). The research on pattern recognition indicates

that certain dominant or salient dimensions of environmental cues account for this selection

process. Using a concept attainment task, Heidbreder (1946, 1947) found participants were

able to learn the appropriate, target features of picture—name pairs (e.g., relk for face, mulp

for tree), and they were able to abstract these features when asked to respond. But more

interesting was the finding that certain picture-word pairs were easier to learn than others.

Pictures with concrete characteristics (e.g., trees, faces) were easier to learn than pictures

of abstract concepts (e.g., shapes, numbers). Heidbreder concluded that the preferences in-

dicated the presence of a 'hierarchy of dominance,” focusing on concrete objects ürst, and

then looking at abstract shape or number concepts.

This notion was modified by Underwood and Richardson (1956) with their finding that a

certain stimulus will elicit a response based on a particular characteristic such as shape,

color, size, feel, smell, and so on. This concept of dominance level was developed from the

13



frequency of a given association elicited by verbal stimuli. That is, the greater the frequency

of a given response, the higher the dominance level. The dominance level notion indicates

that concepts are linked by their relative associative strength. For example, round has a high

dominance level for words like barrel, doughnut, and knob, but a low dominance level for

words like snail, cherry, and skull. Accordlng to the dominance level concept, a feature is

attended to unless it falls to predict the concept, in which case the second most dominant

feature of the concept is attended to, and so forth.

Another explanation for cue selection is Trabasso’s (1963) notion of cue salience. ln a

concept identiücation task, participants were presented with instructions regarding the rele-

vance of particular attributes of flower design, such as color, leaf shape and angle to the stem,

flower type, etc. The results indicated that in the subsequent test situation, the participants

based their hypotheses on the learned rules for relevant cues for flower design identification. h

That is, from prior experience or training as to the relative importance of cues, some cues can

be more salient than others. As such, predictions can be made regarding which cues will be

selected.

Undergirding all of these possible explanations for selectlve attention and cue effective-

hess is the principle of encoding speciflclty (Tulving & Thomson, 1973). "Speciflc encoding

operations performed on what is perceived determine what is stored, and what is stored de-

termines what retrieval cues are effective in providing access to what is stored" (p. 369). As

cue effectiveness depends upon the stimulus conditions present at the time of attempted re-

trieval, cues appearing in different conlexts may access different bodies of information. Thus,

cues that prove to be effective in activating stored knowledge are associated with the content

and the structure of that knowledge base.

Strategles for cue selection. As the environment becomes more complex and the

number of competing cues increases, the strategy for cue selection must be considered. Ac-

cording to Bruner and his colleagues (1956), there are three major benefits for using a se-

lection strategy. The first benefit is to obtain information relevant to the goals of the inquiry.

This includes choosing the feature that can give the most information about what the concept
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might be without having to examine redundant features. The second benelit is to reduce the

amount of cognitive effort that is involved in integrating all that is happening in the context

without having to reconsider discarded hypotheses. The third benelit is that by engaging in

an ordered strategy, the task becomes less risky. The correct solution can then be attained

with a minimal chance of error.

ln their effort to identify concepts, people generally create and test hypotheses based

on relevant past experience. Depending upon the number of relevant cues and subsequent

rules for classification (e.g., single-value concepts, conjunctive concepts, dlsjunctive con-

cepts), Bruner and his colleagues (1956) noted four discernable selection strategies were used

by the parlicipants ln their studies: simultaneous scanning, successive scanning, conserva-

tive focusing, and focused gambling.

In the simultaneous scanning strategy, participants began with all possible hypotheses .

and ellminated the untenables ones alter considering each instance. This strategy puts a

heavy load on memory as the individual must consider, alter each choice, which hypothetical

concepts have been eliminated, and hold the results of these deductions in memory.

In the successive scanning strategy, a single hypothesis is tested at a time. lf this in-

stance predicts class membership, the scanner then limits successive choices to those in-

stances that can directly test the hypothesis. A weakness of this strategy is that there is no

guarantee that the instances with the maximum amount of information will be encountered.

In conservative focusing, the individual picks one positive instance and verilies it against

choices that alter one attribute value at a time. This strategy guarantees that each instance

is informative, and thus avoids redundancy and reduces the risk.

Focused gambling ls the fourth strategy. ln this strategy, the individual focuses on a

positive instance, but then changes more than one attribute at a time. This strategy often

produces faster results, however, it is subject to higher risk and redundancy due to the speed

with which it is implemented.

An important aspect of cue selection strategy is the valence or marker of the available

cue (Bruner et al., 1956). That is, does the cue represent a positive or negative instance of the
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concept? In a study of stlmulus selection, Bourne (1974) examined the effects of the number

and category of cue marker (positive or negative) on the memory strategies used for different

types of problems. An overall tinding was that the more markers available and used, the

fewer trials were needed for solving the problems. Further, marker category did not matter

in disjunctive problems, however the participants showed a definite preference for negative

markers in conditional problems. Moreover, this preference for negative markers was learned

over successive trials. With regards to speciüc strategies, the more successful participants

used a shitting focus strategy, comparing their successive selections to those just previously

examined.
‘

Multiple cue judgments. Research on multiple cue judgments indicates that individuals

integrate information into subjective scale values before inferences are made about criterion

variables (N.H. Anderson, 1974). That is, when the situation becomes complex (as would be

found in the naturally occurrlng dlagnostic context), people impose decision rules on the

context to integrate the information and decrease the cognitive load. These decision rules

or judgments olten reflect the individual’s deslred rules and policies somewhat imperfectly,

due to systematic biases (e.g., conceptions of reading and how the reader Iearns to read) and

random error (e.g., Hammond & Summers, 1972; Slovlc & MacPhillamy, 1974). These sys-

· tematic biases, or perceptions about cue salience, have been generated through the individ-

ual's prior experience or training ln the context (Trabasso, 1963). Consequently, consistent

implementation of individual policy appears to be related to the degree of cognitive skill for

the context and the task.

ln their investigation of people’s ability to integrate information from several cues,

Brehmer and Solvic (1980) examined the amount of dlstortion of subjective values of compo-

nent cues during the integration process. Using a series of tasks that paralleled real·life sit-

uations (i.e., evaluation of job attractiveness, medical diagnosis), participants were asked to

make decisions given a number of dimensionally different cues. For example, in the job

attractiveness task, individuals had to make choices based on salary and commuting time.
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The ündings indicated that scale values did not differ when multiple cues were added into the

decision making task.
‘

In terms of perceptual chunks of multiple cues, Seibel (1963) was able to gradually en-

train participants to make 'on-off" decisions about an lncreasing span of perceived lights.

Beginning with a "chunk' composed of a span of one "on" light, participants were taught to

recognize the light position, the states of off and on, and the response ("on" meaning to press

the button). In essence, similar to the studies of singular cue dominance (e.g., Trabasso,

1963), these participants learned that specific states (i.e., cues) carried different degrees of

salience (Trabasso, 1963), valences (Bruner et al., 1956), or values (N.H. Anderson, 1974).

Gradually, eight lights, in different on-off states were added to the decision task. By the con-

clusion of the experiment, participants were able to chunk information about the stimuli and

report their decisions rapldly.

Automaticity and skilled memory. Supporting all of these mechanlsms and central to the

„ concept of skilled memory is the concept of automatic processing (Chase & Ericsson, 1981).

Skilled memory is 'the rapid and efficient utilization of memory in some knowledge domain

to perform a task at an expert level" (p. 141). Automaticity refers to the apparent lack of

short-term memory capacity requirements for a particular task (Ellis & Hunt, 1983). Automatic

processes are those that have been restructured and tuned or refined until they are performed

without effort, minimizing the "space' required in the limited capacity of STM (Norman, 1982).

The critical ingredient for the development of this expert level of skill is practice (Bloom, 1986;

Newell & Rosenbloom, 1981; Shiffrin & Dumais, 1981; and Simon, 1977). Estimates varying

from 5,000 hours (Norman, 1978) to 10,000 hours (Simon, 1980) have been offered as requisite

for the development of expert automatization.

Due to the fact that experts have many of the processes related to their area of expertise

developed to an automatic level, they are free to devote cognitlve capacity to more complex

or novel aspects of the situation that require conscious effort. During problem solving, experts

have the capacity to entertain a number of hypotheses simultaneously while environmental

cues are constantly being selected to support or disconfirm tentative solutions. However,
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situations may arise when conscious effort must be paid to the task (e.g., scrambling of typical

patterns or chunks, Egan & Schwartz, 1979), slowing the entire selective attention and pattern

recognition process and increasing the chance of error (Larkin, McDermott, Simon & Simon,

1980).

ln terms of problem solving, this skilled memory is especially critical at the initial or

"understanding the problem' stage of the process (Polya, 1957). lt is at this stage that the

individual is ascertaining what is unknown, what are the data, and what are the given condi-

tions. Due to the complexity of the environment, the individual must scan the context for

critical cues and his or her LTM for stored, associated patterns of knowledge or strategies in

order to construct a tentative solution (Newell & Simon, 1972). Decisions must be made as to

what will receive attention and what will be ignored. Consequently, the problem solver at-

tends selectively to specific information, factoring out less important or irrelevant stimuli

(Simon, 1977). Equipped with extensive, highly organlzed knowledge structures (Norman,

1978) and prior experience with identifying relevant cues (Bower & Trabasso, 1964), experts

are able to focus quickly on relevant cues and construct an accurate representation of the

problem.

' From research on skilled memory, a number of interesting parallels have been found

‘
across content areas. Chase and Simon (1973), for example, suggest that the chess masters

have a large "vocabulary' of recognizable configurations of chess pieces. Pea and Kurland

(1983) assert that expert programmers have a "plan library" of basic programming "schemas,'

or recurrent functional chunks of programming code that are often used. Yinger (1980) de-

scribes teachers as having a number of "routines" for planning and instructional activities.

From these findings, we can conclude that one distinct advantage experts have over novices

is their highly organlzed cognitive structures related to their content area and the availability

of this knowledge for complex cognitive tasks.
‘ “
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Factors affecting selective attention and pattern recognition

Two main factors affect accurate pattern recognition - the conte><t and the complexity

of the concept rule. Contexts vary from minute to minute and from person to person de-

pending upon past experience, priorities, and expectations (Erickson & Schultz, 1981). How-

ever, in contexts that retain many of the same stimull, patterns that are most probable or

pertinent in this context receive activation independently from sensory analysis, which in-

creases the probability that they will be selected for full recognition (Norman, 1969). ln the

case of those cues that must be recognized througha conscious or deliberate analysis of the

context, depending upon the context in which the judgment must be made, different cues carry

- different amounts of information, and thus have different "weights” or levels of importance

(N.H. Anderson, 1974). Consequently, the pattern or specific knowledge activated in and re- -

called from long-term memory wlll vary dependlng upon the selected cue or cues.

Moreover, on a larger scale, the fact that a famlliar context is present affects what

knowledge is activated and how the context is understood. Bransford and Johnson (1973)

reported signlficant differences in text comprehension when the context was presented before

or alter reading a passage. The participants recalled significantly more ideas when given a

picture before they read a passage, as opposed to after the passage was read. Further, re-

search indicates that a coherent, meaningful context, as opposed to one that is disorganized,

facilitates recognition (Biederman, Glass & Stacy, 1973). And, according to Biederman (1977),

probable objects (i.e., those consistent with the context) are recognized better than improba-

ble ones in a coherent scene.

The complexity of the concept rule also affects what patterns will be recalled (N.H.

Anderson, 1974). To identify a pattern correctly, the individual must know the rules relating

the cues to the various possibilities and be able to apply those rules (Brehmer & Slovic, 1980).

The complexity of the rules is determined not only by the number of specific rule decisions

that must be made (Berch & Israel, 1971), but also by the nature and availability of the feed-

back (Levison & Restle, 1973) and the familiarity with the rule (Neisser, 1967). Further, through
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prolonged practice with recognlzing specific concepts, individuals develop pre·attentive re-

cognition systems which do not require conscious effort (Neisser, 1967) and are applied au-

tomatically (Norman, 1969). While these pre-attentive systems may make errors, their major

function is to narrow the field, eliminating all globally irrelevant cues for more selective

processes. Thus, individuals who are highly familiar with the concepts and the rules that de-

fine those concepts, will be able to quickly identify relevant cues even when contexls change.

Diagnosis

Dlagnosis epitomizes the problem identification stage of the complex task of problem

solving (Elstein ef al., 1978b). lt ls at the beginning of the problem-solving process that

diagnosticians must incorporate what they know and believe about their Geld with the critical

cues or features observed and selected during their Interaction with the task environment. In

diagnosis, the task environment is comprised of the client, the client’s history, and all the di-

agnostic "tools" (materials, etc.) that may be available in the setting. According to Elstein,

Shulman and Sprafka (1978a), diagnosis is composed of the following sub-processes:

1. Cue acquisltion: gathering and collecting data.

2. Hypothesis generation: generating alternative formulations of the problem.

- 3. Cue interpretation: interpreting the collected evidence in light of the hypotheses.

4. Hypothesis evaluation: eliminating unlikely hypotheses based on the probability that

others are Iikely to be correct.

5. Dlagnosis judgment: identifying the problem.
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Medical diagnosis

While the study of medical diagnosis flourished at a number of institutions during the

1970's, one particular research effort emerged as a major contributor to the understanding of

clinical reasoning. Supported by the Office of Medical Education Research and Development

at Michigan State University, Elsteln, Shulman, Sprafka and many other colleagues conducted

a major research program with the aim of understanding the problem solving and reasoning

skills of physicians. To briefly reiterate what was mentloned in the beginning of this review,

this research was grounded in the information processing model of human problem solving,

which depicts clinical diagnosis as problem-initiated and problem-directed. The methodology

involved the use of live, simulated patients and verbal reporting techniques to gain access to

the internal cognitive processes occurring while the physician is formulating a diagnosis. The

general results described the cue selection and utilizatlon strategies, hypothesis formulation

strategies, and those factors that influence accurate diagnoses. While other researchers have

offered equally important contributions to the field (e.g., Kleinmuntz, 1968), the findings from

this body of research are used in this review to present a coherent picture of medical diag-

nosis. ·

According to Elsteln, Shulman and Sprafka (1978a), diagnostic problems are solved

through a process of hypothesis generation and verilication. Hypotheses are generated very

early in the clinical encounter, usually within the first five minutes. No more than four to five

hypotheses are considered at any one time (maximum number observed was seven), with the

number narrowing to about two at the point of problem identification. Cues were found to be

positive, noncontributory, or negative with respect to a particular hypothesis. lnconsistent

cues were ignored. Dlagnostlc accuracy was related to both thoroughness of cue acquisition

and accuracy of cue interpretation, although these two variables were statistically independ-

ent. The majority of hypothesis judgments were based on either of two rules: "(1) select the

hypothesis with the maximum number of positive cues, or (2) select the hypothesis with the

maximum difference of positive cues minus negative cues" (p. 115).
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Cues were detected, lnterpreted and used in a variety of ways across diagnostic ses-

sions. Physiclans tended to focus on verbal cues, yet non-verbal cues (e.g., personality,

background) helped to form a general impression that aided in judging the accuracy and ob-

jectivity of the cues reported verbally by the patient. Physiclans reported that they did not

often give weight to the patient’s presenting complaint, as this typically masks a "hidden

agenda" which must be uncovered through careful questioning. Depending on the cue and the

context, physicians either selectively focused on the cue, attempted to progressively interre-

late the cue with others, or store the cue to interrelate at a later time.

ln their research, Elstein, Shulman and Sprafka (1978a) reported clear evidence of a se-

lective attentional process at work as the diagnosticians searched the task environment for

cues. The most frequently occurring method used by the physicians to identify a problem was

a rapid associative cue-to-problem category retrieval. Moreover, the problem identiücation

was based more consistently on single salient cues than on combinations of cues. They

concluded that physicians’ long-term memory storage consists of potential problem-

formulation categories that are 'indexed in terms of a very small number of pathognomonic

cues for each category, rather than in terms of a complex system of multiple-entry, cross-

referenced cues" (p. 195) (cf. Chase & Simon, 1973; Pea 8. Kurland, 1983; Yinger, 1980).

Kleinmuntz (1968) proposed that the medical diagnostic process is characterized by a

hierarchical search, with hypothesis-testing or problem formulation proceeding from the gen-

eral to the specific. That is, initially diagnosticians beginqwith general categories of problems

and move to increaslngly speciüc diagnostic formulations. This proposal is similar to Bruner

and colleagues (1956) successive scanning strategy, except that it is somewhat confined to a

general category of dlseases. Elstein, Shulman and Sprafka (1978a) reported that a problem

hierarchy was lndeed generated, but that the elaboration of this hierarchy may proceed three

ways: (1) from general to specific, (2) from specitic to general, or (3) generation of general

and specific formulations simultaneously. This choice of problem-formulation strategy was

based on task variables, rather than individual physlcian’s preferences. That is, the strategy
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chosen appeared to depend largely on the content of the problem and the physician’s under-

standing of it.

Four major principles helped physicians to rank-order tentative hypotheses: probability,

seriousness, treatability, and novelty. Probability estimates were the statistical likelihood that

a particular disease ls the cause of the problem. Life-threatening or incapacitating conditions

were considered before less serious diseases. Treatable diseases were ranked higher so as

not to overlook a treatment that might be helpful. Finally, in order to insure that unlikely av-

enues are explored and to keep the physician interested, novel or improbable hypotheses

were sometimes considered. The novelty or remoteness of the proposed hypothesis pre-

vented the physician from accepting a more generally probable hypothesis which may be in

error. Elstein, Kagan, Shulman, Jason & Loupe (1972) found these major principles to be

differentially welghted by each physician according to the nature of his practice and his own

personal characterlstics. Thus, similar to the literature on multiple-cue judgments (N.H.

Anderson, 1974), physicians impose decision rules on the context to integrate and evaluate the

information, thus reducing the cognitive load.

After the physician has generated and rank·ordered a small array of hypotheses, each

is systematically tested to support or reject a set of formulated hypotheses. Elstein and col-

Ieagues (1972) emphaslzed that during the clinical work-up the physician is not gathering data

in order to limit the possibilities prior to risking a problem identification. Rather, the physician

was using his work-up activities to test specific hypotheses formed very early in his encounter

with the patient. 'Quick rule-outs" were used to eliminate highly improbable hypotheses

during the initial interview. Later dlagnostic hypotheses were generally elaborations or re-

finements of earller ones. While this finding is not parallel with results of concept identifica-

tion tasks (e.g., Bruner ef al., 1956), the research that has examined how experts in such

content areas as chess (e.g., DeGroot, 1966) and physics (e.g., Larkin, ef al., 1980) have found

patterns similar to those used by the experienced physicians. Such differences may be attri-

buted to the levels of expertise in the content areas and the experimental tasks. That is, in

the concept identification tasks, randomly selected participants made decisions about simple
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shapes, colors, and sizes. ln the content area studies (i.e., chess, physics, physicians), the

participants were composed of a purposive sample of experts engaged in complex cognitive

tasks in their particular domains.

Elstein and colleagues (1978a) attributed these tindings to the limited capacity of short-

term memory. That is, each hypothesis along with its relevant cues served as a chunk of data.

Elstein and colleagues found the number of hypotheses entertained at any one time to be four

plus or minus one, similar to Simon's estimate (1980), yet at variance with Miller’s seven plus

or minus two (Miller, 1956). This discrepancy was accounted for by the number of unstruc-

tured inputs the physicians received prior to and during the work·up.

Other explanations may be equally plausible. For instance, according to Chase and

Ericsson (1981), experts rapidly store and reaccess intermedlate chunks of knowledge,

sometimes ln access time that is less than a second. Consequently, this speed of knowledge A

use may result in error in experimental calculation ofthe number of chunks in memory at any

„ one time. Still another explanation relates to the difference between a simple recall task

versus a sophlsticated problem solving task. In Miller’s (1956) experiment, memory span was

calculated via a digit recall task. ln the medical diagnosis study (Elstein et al., 1972, 1978a),

physicians’ memory spans were measured while they were diagnosing a patient’s disease.

The physicians were attending to cues, considering hypotheses, and temporarily storing

schemas related to the task at hand — all amounting to a great deal more cognitive activity

than required in simple recall.

The most frequently occurrlng mode of mental representation of the problem was verbal.

Verbal llsts of problem formulations were generated 84 percent of the time, appearing as a

stable characteristic of nearly every physlcian's behavior on every task. Mental images ap-

peared less frequently. The three types of mental images in frequency order from most to

least were general, anatomical, and a previous patient.

ln summary, Elstein and colleagues (1978a) state that the physician’s problem identifi-

cation actlvity was primarlly an associative retrieval of problem formulation labels on the ba-

sis of cues. The ability to accurately diagnose a malady was case related. That is, certain
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lndividuals were more effective than others with particular types of problems, ln particular

situations. The two foundational components to expertise in diagnosis were the possession

of relevant bodies of knowledge and sufliciently broad experiences with problems related to

the knowledge base.

Reading diagnosis

Elstein and colleagues (1978b) along with a number of other colleagues at the Institute

for Research on Teaching (see, for example, Gil, Hoffmeyer, VanRoekel, Vinsonhaler &

Weinshank, 1979; Lee & Weinshank, 1978; Vinsonhaler et al., 1983; Weinshank, 1978a, 1980)

attempted to apply this medical model of problem solving to reading diagnosis. Given that

both medical and reading diagnosis are problem·initlated and problem-directed activities, the

case was made that the cognitive processes of expert physicians would also be observed in

reading dlagnosticians. The product of this agenda was a series of studies directed toward

the understanding of the dlagnostic problem-solving behavior of reading specialists

(Weinshank, 1978a, 1980b; Vinsonhaler, 1979), learning disabilities specialists (VanRoekeI,

1979), and classroom teachers (Gil, 1979). (This series of studies is summarized in Vinsonhaler

et al., 1983.) The focus was on reading diagnosis, specitically: (1) what information these

specialists collected, (2) the diagnostic categories they used, (3) the recommended remedial

programs, (4) the relationship between their diagnoses and remediations, and (5) the reli-

ability of the diagnoses.

As mentioned earller, the agenda for this research was somewhat different than the one

set forth by Elstein and colleagues (1978a), with the reading studies focusing on the develop-

ment of a computer diagnostic simulation program. As such, the findings do not describe the

reading diagnosticians' cognitive processes in detail. instead the results from these studies

emphasized a methodology characterized by a more controlled setting, the dlscrete products
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of diagnosis, relatlonships between products, and the consistency within and across

dlagnosticians. Consequently, this review will not parallel the structure of the previous sec-

tion. ln effect, it will point out how much we still need to learn about diagnosis in reading.

As with the experimental treatment used in the medical diagnosis studies, the reading

dlagnosticians were asked to diagnose and suggest remediatlon for simulated cases of read-

ing difliculty. However, while the simulated cases in the medical studies were well-tralned

actors, the reading simulated cases were collections of information, organized in a box per

case, which lncluded test scores, completed test booklets, audio tapes, and written, non-

judgmental comments by other experts (Lee 8 Welnshank, 1978). Each participant diagnosed

three cases, two of which were identical in order to test for reliability.

Data were collected ln two phases. First, the diagnostlcians were given the referral in-

formation and instructed to ask the experimenter for specific cues from the inventory in an _

effort to collect as much information as desired in order to write a diagnosis and initial re-

medial plan. The diagnostlclan was asked to verbalize his/her thinking, as long as it did not

interfere with performance. An observer recorded the Information that was requested and any

comments made by the participant. Alter the information was collected, a stlmulated recall
~

of the diagnostic activity was conducted using the information recorded by the observer.

Questions focused on: Why were particular cues requested? How were specific cues inter-

preted? What hypotheses were generated by specific cues? Which cues supported or dis-

confirmed existing hypotheses? For the final task, the dlagnosticians wrote their diagnosis

and tentative prescription for each case.

In the pilot study (Lee 8. Welnshank, 1978), eight experienced diagnostlcians interacted

with two simulated cases representing different, but commonly encountered types of reading

difflculty ln children, grades three to seven. The data analysis examined how the

dlagnosticians gathered and lnterpreted the available information. Analysis of the verbal

protocols revealed findings similar to those reported in the medical diagnosis research, spe-

cltically:

1. Most diagnostlcians base their diagnoses on a relatively small number of key cues;
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2. They entertain their first hypotheses very early in the session; and,

3. Despite the variability in the number of cues requested and the amount of total

elapsed time, the diagnosticians ultimately correctly identified the client's major dif-

üculties.

Subsequent studies in this effort changed the original questions (beginning with

Weinshank, 1978a) and focused on two discrete aspects of dlagnostlc process: the frequency

of each dlagnostlc statement made across all sessions for a given case, and the individual

agreement for each case (interdiagnostician and intradiagnostician). The results indlcated

that there was very little commonality between the diagnosticians in their statements about

similar cases. ln a summary of the entire research effort, Vinsonhaler and his colleagues

(1983) report that, in fact, most statements in the written diagnosis and remediation for a given

case were mentioned only once. ln relation to the reliability, across the series of six studies

the interdiagnostic agreement was about 0.10 and the intradiagnostlcian agreement was 0.20.

Further, the remediations appeared to be uncorrelated with the diagnoses.

ln attemptlng to explain the disparate flndlngs between the pilot study (Lee & Weinshank,

1978) and the ürst observational study (Weinshank, 1978a), the researchers considered a va-

riety of possible confoundlng factors (WeInshanl<, 1980a). The first factor that was considered

was that the original sample was unrepresentative. To test the hypothesis that another group

of similarly trained specialists would perform more rellably, a second observational study,

examining the diagnoses of learning disabilities specialists, was conducted (VanRoekel, 1979).

The tindings revealed that the group agreement (interspeciallst reliability) results paralleled

those of the reading diagnosticians.

A second explanation was that the difference was due to a lack of standardized vocab-

ulary among the clinlcians. To test this, Hotfmeyer (1980) had the reading diagnosticians

transfer their own natural language statements to the standardized checklist used in the larger

study. Again there was little reliability given the same cases.

A third explanation focused on the methodology — the experimental setting and the data

analysis. To test the validity of the "boxed" paper and pencil simulated case format with ac-
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cess to a singular cue at any one time, Stratoudakls (1980) presented the information in a

three-ring notebook and allowed the diagnosticians to work independently. The results were

the same as with the previous investigation using the boxed simulated cases and presence

of the experimenter.

A fourth explanation focused on the unit of analysis, all diagnostic statements. By fo-

cusing on each diagnostic statement, the researchers may have "inadvertently ’swamped’

substantial agreement' (Weinshank, 1980a, p. 11). A structured checklist was constructed for

the subsequent study (Weinshank, 1980b), with no apparent difference in the number of dif-

ferent statements reported.

An additional explanation for the lack of inter- and intradiagnosticlan reliabillty was hy-

pothesized to be the lack of proper training of the diagnosticians (Vlnsonhaler, 1979). This

notion was supported by the results of a series of training studies (e.g., Gil, Polin, Vlnsonhaler,

& VanRoekel, 1980). That ls, after specific training in development of heuristics for cue se-

lection and interpretation, inter- and intradiagnostician reliabillty significantly increased.

A similar correlatlon between training and subsequent diagnostic performance was also

reported by Mitchell (1978). Specifically, ln a study in which twelve diagnosticians were al-

lowed to work with the actual clients (children, ages 8-9), Mitchell (1978) found that the error

coding and interpretation of chiIdren's errors was significantly related to the diagnostlcians’

prior training. However, while these studies demonstrate that specific cue selection strategies

and interpretations can be learned (cf., Trabasso, 1963), they offer no explanation for the data

that were collected from the 66 particlpants in the observational studie (Gil, 1979; VanRoekel,

1979; Welnshank, 1980a, 1980b). ln these studies, the particlpants were purposively chosen

from diverse backgrounds. Thus, while Vlnsonhaler may have explained disparate diagnoses

as a result of improper training, the differences may be due to different training or differences

in experlences since the initial training (cf., N.H. Anderson, 1974; Elstein, Shulman & Sprafl<a,

1978a; Heidbreder, 1946, 1947; Trabasso, 1963).

A close examlnatlon of the Vlnsonhaler reading diagnosis research reveals some key

factors that may explain the dlsparate results (i.e., reliability of final diagnoses) emanating
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from a body of research that was grounded in the same clinical problem-solvlng model of ln-

quiry (i.e., Elstein ef al., 1972, 1978a). First, after the pilot study by Lee and Weinshank (1978)

was completed, the research questions and methods changed. Subsequent studies were no

longer examining patterns of diagnostic processes, these studies focused more on discrete

units of behavior and written products (i.e., written diagnoses and tentative prescriptions).

A second and critical factor relates to the nature of the subject (client or patient) with

which the diagnosticians interacted. In the medical studies (Elstein et al., 1972, 1978a), the

patients were live simulated cases - well-trained actors who could display symptoms and talk

with the physicians. Each actor was provided with a comprehensive case history and was

trained to recount relevant medical history and simulate the physical symptoms of the dis-

ease. Elstein and his colleagues (1972, 1978a) report that most of the physicians said that 'the

simulations were oonvincing and provided a satisfactory approximation of a real case' (p.87).

Similarly, reliability in cue selection and subsequent diagnoses were reported in the Mitchell

reading study (1978), in which the diagnosticians were able to Interact with live clients in their

own classroom settings.

In the Vinsonhaler reading studies (e.g., Vinsonhaler et al., 1983) (excluding the study

by Stradoukis who used a 3-ring notebook, 1980), the clients were compilations of information,

organized in a file box, which included written reports of family history, test scores, classroom

behavior reports, and audiotapes of the clients’ oral reading. Given that the context plays a

critical role in any task (Erickson & Schultz, 1977; Norman, 1969), these client differences may

be a key explanation for the diagnostic reliability differences.

A third related factor focuses on the availability of informational cues to the

dlagnostlcian. In the medical studies (Elstein et al., 1972, 1978a), the physicians were free to

eliclt whatever data thought to be necessary and in whatever order of selection. For instance,

the physicians were allowed to ask the simulated patients any questions, order any laboratory

tests, and request any reports from those forms used by the university health service. In es-

sence, the physicians were instructed to work in their customary manner and to do whatever

was judged to be appropriate with the given case.
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ln both the Mitchell (1978) and the Vinsonhaler (e.g., Vinsonhaler ef al., 1983) reading

studies, the cues available to the diagnosticians were restricted. ln the Mitchell study, the

diagnosticians had to analyze children’s miscues from specific oral reading passages. No

I other cue sources were available. ln the Vinsonhaler studies, the diagnosticians could re-

quest one piece of information at a time chosen from the list of available information. The

informational cues were presented to the diagnosticians upon request. That ls, the

diagnosticians were not able to elicit information of their own choice, consequently restricting

the availability of typical cues or patterns of cues.

ln a study on teachers’ assignments to reading groups, Niles and Borko (1983) found that

grouping decisions were lnfluenced when the access to typically available cues was re-

stricted. Specifically, when asked to make grouping decisions about their own (real) versus

hypothetical students, teachers relied more on informal reading information for thelr own

(real) students than for hypothetical students. Niles and Borko attrlbuted these differences to

the rlchness of information (l.e., familiar patterns of Interaction) that the teachers typically had

available to them in their daily Interaction with their students. Consequently, again, a differ-

ence in the typical context may have limited the validity of the findings in the Vinsonhaler

reading studies.

A fourth factor deals with the operatlonal definition of cue as a unit of analysis. ln the

medical diagnosis studies, a cue was a discrete piece of information (verbal or non-verbal)

that a physician recognized in the dlagnostic session (e.g., body temperature, specific symp-

toms verbalized by the patient). In Mitchell’s (1978) study, the cue was the specific mlscue

or discrete reading error made by the child. In the Vinsonhaler studies, the cue was defined

as "an entire category, including scores, comments, booklets, and recordings' (Lee &

Welnshank, 1978, p. 18). Examples cf individual cues include Dolch words, classroom infor-

mation, and the Peabody Achlevement test.

ln summary, the major research on the cognltive processes involved ln reading diagno-

sls revealed more Information about the products of diagnosis ratherthan the processes. Cue

selection, diagnosis, and prescription development were not interrelated nor conslstent within
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and across diagnosticians. In these studies, training and experience, as well as issues related

to the presentation of the simulated cases, did not appear to be factors influencing these re-

sults. However, other factors related to the research questions, tidelity of the simulated cases,

and the data analysis procedures may have inadvertently masked information about the rich-

ness of the reading diagnostlc process that was apparent in the medical diagnosis research.

Recommendations

ln light of the dlsparate results across the previous studies of diagnosis and the fact that

the theoretical basis for the clinical problem-solving model has support for applicability in _

reading diagnosis (Elstein et al., 1978b), further study of the thought processes of reading

diagnosticians seems warranted, if not compelllng. The basic cognitive processes which

undergird the problem identification processes in reading need to be examined as they occur

in controlled, but naturalistic, envlronments. Consequently, future research should focus on
U

the on-going diagnostlc process as well as the effects that the experimental tasks have on the

processes and products. Recommendations for future research include the examination of:

1. Specific cues and how they are interpreted and used to develop and/or test hypoth-

eses;

2. Strategies for hypothesls development and testing;

3. Internal or "particlpant" factors influencing the consistency or inconslstency of cue

selection and hypothesls generation;

4. Alternative experimental contexts, and how the manlpulatlon of task environment in-

fiuences the Interaction between the diagnostician and the client; and,

5. The influence of training, knowledge, and experience on the process and the pro-

ducts.
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THE CUE SELECTION AND HYPOTHESIS GENERATION

OF EXPERT READING DIAGNOSTICIANS

Perspective

ln the area of cognitlve science, what experts know about their work environment and

_ how they use expert knowledge to identify problemshave received increasing attention in

recent years (Berliner, 1986; Bloom, 1986; Leinhardt & Greeno, 1986; Schön, 1983). Since

DeGroot’s (1966) initial study of chess masters, the cognitlve orientation toward the study of

expertise has maintained that qualitative as well as quantitative differences exist between the

performance of experts and novices. lndeed experts tend to know (quantitatlvely) more in-

formation than relative novices, but they also perceive their contexts differently (Newell &

Rosenbloom, 1981), organize information differently (e.g., Chase & Simon, 1973), plan for

action differently (Schön, 1983), use different strategies (Larkin, McDermott, Simon & Simon,

1980), and evaluate their actions differently (Schön, 1983). In essence then, differences exist

between experts and novices in terms of their declarative knowledge and procedural know-

ledge, as well as for the interaction among these knowledge structures. These differences

have become the focus of investlgations of human problem solving processes in a variety of

domains including computer programming (e.g., Adelson, 1981), chess (e.g., Chase & Simon,

° 1973), physics (e.g., Chi, Feltovich & Glaser, 1981), and education (e.g., Housner & Griffey,

° 1985).

Problem solving is described as a complex thinking process involving goaI·dlrected ac-

tivity across a sequence of stages (Polya, 1957). Polya (1957, 1968) outlines four general

stages of the process: (a) understanding the problem, (b) devising a plan, (c) carrying out the

plan, and (d) looking back. Of these four stages, the first - understanding the problem - is

arguably the most critical for a successful solution (Newell & Simon, 1972). The solver must
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gather information about the problem, find out what is known and unknown, and assess the

conditions in, and under, which the solution must be generated. Consequently, success at this

stage requires the solver to be knowledgeable of the content area and to identify the relevant

cues that will lead to an accurate identiücation of the problem (Neves & Anderson, 1981).

Cue relevance, and subsequent cue effectlveness, is based on the principle of encoding

specificity (Tulving & Thomson, 1973), and is directly related to how information is lnitlally

learned. "Specific encoding operations performed on what is perceived determine what is

stored, and what is stored determines what retrieval cues are effective in providing access to

what is stored" (p. 369). Since cue effectlveness depends upon the stlmulus conditions pres-

ent at the time of attempted retrieval (which are Iikely to vary somewhat from the original

encoding context), cues appearing in different contexts may access different bodies of infor-

mation. The strength of the association between the cues and stored knowledge, developed

through hours of relnforced practice, becomes a key factor. That is, cues that prove to be

most effective in activating stored knowledge are naturally and strongly associated with the

content of that knowledge base.

As the task environment becomes more complex and the number of competing cues

increases, strategies for cue selection must be considered (Bruner, Goodnow & Austin, 1956).

Strategies are implemented to obtain information relevant to the goals of the inquiry, reduce

the amount of cognitlve effort, and/or reduce the risk of making an error. Strategies will vary

on each of these dimensions and what is eventually implemented will be based on the context

and individual differences.

Basic to all strategies is the valence or marker of the available cue (Bruner et al., 1956).

That is, does the cue represent a positive or negative instance of the concept? For example,

in identlfying a canary, singing and yellow would carry positive valences, while a bill and

talons would be marked with negative valences. Associated with the dichotomous cue iudg-

ment (i.e., positive versus negative) is the much "grayer" judgments made about the relative

importance or salience of a particular cue under a particular set of circumstances (Trabasso,

1963). Uhdergirdlng both the notion of cue valence and salience ls the amount of prior expe-
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rlence and/or training the individual has had in the particular domain. Cues are attended to

and concepts identified according the set of learned 'ruIes" the individual has developed

through practice.

These rules, however, are not restricted to single cues judged in a linear, one·at-a time

sequence (Seibel, 1963). When situations become complex (as would be found ln naturally

occurring contexts), people impose decision rules on the context to integrate or 'chunk" the

noticed information into multiple cue iudgments, thereby decreasing the cognitive load. Due

to systematic biases and random error, these decision rules or judgments often reflect the

individual’s desired rules and policles somewhat imperfectly (e.g., Hammond & Summers,

1972; Slovic & MacPhillamy, 1974). Most systematic biases, or perceptions about cue impor-

tance, will have been generated through the individual's prior experience or training in the

task in the context (Trabasso, 1963). Consequently, consistent implementation of individual

policy appears to be related to the degree of cognitive skill for the context and the task.
»

Epitomizing problem identification, or the understanding of the problem, is the process

of diagnosis. Pioneering work in this area has been conducted by Elstein and colleagues (e.g.,

Elstein, Kagan, Shulman, Jason & Loupe, 1972; Elstein, Shulman, Sprafl<a, 1978a; Shulman &

Elstein, 1978) using medical dlagnosticians -· physlcians. Their findings indicate that experi-

enced physicians appear to leap directly to a small array of provisional hypotheses very early

in their meetings with patients. Further, these provisional hypotheses seem to be generated

out of the physicians’ backround knowledge of medicine, including their range of specific

experiences, associated with the problematic cues recognized in the early stages of inter-

action with the patients.

Recent attempts to extend such work into the area of reading diagnosis by Vinsonhaler

and colleagues (e.g., Gil, Hoffmeyer, VanRoekel, Vinsonhaler & Weinshank, 1979; Lee &

Weinshank, 1978; Vinsonhaler, Weinshank, Wagner & Polin, 1983) has indicated that, unlike

medical dlagnosticians, reading dlagnosticians evidence little, if any, intra· or

interdiagnostician consistency (Phi = 0.20, Phi = 0.10, respectively). Furthermore, their

prescriptions appear to be unrelated to their diagnoses. A close examination of this research
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reveals that in order to maintaln a controlled, experimental environment, Vinsonhaler and his

colleagues severely restricted the availability of "extraneous" cues. This oal focused the

studies away from the more ”natural' settings which had succeeded in medicine (Elstein and

colleagues [1972, 1978a] used "well-trained" actors in actual examination room settings) to-

ward more discrete events and measures typilied by the representations of "clients' by boxes

of data. Individual cues (e.g., a test score) could be accessed only one-at-a-time in a se-

quential manner. This method made it virtually impossible to discern interactions between

multiple cue judgments, pattern recognition and knowledge structures. In addition, these

studies ignored the powerful effect of context (i.e., the availability of effective cues) on

domain-specific, skilled memory.

Related to the limitations of Vinsonhaler’s data collection procedures is the resultant

limitations of the data analysis. 'The major data for analysis was the set of statements in the

written dlagnosis" (Vinsonhaler et al., 1983, p. 143). An excerpt from one of the diagnoses is

below:

Mike, a 12 year old seventh grader with the capacity and family experiences and back-
ground to perform at or above grade level in language related subjects, scores sub-
stantially below level on standardized and objective based tests.... Mike attempts to
make sense from the book. Mike’s weaknesses are inappropriate phrasing-tiuency.
lgnores punctuation. Reversals of letters both from when he hears the sound and en-
coding and when he sees the symbols and decodes... (Vinsonhaler et al., p. 148).

While these statements indeed outline the data that support the diagnosis, the level of gen-

erality precludes the examination of the actual pieces of information used by the

diagnosticians to formulate these statements. Consequently, the generative, diagnostic

process, which would include such activities as specific cue selection and hypothesis gener-

ation and testing, was not examlned.

With these apparent limitations in mind, our investigation was designed to replicate the

work of Vinsonhaler and his colleagues and to e><tend the study of reading diagnosis into more

ecologically valid settings. Specifically, this study examlned the cue selection and hypothesis

generation strategies of expert reading diagnosticians throughout the entire diagnostic proc-

ess. Settings ranged from "boxed" client files to work with live clients. The specific questions

which guided this research were:
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1. What are the number and nature of cues selected by each dlagnostician across the
experimental sessions?

2. What are the number and nature of hypotheses generated by the selected cues?

3. What are the strategies used to select cues and generate hypotheses?

4. Are the cue selection and hypothesis generation strategies consistent within and
across dlagnosticians?

5. Is the diagnostic process (including cue selection, hypothesis generation, diagnosis
and prescription) consistent across dlagnosticians?

6. Are there dlfferences In cue selection, hypothesis generation strategies, diagnoses,
and prescriptions in live Interaction contrasted with videotaped and 'boxed" client
sessions within and across dlagnosticians?

Method

Participants

. Five dlagnosticlans were selected from a pool of 48 educators who were initlally re-

commended by their publlc school supervisors and/or university professors. The criteria for

the recommendations included at least 5 years of successful teaching experience, a master’s

degree, and demonstrated, consistent expertise in diagnosing children's reading difficulties.

These three main crlteria satlsfled a quantitative (In terms of time) and qualitative (knowledge

and performance) definition of expertise.

The nominees were contacted by mail, asked If they would be interested in participating

ln the study and, If so, to complete an enclosed, brief information form and survey to be re-

turned with a statement of interest. These two instruments were used as screening devices

to ensure a diverse sample. The brief information form asked questions regarding their

training, work experiences, typical reading·assessment procedures, and involvement in pro-

fessional activities. The conceptions of reading survey, designed by Leu and Kinzer (1987),
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elicited the nominee’s opinions about how one reads and how reading ability develops. (See

Appendix A for the letters, forms and surveys used to select the participants.)

From the original pool of 48 (all women), three reading speclalists, a learning disabilities

·
specialist, and a classroom teacher were asked to participate as the expert diagnosticians ln

this study. Each person in the linal purposive sample had a master’s degree in either reading

or learning disabilities and at least seven years of teaching experience (range = 7 to 36

years). See Appendix B for a description of their educational backgrounds, typical diagnostic

procedures and assessments, and conceptions of reading.

The clients (ages 8-11, 3 girls and 3 boys) withwhom the diagnosticians worked were

enrolled in a university reading clinic program. Each client had a history of reading problems

in their public school experience and were recommended to the clinic program by their par-

ents. (Appendix C outlines a basic description of each client, along with his/her school-based

diagnosis and general remediation program.) Permission was requested from their parents

or guardians specilically for this study. In return for their cooperation, the parents were given

a report of the dlagnosticians’ activities and test results alter all data collection was com-

pleted. (See Appendix D for the letter, permission form, and a copy of one of the reports.)

Prlor to data collection, permission was granted by the Human Subjects Review Board

for the use of human subjects in this research project.

Settings, equipment and materials

Settings. All of the experimental sessions in which the diagnosticians worked with the

live client were held in the university clinic, in rooms familiar to the clients. Videotaped or

"boxed" sessions were held either in the clinic, the diagnostician’s classroom, or in their

home, to ensure comfort and convenience for the diagnosticians. All settings were quiet, and

relatively disruption-free.
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Equlpment. All sessions were both video and audiotaped; consequently, cameras and

recorders were a part of every session. The clients were familiarized with the camera before

data collection began by vldeotaping their sessions with their university-clinic tutors. Two

cassette recorders place on opposite sides of the room were in operation at any one time to

ensure an accurate recording of all verbalizations. The diagnosticians were made aware of

the taping procedures during the orientation session.

Materlals. The videotapes used in the experimental sessions were made during the first

round of interactions with the live clients. For five of the clients (who would be diagnosed via

all of the three different formats), the taped interaction from the ürst experimental session was

used for the videotaped session. For the si><th client, who represented our control condition,

the videotaped interaction consisted of this client with a diagnostician employed by the read-

Ing clinic. ln all cases, these interactions represented the first time each client·diagnostician

pair worked in a diagnostic session together.

„ Case information on each client was organized in a file box, and categorized by major

source of Information (e.g., general Information, school records, health/medical information). ·

These general categories were based on the case inventory categories used by Vinsonhaler

and colleagues (1983). (A master list of the contents of cIIents' case information appears in

Figure 2.) Each source within a category was printed on individual cue sheets, with specific

pieces of information covered with removable, labeled and coded tags. As the diagnostician

perused each cue sheet, she could see the name of the specific cue (e.g., Woodcock Reading

— Passage Comprehension subtest score), then would have to remove the coded tag to see

the value for the cue (i.e., the specific grade equivalent score). This facilitated the accurate

recording of selection of specific cues. (See Figure 3 for an illustration of the case assembly.)

FIGURES 2 AND 3 WILL APPEAR ABOUT HERE.

ln order to remain faithful to their typical assessment procedures, therdiagnosticians

were allowed to use their own testing materials or any materials available at the clinic when
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I. General Information IV-I. Slingerland Screening for Specific
Learning Disabilities

I·A. Referral to the Reading Clinic IV-J. Test of Written Language
(comments from the school) IV-K. The Visual Aural Digit Span Test

I-B. Referral for school-related IV-L Kaufman Assessment Battery for
special services Children

I-C. General/family background IV-M. Adaptive Behavior Evaluation Scale
IV-N. Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test

ll. Health/medical Information
V. Testsänformation reported by the Reading

ll-A. History of childhood diseases Clinic
ll-B. Immunization history
I|·C. Height/weight records V-A. Tutor's report
ll-D. Vision V-B. Informal reading inventory
Il-E. Hearing VLC. Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test
ll-F. Teeth V—D. Bryant Diagnostic Test of Phonics Skills
Il-G. Throat V-E. Woodcock Reading Mastery Tests
ll-H. Speech

VI. Testsünformation reported by independent
lll. School Information reading diagnostician _

Ill-A. Attendance
L

VI-A. Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test
lll-B. Academic progress VI-B. Spache Informal Reading Inventory

(report cards) VI—C. Bryant Test of Phonics Skills
Vl-D. Informal written language assessment

IV. Tests/assessments administered
by theschool—

IV-A. Kindergarten screening
IV-A'. Kindergarten skills checklist

(for one client only)
IV-B. Metropolitan Readiness Test
IV-C. Curriculum Referenced Tests of

Mastery
IV-D. SRA Skills Assessment
IV-E. Open Court HeadwayNirginia

Standards of Leaming
IV-F. Woodcock-Johnson Psychoeducational

Battery of Tests
lV·G. Weschler Intelligence Scale for

Children ~ Revised
IV·H. Bender Gestalt Motor Test ·
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they were working with the live clients. These materials included such items as standardized

reading tests, language assessments, informal assessments, trade books, paper, pencils, and

drawlng markers. Prior to each experimental session, the diagnosticians were free to peruse

clinic materials to become familiar with what was available. During the interaction, additional

materials could be selected and used at any time during their interaction with the client.

Procedures

Observer tralnlng. The principal lnvestigator met with the two observers for three hours

prior to data collection. The purpose of the meeting was to familiarize the two observers with

the materials, equipment, and procedures. Time was spent practicing the collection and re-
I

cording of cues, as well as the questloning procedures used to elicit the diagnosticians’ on-

going thoughts.

The orientatlon sesslon. A week before data collection began, the principal lnvestigator

met with the participants and observers in a two-hour orientatlon session. The purpose of this

meeting was to introduce the participants to the observers and each other, and familiarize the

diagnosticians with the basic experimental procedures and the reading clinic. After a brief

introduction to the purpose of the study, approximately one-half hour was spent discussing

and demonstrating the case inventory and the verbal reporting procedures. The

diagnostlcians were then given as much time as they needed to ask questions, peruse the

clinic’s facilities, and collect tentative diagnostic assessment materials that would be use in

_the upcoming weeks.

The verbal report. The basic procedure used to gain access to the diagnosticians'

thought processes was the verbal report. ln recent years, amid some controversy (e.g.,

Nisbett & Wilson, 1977), verbal reports have emerged as a rich source of information about the

strategies and information lndividuals use to solve problems (Ericsson & Simon, 1980, 1984).
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While a number of different methods of process tracing have been used (e.g., concurrent

probing, stimulated recall, in-basket formats), the literature indicates that the concurrent

probing or "think-aloud" procedures are the most accurate in revealing the information and

processes being used in the task (Afflerbach & Johnston, 1984; Ericsson & Simon, 1984;

Shulman & Elstein, 1975; Yinger, 1986). Using this procedure, researchers ask participants to

think aloud as they are performing the task. The validity of this technique is based on the

assumption that the attended to or heeded information that is in short-term memory is being

verbalized either through direct articulation or by verbal encoding of information that is ori-

ginally stored in a nonverbal code (Ericsson & Simon, 1980). Thus, with the think-aloud task,

an indirect trace to the internal stages of the cognitive process is assumed to be obtained

through the direct trace to the heeded information.

Another process·traclng method, stimulated recall, or retrospective reporting, asks the

participant to reflect back on a problem solving process, often using videotapes or audiotapes

to provide extensive retrieval cues (Ericsson & Simon, 1984). According to Ericsson and

Simon, these verbal report data are not as complete as those extracted through the think-

aloud procedure. Information must be brought back from long-term memory, and thus, may

be decremented or distorted due to interference and/or inference. However, as Shavelson,

Webb, and Burstein (1986) point out, stimulated recalls serve as an important alternative when

studying interactive processes that cannot be interrupted for a researcher’s probe question.

When using verbal reports, another critical issue to be considered is the nature of the

thinking-aloud instructions (Ericsson & Simon, 1984). Three levels of verbalization can be

generated depending upon the verbage of the instructions. The first level of verbalization is

simply the utterance of a covert vocalization. Participants may be asked to say the correct

choice, label the objects in a matrix, or name a visually portrayed object. A level-two

verbalization involves a description of the thought content. Because this requires the partic-

ipant to recode non-verbal content, verbalizing can be expected to occupy some time. How-

ever, such recoding is hypothesized not to change the structure of the process for performing

the main task (Ericsson & Simon, 1980). A third level of verbalization requires the participants
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to explain their thoughts, ideas, hypotheses or motives. This requires subjective interpreta-

tion in the form of some recoding of information in memory, as well as linking this information

to earlier thoughts and cued Information.

The level of verbalization and subsequent think-aloud protocol is inlluenced by the exact

wording of the instructions. The main part of the instruction to think aloud is usually very

short, for example, "Try to think aIoud." An additional instruction like, 'Think, tell me every-

thing that passes through your head during your work searching for a solution, " cues a de-

scriptive, or level two, verbalization. A level three instruction would require explanation, for

instance, "In order to follow your thoughts we ask you to think aloud, explaining each step as

thoroughly as you can." (Quotes are taken from Ericsson & Simon, 1984, p. 80-81).

Experlmental sesslon format. With these caveats about verbal reports in mind, live ex-

perimental sessions were designed and conducted with each of the live participants, yielding

a total of 25 sessions (see Figure 4). Each session consisted of a preparation stage (i.e., ex-

amining the client’s file), an Interaction stage (i.e., working with that client in either live, vid-

eotaped, or 'boxed"/audiotaped format), a written diagnosis stage, and a "wrap-up" stage that

elicited a diagnostic summary statement, prescription, and reflection on each particular ses-

sion. The tasks were varied by the mode of Interaction with the client, the amount of time

allocated to each stage (based on expert judgment), the nature of the verbalization (descrip-

tive or explanatory), and whether a think-aloud or stimulated recall was employed.

FIGURE 4 WILL APPEAR ABOUT HERE.

The baslc experimental session procedure. The participants in each session were the

diagnostician, an observer and the "client.' The observer was there to guide the diagnostician

through the session, elicit the verbal report, and manage the taping process. The speciüc

procedures and instructions used in each experimental session are located in Appendix E.

The following is a brief description of the basic procedure used across sessions.
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Session * Nature of client and Order of treatment
diagnostic interaction stages *

I Live client: each diagnostician Preparation, interaction, written
works with a different client. diagnosis, stimulated recall ,

wrap-up

II °‘Boxed" client: replication of Preparation, interaction with
Vi nsonhaler et al. studies; each audiotaped reading, written diag-
diagnostician reviews the file nosis, sti mulated recall , wrap- up
and audiotapes of a different g
client.

III Live client: each diagnostician Preparation, interaction, stimu-
works with a different client lated recall, written diagnosis,
(also different client than diag- wrap-up
nosed in session I).

IV Videotaped client: using video- Preparation, interaction (both
tapes generated in session I, of these stages involve "think-
each diagnostician identifies the aloud" verbal reports), written
reading difficultg(ies) of clients diagnosis, wrap- up
who have worked with other
diagnosticians in this studg.

V Videotaped client (control con- Preparation, interaction with
dition): all diagnostician: videotaped client, written diag-
identifg the reading difficulties nosis, sti mulated recall ,
of a child who is working with a wrap-up
diagnostician not in this studg. ·

* Descri ptive thi nk-alouds were used in all preparation and interaction stages,
except where noted in experimental session IV.

üggre 4, Description of the five experimental sessions.
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The observer would present the case to the diagnostician via the case inventory, hand

each piece of information to the diagnostician upon request, and record the order of and time

that the cue code tags were removed. (Cues could be re·examined at any time.) lf the par-

ticular experimental session had a 30—minute time limit to the preparation stage, the observer

would signal when 25 minutes had passed, allowing the last 5 minutes for the diagnostician

to choose assessment materials. lf no time limit was imposed, the diagnostician could peruse

the files until she felt she was ready to interact with the client.

In the live sessions, the observer would begin the interaction stage with the

diagnostician, then leave the diagnostician and client alone with the camera running. In the

videotaped sessions, the observer would hand the diagnostician a log of what appeared on

the videotape and oopies of clean protocols on which the diagnostician could make any notes

related to the activities she observed on the tape. In the "boxed" sessions, a log of what was

available on the audlotapes and clean protocols were given to the diagnostician. In both the
\

videotape and "boxed" sessions, the diagnostician could interact with any part of the tapes

at any time (within time limits, lf applicable). The counter footage numbers on the audio or

videotape recorders (according to the experimental session) were documented on the log

sheets with the specific assessment material. (See Figure 5 for a sample log sheet.)

FIGURE 5 WILL APPEAR ABOUT HERE.

For the written-diagnosis stage, the observer would first ask the diagnostician if she

would like to see any additional cues from the case inventory. This was to allow her to have

access to further information prompted by what they observed in the interaction stage. The

diagnostician was prompted to remove the cue code tags and place them in order on the file

folder marked for that particular experimental session. Then, equipped with paper, pencil, and

all the cue sheets that she had requested, the diagnostician was given one hour in private to

write up the diagnosis and prescription.
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Yideotape Log for Experimental Session *5 - Peter

C¤¤¤1¢F * Content Page * in Protocol

000-623 Peabodg Picture Vocabularg Test 1

624-837 Bruant Test of Phonics Skills
624 a) vowel identification — V

front
702 b) consonant identification "
777 c) short vowels (begun, but not finished) "

838- 640 Spache Informal Reading Inventorg

838 Word recognition, List 1-3 3-5
127 Level 2.6: Maru and the Parade 26

(oral reading and comprehension questions)
399 Level 2.85: Maru and the Circus 27

(oral reading and comprehension questions)

fjgure 5. Sample videotag lg_g for experimenta] session *5.
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The stimulated recall stage involved a "looking back" or reflection on the preparation

stage and then the Interaction stage, in order to explain her thinking regarding important cues

and tentatlve hypotheses. The diagnostician had all of her notes, the cue sheets, assessment

protocols and, if applicable, the written dlagnosis in front of her as she thought aloud about

the events on the videotape. This was to ensure that all possible retrieval cues would be

available, hoping for the highest probability of an accurate reconstruction of the events. With

an audiotape player recording the conversation, the observer prompted the diagnostician to

explain what cues and hypotheses she was considering during the entire diagnostic proce—

dure.

The wrap·up stage concluded the session with a summary of the dlagnosis and the

prescriptions. The diagnostician was asked to identify the key cues that helped her identify

the problem. Questions were also asked about the fidelity of the particular session format to

typical procedure. Speclfically, the diagnostician was asked what was lacking (in terms of

available information or time), what influenced her behavior In this session (e.g., training, the

client, the task environment), and what, if any, changes In the cue selection or hypothesis

generation process had occurred since the first session. This stage was also audiotaped.

The debrieflng session. Two weeks after the last experimental session was completed,

all particlpants met for a final debrieflng session. The purpose of this session was to inform

the diagnosticians about the schooI’s‘and each other’s dlagnosis of each client. Also, cues

selected by each diagnostician were compared to allow the particlpants to compare their own

behaviors to each other’s and discuss their diagnoses In the group. This session was

audiotaped and transcrlbed, and the information was used as clarification and corroboratlon

of statements made during the experimental sessions.

Client rotatlon end experimental session order. As shown in Figure 6, five of the clients

were rotated through experimental sessions l-IV, allowing each client to be diagnosed via four

diagnosticians and four different session procedures. All diagnosticians worked with the sixth

client in experimental session V as a control condition. (This ls Peter in Figure 6.) The ex-
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perlmental session order was counterbalanced within the constraints of the parents’ sched-

ules and inclement weather (see Figure 7). All sessions were completed within four weeks.

FIGURES 6 AND 7 WILL APPEAR ABOUT HERE.

Data sources and analyses

Data sources. The major data sources were the verbal reports extracted from the audio

and videotape records from each dlagnostic session, the diagnosticians’ notes made during

the preparation and Interaction stages, and the written diagnoses. The data were analyzed

on two levels: a descrlptive analysis of what the diagnosticians did in terms of cue selection

and hypothesis generation strategies, and an interpretive analysis of the process of how the

diagnosticians identified the clients’ problems (see Figure 8).

FIGURE 8 WILL APPEAR ABOUT HERE.

Data analyses. The first level of analysis involved a quantitative, descrlptive analysis of

the major variables and a qualitative assessment of the relational nature within each major

variable (Spradley, 1980). Baslcally, the total number and nature of single cues, multiple cues,

hypotheses, diagnoses, and prescriptions were examined and compared within and across

diagnosticians and clients. A cue was defined as a discrete piece of information that was

verbalized or written by the diagnostician. Examples include a WISC~R full scale IQ score, an

oral readlng miscue, or an observed non-verbal behavior such as the client rubbing his/her

eyes. A multiple cue was any group of two or more single cues clustered or "chunked' to-

gether, either conjunctively or disjunctively, as one larger, connected piece of information.

Examples include all the vision records, all reading grades for one year, and discrepancies in
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Order of client interaction

Diaynostician I 2 3 4 5

Amy Brett Tonita Matt Peter Stepanie

Pat Stephanie Barbara Peter Matt Tonita

Judy Matt Barbara Peter Brett Tonita

Sarah Tonita Peter Stephanie Barbara Brett

Bonnie Barbera Stephanie Matt Brett Peter

Qgggg 6, Segygge with which the five djgnosticians interacted with the
uu.Li.¢.¤I.¢.„

Order of experimental session

Diaynostician I 2 3 4 5

Amy I II IV V III

Pat I II V III IV

Judy I IV V II III

Sarah I V II III IV

Bonnie I IV II III V

fjggrg 7, Segyence of experimental sessions across diagnosticians.
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Data sources:
verbal reports ltranscri pts
diagnosticians' written notes
written diagnoses

Level I: Quantitative and Qualitative Anal gsis

@·_pose: to descri be xggj the diagnosticians
did in the experimental sessions

•Quantitative procedures included the parsi ng and
coding of data sources, extracti ng and counti ng
frequencies of major variables while main-
taining the naturallg occurri ng sequence in
which each variable appeared in each experi-
mental session.•

Qualitative procedures included the categorizi ng
ofthe major variables, organizi ng the .
categories into taxonomies and extracti ng
di mensions of difference within and across
the taxonomies (Spradleg, 1980).

(
Level II: Qualitative Anal usis

Egpose: to descri be IE; the diagnosticians
identified the clients' reading problems

Using the data gleaned from the Level I anal gsis,
a qualitative traci ng of the process (Ericsson &
Simon, 1984) included the following procedures:

• traci ng the development of multiple cues
• traci ng the formulation of hgpotheses,

and the cues that support or disconfirm
‘ each hgpothesis

•extracti ng the cue selection and hgpo-
thesis generation strategies used within
and across diagnosticians

Qgure 8. A descriptive schematic of the data anal ug;procedures.
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the Woodcock Reading Mastery Test subtest scores. An hypothesis was defined as a con-

jecture about the client’s reading ability, behavior, health, family situation, etc. based on se-

lected cues. For example, given no observed problems with sound-symbol relationships, the

client was hypothesized to have adequate word attack skills. Diagnoses were defined as the

final conclusions about the clients' reading abilities that were stated either in the written di-

agnoses or during the wrap-up/summary stages. Prescriptlons were suggestions for remedl·

ation.

Three additional variables viewed as critical to the cue selection and hypothesis gener-

ation processes emerged from the analysis of the protocols. From the analysis and subse-

quent conversations with the diagnosticians, two of the variables were found to be related to

the ultimate decision of whether or not to identify the client’s reading problem. These two

variables were missing cues (i.e., information requested by the diagnostician, but not avail- _

able) and inferred cues (inserted or inferred information for missing or unavailable cues,

based on best available evidence and prior experience). The third variable emerged from the

analysis of the protocols of a special, unplanned client situation: the diagnosis of the reading

ability of a client whose twin had been diagnosed previously. This variable was examined

because of the apparent application of the information learned about the twin who was first

diagnosed to the twin who was subsequently diagnosed. While this process ls considered to

be inferential, it was isolated as a separate variable in order to examine which cues and hy-

potheses would be assumed identical for both twins, versus which information would be kept

separate by the three diagnosticlans who encountered this situation.

Alter the initial quantitative, descriptive analysis was completed, a qualitative analysis

(Spradley, 1980) of the major variables was conducted. Each single cue and hypothesis was

categorized and organized into a taxonomy to establish the relational nature of the data within

each variable. Missing cues and inferences were not organized into taxonomies as these

variables emanated from the diagnosticians, and many times were categorized as multiple

cues. As multiple cues were chunks of information, any combination of single, missing, mul-

tiple cue, and/or inference may have merged to form a multiple cue. Due to this unpredictable
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nature of the composition of the multiple cue, no taxonomy for this variable could be con-

structed. (However, a schematic for an observed development of a multiple cue is reported

in the results section.) The results from this level of analysis were then used as the empirlcal

base for the next level of analysis, an interpretive examination of the diagnostic process.

The second level of analysis involved the examination of the cue selection and hypoth-

esis testing strategies, and the subsequent development of diagnoses and prescriptions

(Ericsson & Simon, 1984). To these ends, a process-tracing analysis of the entire experimental

session was conducted. This involved examining the points of the diagnostic procedures at

which each major variable was cited, tracing the development of multiple cues and the for-

mulation of hypotheses, and concluding with the final diagnosis and prescriptions. ln addition,

diagnoses and prescriptions were compared to the selected cues within the session, within

clients across sessions, and across diagnosticians across sessions to assess intra- and

interdiagnostician consistency. Intra-diagnostician consistency was defined as the degree to

which the cues that were clted as most salient during an individual experimental session were

the key evidence in the diagnostic statements and subsequently manifested in the pre-

scription. lnter-diagnostician consistency was defined as the degree to which the same di-

agnoses and prescriptions were stated for the same client across the diagnosticians. To

reiterate, the purpose of this extensive analysis involving tracing and comparison was to

construct an ecologically valid picture of the diagnostic process in its entirety.

Results and Discussion

As indlcated previously, the Level l analysis outlined what the diagnosticians did and the

Level ll analysis focuses on how they did it. To coincide with the data analyses procedures,

the lindings are presented and discussed on those two levels, respectively. First, the quanti-

tative results from the discrete analysis of the üve major variables (i.e., single cues, multiple
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cues, misslng cues, lnferences, and hypotheses) are reported. Integrated into this discussion

of the data are the findings from the qualitative analysis (Spradley, 1980) that examined the

relationships among those data within each of these variables. The second level of findings

addresses the process of reading diagnosis. Here, a more detailed analysis (Ericsson &

Simon, 1984) of the cue utilization and selection, hypothesis generation strategies, and for-

mulation of the final diagnoses and prescriptions is described.

Results from the Level l Analysis

The first level of analysis created a description of the number and nature of the major

variables that composed the dlagnostlc process. Across all experimental sessions, three

major sources of Information provided the diagnosticians with these components:

1. the file information, including family background, health information, grades, stand-

ardized test results;

2. the observations of client behavior whlch took place during the interaction, including

the nature and level of physical activity, oral reading, question/answer behavior; and,

3. the task environment, including the tests, the testing situation, the Interaction be-

tween the client, dlagnostlclan, tests, and testing situation.

The summary tables of data from which the following discussion is drawn is presented

ln Appendix F (Tables 1-3). ln these tables, the total frequencies for single, multiple, and
I

missing cues, inferences and hypotheses across experimental sessions (Table 1),

diagnosticians (Table 2), and clients (Table 3) are reported. These raw data are presented

along with other descrlptlve dat (time to first hypothesis, and whether a diagnosis was offered,

in order to create a context for the time frame for initial problem formulations and ultimate

Identification of the problem.
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Single cues. Across all conditions and diagnosticians, the mean number of different

single cues considered by each diagnostician for each experimental session was 249. These

cues were organized into six major categories: general/family background, health/medical

information, school information, general intellectual ability, level of achievement, general

interactions or events during the testing situation (see Appendix G). For all categories except

the latter (related to the testing situation), cues were gleaned from information in the records

and from the interaction through questioning and observation.

Table 4 compares the number of different single cues extracted from the file reports

versus the interactions. In those cases where access to the client was most limited (session

ll, the audiotaped sessions), the diagnosticians extracted 68% of the single cues from the file

reports. Across the two videotaped conditions (sessions IV and V), 59% of the single cues

emanated from the files. ln the live conditions (sessions l and Ill), the files yielded 53% of the

single cues for the diagnosticians.

TABLE 4 WILL APPEAR ABOUT HERE.

The number of cues identified in the interaction stage is further divided into those cues

that flowed directly from tests and specific, planned activities (e.g., oral reading miscues),

compared the cues related to general behavior or conversation (e.g., yawning, playing with a

bracelet). This use of informal, as well as formal, assessment cues emerged as an important

dimension of the data and was often cited later in the written diagnoses and wrap-up stage.

Throughout the study, all five diagnostician concurred that the most important informa-

tion was working with the client in the teaching situation. From the diagnosticians’ perspec·
”

tive, the interaction served two purposes: (1) to test hypotheses or questions formulated from

the file information, and (2) allow the diagnosticians to implement their own assessments that

would render data particularly meaningful to the diagnostician.

Multlple cues. Across all conditions and diagnosticians, the mean number of multiple

cues detected per session was 92. Due to their interactive nature across the various sources
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of information, multiple cues could not be organized Into a taxonomy similar to the taxonomy

reported for single cues. However, similar to the lindings of Bruner and colleagues (1956), the

basic dimension of difference in multiple cues emerged as the distinction between conjunctive

and disjoint multiple cues. A conjunctive cue is one in which two or more single cues or

multiple cues are joined positively. An example of conjunctive cue would be an SRA total

reading score and a grade equivalent from an informal reading inventory. An example of a

disjoint cue would be the client has an 'A' for reading, yet his SRA score is two years below

level. Table 5 reveals that the number of different conjunctive cues was far greater than the

number disjoint cues cited by each diagnostician in each session. Further discussion about

this linding is presented in the second part of the results section.

TABLE 5 WILL APPEAR ABOUT HERE.
I

As the diagnostic process was traced through the stages, the multlple cues built on each

other and 'grew" in size and complexity to form related chunks of information. For example,

in diagnosing Brett, Amy built a picture of his general health (see Figure 9 for an illustration

of this example). During the preparation stage, she began with grouping all information from

the health file about vision, hearing, and speech separately. She then examined the

kindergarten checklist that reported information about the client’s visual and auditory dis-

crimination, and oral expression. By the time of stimulated recall, Amy had grouped the

health information on vislon and hearing together, then hearing with speech, and compared

it with the information found on the checklist. Finally, she grouped the fact that no deleterious

childhood dlseases were experienced with the total hearing and vision chunk (health plus

checklist information) to negate any possibility of the client's health impacting on his ability

to read. By the time Amy gave her tinal summary, she had drawn the conclusion that Brett

had no problems with health related to reading. This process occurred in every experimental

session with every diagnostician, and appears quite similar to the chunking of information
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Table 5. The number of different conjunctive and disjoint multiple cues
cited bu each diagnostician in each experimental session.

c¤n5. 01:5. c¤¤5. 01:5. c¤n5. 01:5. 6:115. 01:5.

1 53 36 53 9 91 21 94 15 70 14 _

2 70 5 50 35 53 15 105 14 81 14

3 63 9 85 1 1 98 7 1 14 13 83 6

4 78 7 97 12 68 10 58 1 75 18

5 61 13 95 20 87 13 89 13 71 15

TOTAL$ 325 70 380 87 397 66 460 56 380 67
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demonstrated by experts in the studies cited in the introduction of this paper (e.g., Adelson,

1981; Chase & Simon, 1973; Leinhardt & Greeno, 1986).

FIGURE 9 WILL APPEAR ABOUT HERE.

Mlsslng cues. Across all sessions, the mean number of missing cues requested by each

diagnostician was 47. (See Appendix F for the summary report of the number of requested

missing cues.) As missing cues were defined as pieces of unavailable information requested

by the diagnostician, these "pieces' ranged in "size.-' A requested piece of information might

be either a single cue (e.g., a test score) or a multiple cue (e.g., a writing sample). Conse-

quently, a taxonomy for this variable could not be constructed. However, the nature of these

cues paralleled the single cue categories as outllned in Appendix G. The major categorical

emphasis on needed information was teacher input, classroom behavior, and results from

preferred assessment procedures.

Three interrelated factors appeared to influence the number of missing cues requested

across the sessions. The main factor was the nature of the interaction across experimental

sessions. The dlagnosticians wanted to interact with a live client in a normal school envi-

ronment, and the cues that were requested, by and large, necessitated live interaction (e.g.,

conversation, completion of dlagnostician’s preferred assessments). A mean number of 37

missing cues were requested across the live sessions. Across the two videotaped sessions,

a mean number of 54 missing cues were cited. ln the "boxed" client session, a mean number

of 52 missing cues were cited. Pat, a reading specialist with over 18 years of experience,

complained that she felt "handstrung" [sic] without the ability to talk with the client’s teachers

and observe the client In the classroom setting.

A second and related factor was the consistency between different pieces of information

found in the client’s file. In those cases where specific, salient pieces of data did not correlate,

the diagnostician was reticent to state hypotheses or conclusively reach a dilagnosis. For

example, Tonita did very well on the Metropolitan Readiness Test, ye did very poorly In
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reading in the second grade. The diagnosticians all stated that there was "more to this case"

than was presented in the files. This dilemma became more critical in the sessions in which

the diagnostician did not have access to the live client in order to support or dlsconfirm the

file data.

The third factor was actual client. Depending upon the nature of the client (e.g., age,

interactional style) and familiarity with the hypothesized problem, the diagnosticlans

raisedquestionsthat required additional information not available in the file. For example, from the

file reports and observed behavior (live, audio-, and videotaped), Stephanie was unanimously

diagnosed as a child with low average ability, who perhaps had experienced some cultural

deprlvation. The prescription for her was that she needed work on all comprehension skills

and language development. ln diagnosing this case, Bonnie, who had been teaching for 36

years in a number of settings that she described as culturally deprived, requested the 95

missing cues (see Appendix F, Table 1). The nature of her requested information related to

the home environment, school context, past school experiences, and outside interests and

hobbies - all cues that she had learned to be critical in diagnosis and prescription in a case

such as this.

In contrast, Sarah requested 46 different pieces of information (see Table 3). In this case,

however, Sarah was unfamiliar with and wanted information about many of the standardized

test results in Stephanie’s file. She noticed that much of the data in Stephanie’s file were

related to standardized tests, an unfamiliar area for her. Sarah felt that since so many tests

were given, there must have been some reason and she needed to know how to lnterpret the

results. Although she was somewhat familiar with clients of lower ability and cultural back-

ground, and requested many of the same cues Bonnie sought, she was unsure about creating

a remedlal program for a client with Stephanie’s test history.

Inferences. lnferences were deüned as speciüc pieces of information based on the

diagnostician’s prior knowledge, and instantlated and applied to a client's diagnosis. For ex-

ample, in one session, Pat was perusing Tonita’s report cards. When she Iooked at the in-

formation about reading, she noticed the grade level and book level. Pat inferred that the
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teacher does not group her students for reading, based on the combined facts that Pat had

already examined cues about Tonita’s below grade-level reading scores with the notation that

Tonita’s grades were based on the grade and book levels appropriate for a student who was

an average reader. Across all sessions, a mean number of 22 inferences were posited by the

diagnosticians. (See Appendix F for the summary tables across session, diagnostician and

client.)

The number of inferences appeared to be related primarily to experience with the diag-

nosed case. The most inferences appeared in Peter’s case (the control condition, session V).

The mean number of inferences was 28, with a range of 22 to 33. All diagnosticians reached

the same general diagnosis (that Peter is learning disabled), with a relatively small number

of tentative hypotheses cited during the session. All of the diagnosticians had experience with

learning disabled students, and were well aware of the classic characteristics and typical re-

mediation program for this problem. Across all diagnosticians, Peter was described as an

average to above-average student intellectually, who needed constant challenge and moti-

vation, and as a reader with poor word attack skills and comprehension strategies which re-

lied on using context cues.

In contrast, Brett represented a less clear-cut case. A mean number of 14 inferences,

with a range of 2 to 23, was cited in the case of this second grader. All diagnosticians con-

cluded that Brett had a mild, if any, reading problem, and that perhaps his parents were overly

concerned about his slow start in reading. Of the four diagnosticians who worked with Brett

over the four sessions, there was a wide range in number of cited inferences. Amy made only

2 inferences, citing her lack of experience with children as young as Brett, and the fact that

she teaches in a school without much parent involvement. Bonnie made 23 inferences, citing

the fact that she had raised 3 boys, was comfortable with developmental lags, and was living

and teaching in an area with high parental expectations.

ln three sessions, one subset of inferenced cues was instantiated frequently, yet

conservatively, across the two clients who happened to be twins. ln two of these cases, the

client rotation resulted in the situation where each of the twins was first diagnosed in a live
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session by two different diagnosticians (please refer back to Figure 6). Then, in subsequent

sessions, the sibling was diagnosed by the remaining diagnostician in a more cue restricted

session. In the third case, the first interaction was with the "boxed" twin, then the subsequent

interaction was with the the live sibling. In all three cases, the diagnosticians surmised that

they were working with twins. This hypothesis was entertained when the standardized tests

were examlned, and subsequently confirmed when the cues related to family background

were seen.

The most lnferences were made by the diagnosticians who had met with the twins in a
‘

live interaction session (i.e., 19 and 14). The least (11) were made by the diagnostician who

interacted with the twins in two of the cue·restrlcted settings (sessions ll and lV). The kinds

of information that was inferred most frequently (and subsequently not selected from the

second twin’s file) was ability test scores, reasons for referral, and details about the family

situation. All 3 diagnosticians saw this as an opportunity to free themselves from spending

time examlning the prevlously mentioned cues in order to examine others that may be helpful.

Similar to the observations of expert medical dlagnosticians’ use of acquired knowledge

(Elstein et al., 1978a), these flndings exempllfy the value that a knowledge base has for re-

ducing the environmental search requirements, allowlng for the more efficient use of short-

term memory capacity for new or unexpected information.

Hypothese:. Three features of this analysis are reported in this section: the number of ·

hypotheses, the nature of hypotheses, and the time to the first hypothetical statement. The

mean number of hypotheses considered across all experimental sessions was 12, with a

range of 6 to 23. These dlfferences appear to be related to individual diagnostician dlfferences

in cue selection strategies. At the high end of the scale was Amy, who preferred to examine

as many cues as possible and generated an average of 17 hypotheses per session. In fact,

across all sessions, Amy selected the most single cues and spent the longest time ln prepa-

ration and recall. Bonnie, on the other hand, consistently selected certain cues and generated

only 9 hypotheses per session. She was more likely to end each timed session earlier than

the time available. Yet her untimed, stimulated recall and wrap-up sessions were not appre-
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ciably shorter compared to the other diagnosticians. The other three diagnosticians averaged

about 11 hypotheses per session.

A taxonomy of the kinds of hypotheses generated by the diagnosticians is reported in

Appendix H. The major categories include hypotheses about general/family background,

health, the school context, ability to learn, reading skills, and a general category which in-

cluded statements about self-concept and personality. The statements within any of these

categories ranged in size and complexity, and could be composed of either conjunctive and/or

disjunctive statements. That is, an individual hypothetical statement could represent a 'mini"

or tentative hypothesis based on one sinle or multiple cue, or any of these statements could

be combined with other statements within or across categories to produce more substantive

hypotheses that would later be finalized into a diagnosis and prescription.

For example, to reach a diagnosis that a client had poor word attack skills, a

diagnostician would inltially gather information about the client's knowledge of consonants,

consonant blends, and vowels using real and nonsense word assessments. Then, additional

Information would be gathered to ascertaln the client's knowledge about syllables, prefixes,

and sufflxes. This body of information would inform the diagnostician about the client's word

attack skills, and would subsequently be compared against the information that the

diagnostician gathered on the client's knowledge of sight words and word attack skills dem-

onstrated in reading passages. Throughout this process, the diagnostician would verbalize

tentative hypothetical statements regarding phonetlc knowledge that she would attempt to

confirm or disconfirm (e.g., 'This client seems to have a problem with medial vowels.').

Across experimental sessions, the time to the first hypothesis varied from 17 seconds

to 19 minutes. This variation could be attributed to the cue selection strategy, the client, and

the diagnostlcian’s experience with the client's problem and the experimental procedures. lf

the diagnostician engaged in a purposive selection strategy which yielded certain key cues,

then hypotheses were posited more quickly. lf, on the other hand, the diagnostician engaged

in a total search of the file, the process required more time. For instance, Amy, who typically

searched the entire file, averaged the most time to the first hypothesis (5:51). Judy, however,
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most often went immediately to her preferred standardized tests which gave her a quick,

normative picture of the client and consequently she averaged the fastest time (1:35).

Sarah took the Iongest to reach her first hypothesis about Stephanie. Using the "boxed"

client procedure, Sarah had access only to the audiotape and file reports. While there were

many standardized tests in Stephanie’s file from which hypotheses could be drawn, Sarah, the

classroom teacher, was not familiar with, and did not typically use, those sources of data. She

preferred to Interact with the client in a classroom setting on classroom tasks. The quickest

hypothesis was reached ln Judy’s diagnosis of Brett. Judy, the learning disabilities specialist,

relied on standardized test results to inform her about a cIient’s problem. In the case of Brett,

there were very few such scores and those available indicated no significant reading disability

to her. ln addition, this session also involved the "boxed' client procedure and, as such, Judy

did not even have access to a videotape to assess observable behavior, let alone administer

her assessments in person to Brett. The least amount of variance in time to ürst hypothesis

across all diagnosticians was in the case of Matt. The range was 23 to 90 seconds, with a

mean time of 50 seconds. All four diagnosticians had selected cues that indicated or implied

some behavioral problem.

There was some lndication of an order of treatment effect with this variable. That is, the

average time across sessions per diagnostician seemed to decrease from the first through the

filth session. Following the session order, those averages were 5:22, 1:43, 5:46, 2:26, and 1:37.

This observation could be attributed to the fact that the diagnosticians became familiar with

the experimental procedures and materials, and could move through the task at a much

quicker and more efficient rate.

Conslstency among major variables wlthln and across diagnosticians and summary. In

contrast to the flndlngs of Vinsonhaler and his colleagues (1983), the selected cues and hy-

potheses were, by and large, consistent within diagnosticians. Any variation within

diagnosticians was attrlbutable to the cues or time that was available in the different proce-
/

I
dures, or to the individual client. As In the Vinsonhaler studies, the inter-diagnostician ana-

Iyses revealed lower consistency. Unlike Vinsonhaler et al., however, these process
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differences did not result in marked differences in the tinal diagnoses or prescriptions. That

is, the diagnosticians may have differed in the process or the labels given to observed reading

difticulties, but they reached somewhat similar concluslons about diagnoses and prescription

for a speciüc client. (A more detailed discussion of the entire process is presented in the re-

sults from the second level of analysis.) While Vinsonhaler reported his inter-diagnostlcian

inconsistency to be unrelated to training experiences, prior experiences were often cited as

reasons for cue selection and interpretation. ln addition, the diagnosticians’ present instruc-

tional assignments and their conceptions of reading were two other factors that appeared to

account for inter-diagnostician inconsistencies. .

The most interesting point of consistency across diagnosticians was related to the

availability of cues. That ls, ln order to arrive at more accurate diagnoses and to conduct their

typical diagnostic activities, in 16 of the 25 sessions the diagnosticians wanted more time to _

interact with the cllents over a series of sessions. One diagnostlcian reported that 'the most

important information was working with her (the client), in the teaching situation." Further, the

diagnosticians wanted to consult with other teachers, specialists, and the cIient’s parents to

gain a more complete picture of the clients as reader.

ln tive of the 25 sessions where critical cues were missing, the diagnosticians refused

to make a diagnoses. Four of these refusals were due to missing information about the family

or classroom behavior, two categories of cues that could not be extracted through files or an

experimental interaction. ln all cases the prescriptions or suggestions for further testing and

instruction were directly related to the tentative hypotheses and diagnostlc statements.

Results from the Level Il Analysis

The second level of analysis focused on the actual diagnostic process. The emphasis

of this discussion is on how the major variables were selected and used throughout the ex-
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perimental session. The tindlngs reported in the previous section on the number and nature

of the variables are integrated in this discussion and are used to support interpretive state-

ments about the cognitive activities that take place as diagnosticians attempt to identify

reading problems. First, a general overview of the diagnostic process via the analysis of the

frequency with which the major variable occurred across the stages of the process. Then, a

more interpretive discussion of the cue utilization and selection, hypothesis generation strat-

egies, and formulation of the final diagnoses and prescriptions is offered.

General overview of the diagnostic process. Appendix I (Table 6) reports the total fre-

quencies of the major variables as they were cited in each experimental session across the

stages of the process. Appendix J (Table 7-11) breaks down the frequencies according to the

experimental session. Appendix K (Tables 12-17) reorganizes the raw data according to cli-

ent. Appendix L (Tables 18-22) regroups the major variables by each session for each

diagnostician for each variable. The numbers ln these tables represent numbers of different

cues and hypotheses considered during the entire process. The purpose of this detailed

analysis was to view the observed and measured data from a variety of perspectives in order

to reach the most verifiable interpretations about the covert cognitive process of diagnosis.

Across all of the tables (in Appendices I through L), and as illustrated on the next live

pages in Figures 10 through 14, the stages of the most active data gathering and consideration

are the initial preparation and interaction stages, as well as the stimulated recall stage. The

horizontal axes for these figures corresponds with the all the stages and sources from which

data were analyzed in the entlre process. The vertical axes represent the frequencies of oc-

currence across all experimental sessions.

Although the stimulated recall is not a natural part of the diagnostic process, all tive

dlagnosticlans stated that before they write down the diagnosis they spend time going back

through the files and the test results to look for any information they may have missed or

discounted. ln addition, they reported that they use this reliection time to step back and con-

struct the larger, more wholistic picture of the client as a reader.
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‘
FIGURES 10, 11, 12, 13, AND 14 WILL APPEAR ABOUT HERE.

The majority of hypotheses were generated during the preparation stage, with each

diagnostician stating that the interaction stage was the place for testing tentative hypotheses.

Like the hypotheses formulated by the physicians in the latter stages of their examination

(Elstein, Shulman & Sprafka, 1978a), new hypotheses that emerged in subsequent stages of

the reading diagnostic process were often elaborations or reünements of initial hypotheses.

Relatively few notes were taken during the preparation stage. The diagnosticians had

the selected cue sheets available to them during the written diagnosis stage. Only those

specific cues that were deemed most salient or needed further investigation were noted. The

notes taken during the interaction were related to the assessments and any behavioral ob-

servations that may have impacted on the reading performance.

Few additional cues were requested after the interactions. For the most part, additional

cues were requested only in those sessions where a time limit on the preparation stage was

set. ln these cases, the diagnostician selected her most salient cues prior to the interaction

stage. The additional cues served as secondary sources, or corroboration of initial ündings.

Appreciably more new multiple cues, missing cues, and inferences were cited in later

stages in the process. By this point across the session, the diagnosticians stated that they

were "putting the pieces together," and could more clearly see where gaps in available in-

formation existed. Because the general picture of the client was coming together, the number

of inferences increased in later stages of the process. Unlike Elstein, Shulman & Sprafl<a

(1978a) who propose that physicians recall exact templates of problem categories, it appears

that the diagnosticians had schematic prototypes of readers stored in their memories (e.g.,

Rosch & Mervis, 1975). That is, the diagnosticians developed a general picture of Peter as a

learning disabled child once they saw the basic elements: a discrepancy between the verbal

and performance sub·test scores on the WISC-R, obvious problems with sound-symbol re-

lationships, reading well in context, and so on. These cues were the basic elements of the
‘
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prototype that needed to be present for the problem ldentiücation. Other minor details were

ignored, or cues left unexamined once these key cue were identified.

Very few new cues or hypotheses were cited in the wrap~up stage. Olten these were

minor observations about the client in general, but with no direct bearing on the diagnosis and

prescription. For example, in the final stage, Amy sfated that from the Interaction she found

that Brett liked physical education in school. While this information informed her that Brett

was having some positive school experiences, the cue did not infiuence her reading diagnosis

and prescription.

Cue selection and utlllzatlon strategies. New cues were detected, lnterpreted and used

across the entire diagnostic process. A cue could represent a positive, negative, or neutral

indicator of reading dlfficulty. Positive and negative cues were compared, interrelated, or

stored depending upon the category of information that was being searched. Neutral cues

were subsequently ignored. lnconslstent cues (l.e., cues that did not correspond with a con-

firmed set of multiple cues) were also ignored. As mentioned earlier, multiple cues contained

positive and/or negative valences, resulting in oonjunctive or disjoint units of information

(Bruner et al., 1956).

According to Mayer (1983), dominant cues are those elements of the environment that

attract attention more readily than others, and are critical to the attentional process. This

notion was clearly evidenced in the diagnosticians’ cue selection processes. Again, as men-

tioned earlier, when given a choice between a test score and a live interaction, all

diagnosticians expressed a preference for having one-on-one contact with the client. How-

ever, when cue choices had to be made, two factors, time and teaching position/experiential

background, influenced cue dominance. Appendix M outlines the order that specific file cues

were selected and the kinds of assessments administered by each diagnostician for each

session.

Dominant cues were most apparenf in those sessions in which the preparation time was

limited (experimental sessions I, Ill, V). For instance, Pat, Judy and Bonnie quickly selected

the standardized test scores, Amy requested the referral, and Sarah requested the report card
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grades and teacher comments. ln sessions ll and IV where no time limit was imposed, most

diagnosticians perused the entire üle in the order outlined on the case inventory form.

Teaching position and experiential background were factors that pervaded cue selection

and utilization (see Appendix B for an outline of the diagnosticians’ backgrounds). As evi-

denced by their overt cue selection behavior, the üve diagnosticians could be arrayed along

a continuum that was anchored and labeled at one end as "fest driven," and at the other end

by 'activity driven" (see Figure 20). On the test-driven anchor is Judy, the learning disabilities

specialist. Throughout the study, her dominant cues were standardized test scores. Much like

the field of education in which she works, these data represented the benchmarks from which

diagnostic decisions were to be made.

FIGURE 20 WILL APPEAR ABOUT HERE.

On the activity-driven anchor is Sarah, the classroom teacher. She stated she didn't

know much about standardized tests and testing, and that she based her diagnostic decisions

on how a child performed. Her benchmarks were reading fluency, comprehension, client ease

and confidence. To assess these dimensions, she engaged the client in a number of informal

tasks such as reading trade books, discussions about books, learning and favorite hobbies.

The other three diagnosticians, all reading specialists, are arrayed in the middle of this

continuum according to the emphasis each placed on clients’ test scores and performance

on activities. While individual client differences inlluenced the relative positions on the

continuum from session to session, by and large, the diagnosticians’ selection strategies and

levels of importance are represented in this order.

The specific learned rules that denoted one cue as more salient than another in terms

of relative positive versus negative valences was based more on specific diagnostic experi-

ences. For example, once Bonnie discovered she had the twin's sibling, a set of rules by

which subsequent cues were lnterpreted was instantiated. Once Pat saw that Peter had an

average score on the Metropolitan Readiness Test, she instantiated her rule that 'average on
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fjgyre 20. A conceptua] represegtation of the five diagnosticians' dominant cue
source preferences.
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the Met meant a little below average on school activities/' Much like the expert physicians'

rapid associations between selected cues and problem categories stored in long-term mem-

ory (Elstein et al., 1978a), certain salient cues immediately activated learned rules related to

school performance. This automatic concept-identification process is indicative of the expert

performance observed in contexts such as chess (e.g., Chase & Simon, 1973) and physics

(e.g., Chi, Feltovich & Glaser, 1981).

The strategies used to select cues were based on time and cue availability. Referring

to the strategies proposed by Bruner and colleagues (1956), the dlagnosticians engaged in a

simultaneous scanning strategy when given enoughtime (similar to Elstein and colleagues'

physicians, 1978a). That is, they gathered all possible cues and considered a number of re-

lated hypotheses, elimlnating untenable hypotheses as subsequent cues were selected.

Given that this strategy taxes memory capacity, it is understandable that it would be used only

when time permitted.

When time was limited, the diagnosticians used either, or both, the conservative-

focusing and focused-gambling strategy. ln the conservative-focusing strategy, the

diagnostician would pick one positive instance and then verify it against subsequent choices.

This method guaranteed that each comparison would be informative. When Pat, for instance,

wanted to verify a client’s general ability, she would begin with the IQ score, then engage in

a selective search of all indices related to intelligence. In the focused—gambling strategy, the

diagnostician would again pick one positive instance, but then change more than one variable

at a time. This allowed for a faster process, but was more risky in terms of possible errors.

Bonnie implemented this strategy at the end of a timed preparation stage in which the up-

coming interaction was with the live client. By randomly choosing report card grades, she

mlssed some teacher comments that would have informed her about the client’s ability to

decode vowels.

Notwithstanding the mistakes incurred when the dlagnosticians were rushed through the

cue selection process, subsequent errors in the diagnosticians’ cue selection mirrored those

of the physicians (Elstein et al., 1978a). The most common error was over-interpretation; that
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is, the diagnosticians gave too much credence to single or multiple cues. This often occurred

in audio and videotaped sessions because verification with the client was not possible. Other

errors were under-interpretation, misinterpretation, and "uninterpretation' (i.e., cue not se-

lected). These errors also occurred more frequently in the slmulated versus live sessions,

but, in addition, were attributable to the diagnostician’s experiential background.

Hypothesis~generatlon strategies. The diagnosticians generated hypotheses in much

the same manner as the physicians (Elstein et al., 19781). Both general and specific hypoth-

eses were generated simultaneously. Appendix N illustrates the nature of the hypotheses that

were generated for each client across each stage of the experimental sessions. The varied

levels of generality are apparent as the listed hypotheses are phrased in the diagnosticians’

own terms. And, as mentioned earlier, new hypotheses which appear later in the sessions

seem to be either elaborations or refinements of earlier hypotheses.

Again paralleling the problem identification processes found in medical diagnosis

(Elstein et al., 1978a), the basic hypothesis-generation strategy followed one of two rules, with

the first being the preferred case. First, select and support the hypothesis with the maximum

number of positive cues. lf thls strategy isn’t possible, the second rule states to select and

support the hypothesis with the maximum difference between positive and negative cues. ln

general, the more positive, available, relevant cues, the more likely the client’s problem was

diagnosed by all diagnosticians. Such was the case with Peter (the control condition). The

cues that were available were powerful enough to prompt all live diagnosticians to begin to

reach tentative hypotheses early, and a similar diagnosis in the end.

A related basic strategy used by all live diagnosticians (and parallel to the physicians in

the Elstein et al. [1978a] study) was the "quick rule-out." This strategy enabled the

diagnostician to eliminate quickly any single or multiple cue, leaving capacity in short-term

memory to consider other, more speculative hypotheses. The mean number of quick rule·outs

across sessions was 1.6, with a range of1 to 5. Across all sessions, all diagnosticians sought

first to eliminate health as a factor contrlbuting to the reading problem. Other rule-outs were
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related across a variety of categories. Five rule-outs were recorded in Amy’s tirst session, in

which she generated 21 hypotheses.
Amy’s

subsequent sessions had 12 or fewer hypotheses.

Formulatlon of final diagnoses and prescriptions. In order to examine the actual formu-

Iation of the diagnoses and prescriptions within diagnosticians, the diagnoses were traced

back through the hypotheses and forward into the prescriptions. Appendix O reports the for-

mulation of hypotheses and the subsequent diagnoses and prescriptions. ln all cases where

diagnoses were offered, the hypotheses, diagnoses, and prescriptions were related. ln those

sessions where no diagnosis was offered, the further tests and missing information cited by

the diagnosticians are reported. ln all of these cases, a clear relationship among hypotheses

and missing cues was seen. In those instances where it was not possible to remediate the

diagnosed problem (e.g., Tonita’s home situation), no diagnoses and prescriptions were of-

fered.

Summary and Conclusions

The rationale for this study was based on the apparent discrepant representations of the

cognitive process of diagnosis across two contexts: medicine (i.e., Elstein et al., 1978a) and

reading (i.e., Vinsonhaler et al., 1983). Both bodies of research were grounded in the

information-processing approach to human problem solving. Each conceptualized the diag-

· nostlc process as problem-initiated and problem-directed. Yet, while the medical literature

describes diagnosis as a complex, generalizable process driven by fairly elaborate, but

clearly definable, cue selection and hypothesis testing strategies, the reading literature de-

scribes the process as idlosyncratic, individualistic, and inconsistent. Further, while the

medical literature oould attribute differences to training, experience, or the case specilics, the

reading literature could not pinpoint possible explanations for inconsistent diagnoses and

prescriptions across or within diagnosticians.
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As mentioned earlier, the research questions and methodology across the two contexts

were different. The medical diagnosis research focused more on the diagnostic process (i.e.,

the cue selection and utilization, and hypothesis-generation strategies), while the reading di-

agnosis research focused more on the products (i.e., the linal diagnosis). Further, the medical

research employed live simulated patients and contrived a realistic diagnostic setting in which

the physicians identltied the patients’ problems. The reading research employed "boxed"

client simulated cases, which restricted the access to the natural diagnostic interaction, re-

ducing the cue availability or relevant knowledge from which an accurate and consistent dl-

agnosis could be developed. The questions and methodology used in this study of reading

diagnosis are more closely allgned with the questions and methodology used in the medical

diagnosis research. Not surprisingly, then, the results from this study parallel the medical

diagnosis tindings (Elstein et al., 1978a) and, for the most part, disagree with the lindings re-

ported by Vlnsonhaler and colleagues (1983).

This conclusion begins with comments about the methodology used in this study. The

main focus then turns to the total picture of reading diagnosis as observed and conceptualized

in from the data collected in this research. First, an overview of the cognitive process of

reading diagnosis is described. Then, a brief discussion of the typical diagnostic assessment

activities reported and used by the diagnosticians is given. Finally, a summary of the general

nature of reading diagnosis as it occurs ln typical clinical settings is presented.

Methodology

The dlagnostlcians expressed a clear preference to work with the live client as opposed

to the simulated cases. However, throughout the study, the diagnosticians demonstrated a

keen ability to adapt to the experimental procedures and requirements. They quickly learned

the cue inventory and the data collection process, consequently this data collection procedure
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became more efficient for all diagnosticians. They were very expllcit about what they thought

was important and why they paid attention to it.

As the study progressed, the difference between the descriptive and explanatory think-

alouds became less apparent. Consequently, the differences may not be due so much to level

of explanatlon as to the order in which the tasks were done in terms of when cues were se-

lected, chunked into multiple cues, or formulated into hypotheses. In addition, the

diagnosticlans became very comfortable with explaining what they did and why they did it.

This was not true in the first experimental session, and thus, the results from that session may

not be as representative.

Reading Diagnosis

The dlegnostlc process. The tindings from this investigation portray the expert reading

dlagnostlcian as an active, and somewhat predictable, problem solver. This individual en-

gages in a problem identification sequence similar to the one outlined by Polya (1968). Cues

are selected from the environment based on one’s prior knowledge and experience in diag-

nosis (Newell 8. Simon, 1972). The selection strategies are infiuenced by the availability of

cues in the task environment (Norman, 1969). Dominant cues (with dominance related to prior

experience) are sought first (Undenivood & Richardson, 1956). Based on rules guiding cue

salience (Trabasso, 1963), less preferred cues are selected and utilized only if time permits

or the dominant cues are not available.

The "knowns' and 'unknowns" are assessed. lnferences about missing cues are

instantiated and used to reduce the "unknowns' (Anderson & Pearson, 1984). More data is

selected, evaluated and, depending upon the evaluation, either chunked with the developing

knowledge about the specific problem, or ignored (Elstein ef al., 1978a). Prior knowledge re-

lated to the selected, salient data is accessed and assimilated where appropriate (Neves &
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Anderson, 1981). Thus, the original single or multiple cues or pieces of information develop

into the beginnings of a representation of the problem. During this process, questions are

raised and hypothetical statements about the reading problem are entertained (Polya, 1957).

This cyclical process continues until a decision to diagnose or not to diagnose is

reached. lf a diagnosis is reached, it often takes the form of a set of descriptive statements,

rather than a single, identlfied problem. Prescriptions are tentative plans to be used to re-

mediate the identified problematic reading behaviors. The prescriptions are tentative 'lirst

steps," based on the hypotheses that have received the greatest support. These tentative
”
plans may be implemented on a trial basis, evaluated, and continued, revised, or discarded

(Polya, 1968).

Typlcal diagnostlc assessment. ln the original examination of the process of reading

diagnosis (as summarized in Vinsonhaler et al., 1983), the available cues were for the most _

part derived from standardized assessments of reading ability. ln this study, however, that

corpus of information was found to be only a part of the data (and for some, a very small part)

needed to identify the client's reading problem. As seen in Appendix G, standardized test

results comprised only about 14 percent (21 out of 150)

of the kinds of information the diagnostician gleaned from the files and client interaction. The

self-reported typical assessments and assessment procedures outlined in Appendix B further

substantiate the minor role that standardized tests play in formulating dlagnoses.

While not the specific focus of this study, alternative assessments and assessment pro-

cedures were noted in the live, as well as simulated, experimental sessions. Examples of

assessments used by this study’s diagnosticians include trade books, informal written Ian-

guage samples, games and activities with multiple directions and rules, and client observation

in regards to other environmental stimuli and non-reading related task requirements. These

observations support Johnston’s (1984) notion that alternative means of assessment are tak-

ing place inreal diagnostlc settings, and that this kind of informal, unstructured assessment

deserves study. But relevant to this study is the subsequent support to the original proposal

that the typical, and perhaps dominant, cues upon which diagnosticians base decisions were
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not available in Vinsonhaler and colleagues' (1983) original study of diagnosis via "boxed"

u

client, simulated cases.

The nature of reading diagnosis. As revealed in this study, reading diagnosis is a com-

plex and interactive cognitive process. lt is complex in that the task requires a quantitative

and qualitative level of expertise on the part of the diagnostician. This expertise involves

knowledge of reading, human development and learning, assessment, contextual constraints

and possibilities, and the strategies that enable this knowledge to come together to identify

a client’s reading problem. In addition, the task is not linear, it requires the diagnostician to

constantly return to the task environment (including client, assessments, files, etc.) for new

and/or supportive information. Because problems are identiüed based on prior knowledge

and experiences (Newell & Simon, 1972), training and experience are essential to accurately

identify important and lgnore irrelevant cues.

Reading diagnosis is an interactive process in that the product (i.e., the diagnosis) is

based on the nature of the interactlon between the diagnostician, the client, and the assess-

ments. It is more than the selection of cues such as test scores as characterized by previous

research (cf. Vinsonhaler et al., 1983). This interactlon can be seen in this study's data in

terms of what the dlagnostlcians observed (e.g., see Appendix G, taxonomy of single cues)

and the subsequent hypotheses that were generated (see Appendices H and N). A classic

example of this point was observed in this study.

In one experimental session, Pat was not able to conduct her planned assessments with

Matt. He was so distracted that morning that to conduct an informal reading inventory and

extract any semblance of valid results was Iudicrous. She subsequently changed her plan,

focusing more on trade books and games. She reported that she was not able to get the kind

of information she prefers, but equally important was the fact that she was able to experience

and attempt to deal with the behaviors reported by the school ln the file records.

Amy, on the other hand, interacted with Matt via a videotape. While she was able to see

his behavior two-dimensionally, the full impact of working with Matt was not experienced.
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Consequently, her diagnosis focused on basic reading skills, with little attention paid to Matt's

apparent hyperactivity.

This example was not the only one of its kind that occurred in this study. The line nu-

ances to the interactions of each experimental session lndicated that future study of the di-

agnostic process must attend to the rich, interactive nature of diagnosis. The preferred

methodology to study real diagnosis must include real clients, in real settings. More con-

trolled procedures may be implemented, but this must be done with the knowledge of thelimitations.Final
Comments

ln closing, the most important implication of the current investigation may be that read-

ing diagnosticlans are not as internally lnconsistent as the Vinsonhaler research seemed to

indicate. Further, in order to capture the essence of diagnosis, the process must be concep-

tualized as rich, generative, and interactive. lt appears likely that earlier studies may have

actually created intra-diagnostician differences as artifacts of the artilicial client simulations.

This study’s lindings indicate that expert diagnosticlans rely on many kinds of cues and their

complex permutations and interactions when formulatlng hypotheses about a client’s reading

problem. When information ls not available, they will infer their best guess based on the ·

evidence or withhold the diagnosis altogether. Given the restricted setting of the Vinsonhaler

studies and the emphasis on the production of a written diagnosis for each clinical encounter,

the participants may have had to make a number of inferences, resulting in the inconsistent

diagnoses and prescriptions.

The findings of this study indicate that by tracing the entire problem-identilication proc-

ess in more contextually valid situations, diagnoses as well as prescriptions, were Iargely

consistent. Further, a more complete picture of the diagnostic process was constructed in this
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study by focusing on that process. This process was found to begin with the examlnation of

single cues, the subsequent building and grouping of cues into multiple cue chunks, the gen-

erating and testing of hypotheses, and in most cases, concluded in the identification of the

problem.

On the other hand, the data that lndicated inter·diagnostician differences, similar to the

Vinsonhaler studies, but different from Elstein and colleagues' medical diagnosis work, is

perhaps neither surprlsing nor negative. As Kingsbury (1987) points out, medical schools tend

to teach science as a set of facts rather than a method of inquiry. Given this orientation, dif-

ferences in the training of physicians are minimal. In addition, diagnosis is a particular em-

phasis of medical schools since diagnosis often implies treatment in rather direct fashion.

Reading, however, is embedded in the social sciences with a wide range of theories and ap-

plications. Consequently, it would not be unlikely that reading dlagnostlcians would vary

widely in orientation as a result of diverse training and experience.
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Appendlx A

Letters and forms for dlagnostlclans
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December 3, 1986

Name
Address

Dear ,

Reading diagnosis ls a fascinating and complex area of problem solving. Past research
has focused on a variety of content areas such as chess, physics, and computer programming
and has found that experts are quite unique relative to novices in how they go about solving
problems in their areas of expertise. As part of my doctoral degree research, I wish to find
out how expert reading diagnosticians typically think through the process of diagnosis and
identify clients’ reading difficulties. This kind of information can be invaluable in understand-
ing diagnostic activities and finding out which activities lead to more efficient and accuratediagnoses.l

would like you to help me further understand this area of interest by agreeing to par-
ticipate in my study. The study focuses on expertise in problem solving, and you have been
nominated for this study by an administrator or university professor who views your ability in
this field to be on an expert level. Speciücally, you will be asked to work with live clients
(children ranging in ages 8-11) at Virginia Tech’s reading clinic during the month of January.
(Because three of the five diagnoses will be based on taped and written records of chiIdren’s
performances, arrangements can be made for completing the tasks at your school.) You will
be able to examine background Information, have the child read or listen to a tape of his or
her reading, test the child with the materials of your choice (in two of the five sessions), and
write up a diagnosis. The üve diagnostic tasks, along with brief orientation and debriefing
sessions scheduled at your convenience, will take a maximum 25 hours of your time. You
will be reimbursed in terms of money ($150) or graduate credit (3 credits) for your involvement
in this project, whichever you prefer.

Your identity, as well as the children's identities, will be kept confidential. This task is
in no way evaluating how well you diagnose, rather the focus is on what you as an expert
diagnostician are attendlng to while you identify reading difficulties.

lf you have any questions about this project or the speciüc tasks, please call me at home
(381-0497) or my ofüce (961-4863). I will be glad to give you whatever information you need.
Due to the depth of the study, in terms of your time and the amount of data that will be gen-
erated, and the cost of the project, the number of participants will be limited. Also, because
the study examines differences among experts, participants will be selected based on differ-
ences in background experiences and methods and materials typically used in diagnosis. lf
you would like to participate, please complete the enclosed form and brief surveys and return
them in the enclosed stamped envelope by December 15, 1986. l will notify all respondents,
whether or not you are selected for the study, by December 18, 1986. If you do not wish to
participate, please return this letter in the enclosed stamped envelope.

Thank you for your time and consideration.

Sincerely, .

Susan Magliaro
Doctoral Candidate
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John K. Burton
Doctorai Advisor
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A Study of Expert Reading Diagnosticians
Participant Information Form

Name:
Address: l

Home Telephone: Work Telephone:

Employment History

Beginning with your present place of employment, please complete the following infor-
mation regarding each position you have had related to reading diagnosis (e.g., teacher,
cllnician, teacher’s aide, student teacher). lf you need extra space, please use the back of this
form.

1) Place of
employment:Position/title: Number of years:
Brief description of duties:

2) Place of employment:
Position/title: Number of years:
Brief description of duties:

3) Place of employment:
Position/title: Number of years:
Brief description of duties:

Educational History

Please complete the following for each level of training beginning with your undergrad-
uate degree, up to, and including, the institution you have attended most recently. lf you need
extra space please use the back of this form.

1) Name of institution:
Number of years attended:
Major: Minor:
Courses related to reading diagnosis:

Degree or certilication:

2) Name of institution:
Number of years attended:
Major: Minor:
Courses related to reading diagnosis:
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Degree or certification:

3) Name of institution:
Number of years attended:

‘

Major: Minor:
Courses related to reading diagnosis:

Other Professional Activities

Professional journals read: ß

Conferences or Workshops attended in last three years:

Diagnostic Tests or Tasks

Please list those reading diagnostic tests or tasks you typically use when you are at-
tempting to identify a client's problem.

”Beliefs about Reading' Surveys

Directions: On the next two pages you will find two sets of statements. Set A contains state·
ments about how one reads. Set B contains statements about how reading ability
develops. In each set of fifteen questions, select the five that best represent your
beliefs about reading. Circle only live statements in each list.
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Set A

1. Before children can comprehend they usually must be able to recognize all of the words
on a page.

2. Children’s knowledge about the world plays a major role in their comprehenslon during
reading.

3. Children who are weak at word recognitlon skills usually cannot overcome this weakness
with strengths at other levels of the comprehenslon process.

4. Before young children read about something, it is often useful for them to share an expe-
rience similar to that depicted in the text.

5. There is usually only one acceptable answer to a question from a story.

6. Teachers should normally give equal emphasis to Instruction aimed at developing each
knowledge source.

7. If children are weak in one knowledge source important to the comprehenslon process, it
is still possible for them to read and comprehend.

8. The meaning of a text is usually a joint product of text and reader.

9. Teachers should normally expect and encourage children to have different Interpretations
of a story. ‘

10. If a reader does not comprehend a text ln the way an author intended, we can usually say
that they have mis- understood the text.

11. Teachers should normally inquire what children know about the topic of each story before
they begin reading.

12. When children retell a story, they should usually attempt to use the author’s words.

13. Expectations are often as important as accurate recognitlon of words during the reading
process.

14. Readers use a variety of strategies as they read - from sounding out unfamiliar words to
guessing familiar words In rich context.

15. The best readers are usually those who have learned to be accurate in their expectations
of upcoming text.

Set B

1. lt ls important for teachers to provide clear, precise presentations during reading instruc-
tion.

2. Children should receive many opportunities to read materials unrelated to specific school
learning tasks.

3. ln deciding how to teach reading, one should carefully consider the nature of the children.

4. Reading, writing, speaking, and listening are closely related learning tasks.
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5. Children learn reading best when the task is broken down into specific skills to be taught
by the teacher.

6. Children should be tested frequently to determine If they have learned what was taught.
These tests should match very closely the nature of the instruction.

7. Some children learn best by reading widely and often; others learn best through direct in-
struction.

8. Children should be frequently read to while they are young so they acquire a "feel" for what
reading is like.

9. Opportunities should be created in the classroom to provide children with a reason to read.

10. Less prolicient readers often benetit from more direct and structured learning experi-
ences.

11. Teachers should have a list of separate reading skills appropriate for their grade level and
make certain that each student masters these skills, and only these skills.

12. Much of what children learn about reading can be attributed directly to what a teacher
taught ln the classroom.

13. lt Is Important to individualize reading Instruction as much as possible by taking Into
consideration the children’s reading abilities.

14. Children learn a great deal about reading by watching their parents at home.

15. A teacher should generally spend greater time in the class- room with less prolicient
readers than with more proflcient readers.
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A Study of the Problem Identification Processes of
Expert Reading Diagnosticians

CONSENT FORM

This project involves diagnosing the reading difficultles of flve students who are pres-
ently enroiled in the Virginia Tech Reading Clinic. In all cases you will be able to request in-
formation that would typically found in a student's cumulative and contidential file. For two
of the cases, you will meet and work one-to-one with the children. In two other cases, you
will observe videotapes of the children working with other diagnosticians. In the fifth case,
you be able to listen to audiotapes of the child reading. After you have familiarized yourself
with each case, you will be asked to write a diagnostic report of the child’s reading difficulties.

. Throughout the sessions, at different times, you will be asked to talk or "thlnk aloud" about
those details that you are noticing to be important and your hunches about the child as a
reader.

Each of the five sessions should take from three to five hours to complete.
From this project I hope to learn more about the problem identification processes of

those individuals who have been recommended as experts in the area of reading diagnosis.
This will add to our knowledge of what successful practitioners are doing in their interactions
with cases of reading diflicultles, and hopefully aide us in designing our college reading
courses to be more appropriate and effective.

For your participation in this project, you will receive either $150 in cash, the same
amount toward three (3) quarter-hour graduate credits, or three (3) free quarter-hour credits
toward recertification.

As with all psychological studies, you are free to withdraw from this project at anytlme
without prejudlce. However, you must complete all of the five sessions to receive the afore-
mentioned reimbursement. For each missed session, either $30 or a half-credit will be de-
ducted.

This project has been approved by the Human Subjects Committee (HSC) and the Insti-
tutional Review Board. lf you have any questions, you may call or visit Susan Magliaro
(961-4863, CEDARS), John K. Burton (961-5428, 400 War Memorial Gym), or Thomas M.
Sherman (961-5121, 307 War Memorial Gym).

I hereby agree to voluntarily participate In the research project described above and
under the conditions described above.

Signature

Date
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January 5, 1987

Permission to Retain videotapes and Audiotapes
for Future Research Purposes

I hereby grant permission for Susan Magliaro to retain the videotapes and audiotapes
of me that were collected in her study of reading diagnosticians for later use in other
research projects.

Signature

I do not grant permission for Susan Magliaro to retain the videotapes and audiotapes for
mevthat were collected in her study of reading diagnosticians for use in other research
projects.

Signature A

I would like the audiotapes and videotapes of me erased.

I would like copies of my audiotapes and videotapes.
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January 31, 1987

Hi,

This will be the last task that I’Il ask you to do. Would you please fill out this brief survey
again, now that you've completed all the sessions? Again, there are two sets of statements.
Set A contains statements about how one reads. Set B contains statements about how read-
ing ability develops. In EACH set of tifteen questions, select the live that BEST represent your
beliefs about reading. Circle only FIVE statements on each list.

When you have completed this task, please mail the survey back to me (with your name
on it), in the enclosed, stamped envelope. Please try to complete the survey as soon as
possible after the last session. I will be compillng the main part of the data (i.e., what you all
chose to look at, and your diagnoses for each child), then call all of you for a final debriefing
set·together -· probably around February 21 or 22. Thanks again for your help; without you,
we wouIdn’t have had a project. See you in a couple of weeks.

Sincerely,
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Appcndix B

DlagnostIcIans' educational backgrounds and typlcal
· dlagnostlc procaduros and assassmonts

„ /
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Amy (reading specialist):

Qagkgpound experiences:

I*1.$. in Reading; 17 years teaching experience (4 years in
the regular classroom, 13 years as a reading specialist).

lypicgl pgocegures; ,
“I

like to get impressions of kids. Usually I'll know the kids and
the teachers. The first week of school I take the whole grade level 's
folders, flip through, looking for the SRA score, a pattern of scores
(may have had one bad year). Then I like to do my own inventory, I
like to make up my own mind then I would go to the files to look at
the further testing. I collect information until something tends to be
a picture. For instance, not noticing one score that seemed to stand
out, not noticing the differences in the teacher°s grades, but consis-
tently all the way through.... To some degree, I don't pay much atten-
tion to the previous reading, I do my inventories because I know the
teacher and I might not eval uate the same."

Lypicgl gssessmgnts:

Teacher·made individual reading inventory (IRI), IRI from basal
series, or Silvaroli IRI (used with student from other schools, using
other textbooks) ; teacher-made inventory of pre- reading and reading
skills (e.g., phonetic and structural analysis); sight word list (e.g.,
Dolch); classroom observations

Qgnceptions of reading;

How one reads: 3 statements = reader-based; 2 statement = interactive
(text- + reader-based)

How reading ability develops: 4statements = holistic language; I state-
ment = differential acquisition (specific skills + holistic language)
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Pat (reading specialist):

ßggggound experiences;

M5. in Elementary Education, specialization in reading; 22
years teaching experience ( IO years in the regular classroom,
6 years as a reading specialist, 6 years as a language arts
coordi nator)

Lypicg] procgyres;

°'Typically, I take a folder and go through everything, taking
notes on significant fi ndings. I've got to look at the whole folder.
I've got to get an overall picture from the folder first. Then I'll

. do the silent part ofthe IRI first to let the child feel at ease. Then
I'll do the oral and listening tasks. I will also do other informal
exercises ifl see a need or by teacher request. I really feel
"handstrung" [sic] without that teacher information because it
is vital for me for the job that I do at the school. Sometimes the
teacher information is far more insightful than the testing infor-
mation. The prescription of remediation for each pupil referred
is based on a compilation ofinformation gathered by the classroom
teacher and the reading specialist.“

Lypical gssessments;

Exami nation of SRA results; basal series placement test; Johns
Informal Reading Inventory; consultation with classroom teachers;
informal reading in trade books; games and puzzles; classroom
observation; Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test; writing samples;
standardized ability tests

Conceptions og regdi ng;

How one reads: 3 statements = reader-based; 2 statements = inter-
active (text- and reader-based)

‘·

How reading ability develops: 2 statements
-

holistic; 2 state-
ments = differential acquisition (specific skills + holistic);
I statement = specific skills
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Judu (LD specialist):

Background experiences:

M.$. in Elementarg Education, specialization in learning
disabilities; 7 gears teaching experience with the learning
disabled.

Lgpical pkocedgkes;
“I

tend to pull out the file and read it on Tuesdag and test the
child on Wednesdag. I'm a real 'stew it over a while' person.
I've alwags given mgself a couple of hours. Normallg I go
through evergthing in their files and figure out what to do before
ever selecting a test. I trg to find a major weak area and match
a test to that area. Ifthere is ang question in mg mind, I don't
want to stop. I alwags want to rule health problems out first.
It‘s fun because when gou‘re testing, it's like being a detective.
Before everg step, I formulate questions, then lookfor answers.
The most important information is in working with the child, in
the teaching situation. I usuallg do four hours of testing over a
month, using informal and diagnostic teaching and classroom
observations, kids can have bad dags."

Lgpjcal gssessmentg;

Woodcock Reading Masterg Tests, Woodcock-Johnson Psgcho-
educational Batterg of Tests, Keg Math, Sli ngerland Test for
Learning Disabilities, Peabodg Picture Vocabularg Test, infor-
mal (diagnostic) teaching sessions, miscue anal gses, teachers',
supervisor's, and psgchologist's input, classroom observations,

Qonceptjogs of reggigg;—How

one reads: 2 statements = reader-based; 2 statements =
interactive (text- and reader-based) ; 1 statement = text·based

How reading abilitg develops: 2 statements
·

holistic; 1 state-
ment = differential acquisition (specific skills + holistic);
2 statements

··
specific skills
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Sarah (classroom teacher):

Qackground experiences:

l•1.S. in Elementaru Education; 17 uears experience in the regular
classroom.

Lgpical procedures:

"I don't put a lot of worth on past tests, the dag-to-dag interaction with
the child is what I tune into a lot more. The one-on—one, I feel I get a lot
more out ofthat, just put me with a child and let me talk with her for 10
minutes. I like to have a picture ofthe child to know what theu might want
to read. I want to see how she does on interacti ng with me on the stories.
I like to hear them read. I also do the Dolch words and blends/cluster
flash cards. An hour is too long, I usuallu work in smaller periods of time
(5-15 minutes). I do a lot of observi ng and asking. I get ideas from the
Chapter I teacher."

Lgpjcgl assessßgjsz

Dolch sight words, flash cards, phonics kit, oral reading from basal reader
or trade book (most often reading is from librarg books chosen bg the child
and/or the teacher), quided questioning after silent reading, classroom
observations.

Conceptions of reading;

How one reads: 3 statements = reader-based; 2 statements = interactive
(text- + reader-based)

How reading abilitu develops: 3 statements = holistic language; 2
statements ¤ differential acquisition (specific skills + holistic language)

I
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Bonnie (reading specialist):
(

Qgnkgroug egperiencesz

MA. in Reading; 32 years teaching experience (20 years in the
regular classroom, I2 years as a reading specialist)

Typjcgl procedures:

'°I like to get a lot ofinformation in working with the children and then
go back and get some more information as. we need it. I carry on a conver-
sation -- the interview is important. It gives you an idea oftheir intellec·
tual ability. I ask questions about their reading series, stories. I look at
the expression on their faces to see if they are aware of the questions and
the testing situation. Typicall y I give the Woodcock Reading Mastery Test
or (basal) placement test and based on the information I get from that,
then I have them read something and get them started with something. You
develop a program as you go along. I pay very close attention to the word
attack on the Woodcock (nonsense words). I like to use the cloze procedure,
to see if they can generate their own words in the space. I do a classroom
observation. It's nice when you can talk with the teachers or have the para-
graphs or °'epistIes°' the teachers write about children (on the reportcards)Lypjca]

gssessmnts;

Woodcock Reading Mastery Test, Barnell — Loft Specific Skills Series; word
recognition test, word attack skills test, silent reading inventory, oral
reading inventory, spelling samples, close observation during test taking,
interview with the subject; non-reading informal assessments for ability
to follow di rections, miscue analysis, standardized ability tests

Conceptions of reading;

How one reads: 3 statements = reader-based; 2 statements = interactive
(text- + reader-based)

How reading develops: 3 statements = holistic language; 2 statements =
differential acquisition (specific skills + holistic language)
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Appendix C

Basic description: of clients and their school-based

dlagnesls and remedlatlon programs
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Client Age Gender Grade Isaßlgi M Igggsüm remediation
services

Brett 8 M 2 Problems w/ phonics (sound- Chapter I
sgmbol relationshi ps, oral Reading
readi ng disfl uencg; recom-
mended for LD testing

Matt 9 M 2 Severe attentional problem, LD Resource
inappropriate classrooml
social behaviors; expressive,
receptive, and written language
problems

Barbara 10 F 4 Severe expressive and recep- Chapter I
tive language difficulties; Reading and
mentallg retarded; inattentive; Speech/Lang.
poor comprehension skills Therapu

Stephanie 10 F 4 Severe expressive and recep- Chapter I
tive language difficulties; Reading and ·
mentallu retarded; extremelg Speech/Lang.
poor comprehension skills Therapu

Tonita IO F 3 Expressive and receptive Speech/Lang.
language difticulties; auditorg Therapu
memorg problems; familu/
home confounds

Peter 8 M 3 Auditorg processing problem; LD Resaurce
(control) sight learner; verg poor

phonics skills
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Appendix D

Letters and forms forparents
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December 1, 1986

Name
Address

Dear :

Reading diagnosis ls a fascinating and complex area of problem solving. Past problem
solving research has focused on a variety of content areas such as chess, physics, and com-
puter programming and has found that experts are quite unique relative to novices in how theygo about solving problems in their areas of expertise. As part of my doctoral degree research,
I wish to find out how expert reading diagnosticians actually think through the process of di-_ agnosis and identify cIients’ reading difficulties. This kind of information can be invaluable in
understanding diagnostic activities and finding out which activities lead to more efücient and
accurate diagnoses.

I would like you to help me understand this area of interest by granting permission for
your child to participate In my study. Speciücally, your child will work with two expert reading
diagnosticians who have been nominated by school division administrators or university pro-
fessors. These people will each spend approximately 1 hour with your child on two separate
days in early January (before the scheduled clinic sessions begin), in either reading or testing
activities. The sessions will be scheduled either after school or on Saturday mornings,
whichever times mutually suit you and the diagnostician. These sessions will be videotaped
and the first session will be shown to one other diagnostician who will also attempt to identify
reading strengths and weaknesses. All three experts will write diagnoses containing the re-
sults of their interactions with your child.

I am also asklng for your permission to look at your child’s school records in order to
gather information on family and medical background (e.g., number of brothers and sisters,
hearing ability, childhood diseases), standardized test results, and classroom behavior. This
background information will allow me to construct a setting as close as possible to what typ-
ically occurs in real life (e.g., school settings). lf you wish to pass this information on to me
yourself, please let me know. Your chlId's identity will remain anonymous to the
diagnosticians, they will be aware only of his or her first name. Please note that the focus of
this study is NOT your child specifically, but what diagnosticians do and how they identify
readers' problems. All data about your child will serve as informational clues, and my pur-
pose is to see which clues are more important than others for the diagnosticians.

Besides helping me to conduct my research, this study is an opportunity for your child
to work with individuals who are known as expert diagnosticians. Of course, their findings
will be made available to you, and to the tutor at the clinic who is assigned to your child, if
you so desire.

Please respond to this letter by checking and signing the appropriate choice below and
returning the letter In the enclosed stamped, addressed envelope, or with your child on her
or his next visit to the clinic. lf you agree to allow your child to participate, l will contact you
within the week regarding background information and tentative dates for the diagnostic ses-
sions. lf you have any questions or concerns, please call me at home (381-0497) or at the
clinic (961-4863). I do appreciate your time and consideration.

Sincerely,

Susan Magllaro
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Doctoral Candidate

l
John K. Burton
Doctoral Advisor
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A Study of Problem Identification
in Reading Diagnosticians

Susan G. Magliaro

Parent Permission Form

I give permission for my child to participate in the study on expert
reading diagnostlcians. Susan Magliaro may have access to my child's records at
school

Signed

l give permission for my child to participate in the study on expert
reading diagnosticians. I would like to give Susan Magliaro the background information
that she needs for her study. Susan should contact me for that information.

Signed '

I do not give permission for my child to participate in the study on
expert reading diagnosticians.

Signed
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Sample Report Sent Back to the Parent

March 11, 1987

Barbara

Barbara visited the Reading Clinic on January 10 and 31, 1987 to participate in a project
that focused on how reading diagnosticians identify children's reading difticultles. On both
of those days, Barbara was given an Individual Reading Inventory (IRI) along with other diag-
nostic assessments to pinpoint areas of strengths and weaknesses in her reading.,

On both occasions, Barbara’s reading scored between a 3(1) and 3(2) grade level, with
work recognition results much higher than comprehension. On the word recognition tests, she
demonstrated an adequate knowledge of phonics, with a few errors in vowel rules. The ma-
jority of her errors were when she seemed to overlook the word endings. Both diagnosticians
noted that Barbara either knew the word right away, or she said, 'I don’t know that one." She
did not attempt to use her phonics knowledge to "sound out' the word. In one session, she
told the diagnostician that she doesn’t 'like to sound out the words,' so she doesn’t do it.

Barbara’s oral reading was tluent, but did not have much expressions. She did move
around in her chair quite a bit. lt was clear when she was tired or when the reading material
was too difficult: she Ieaned fonzvard or backward a lot, Iooked uncomfortable with facial ex-
pressions, grabbed her head and hair with her hands, and read in a much softer voice.

‘
In the oral reading, Barbara used the context to assist her in word attack. Her errors

were mainly partial mispronunciations, repetitions, and self-corrected errors. Barbara
showed no difticulty with basic sight words. Her comprehension was good at factual
questions, but she had some problems drawing inferences.

Other assessments conducted during the sessions were an informal spelling test and the
Word Attack and Passage Comprehension Subtests of the Woodcock Reading Mastery test.
On the spelling test, Barbara began to experience some difticulty with words on a third grade
level. Her errors were found in words with silent letters (e.g., often > offen), lnflectional
endings (e.g., helps > helpes), and letter order (e.g., family > tlamiy, twenty > tentwy).

On the Word Attack Subtest, Barbara scored at the 2.0 grade level. She did well with
consonants and short vowel sounds, but omitted consonant clusters and seemed unsure of
long vowel rules. Barbara’s Passage Comprehension score was 3.6, which is consistent with
the ündings on the IRI.

Recommendations

On her word attack skills,

1. Concentrate on learning vowel rules as strategies for word attack, but conduct these re-
views in short (time) sessions.

2. Learn rules for muIti~syIlabic words (e.g., compound words).

3. Use sight word cards and sight words in phrases on cards to develop reading vocabulary,
as her strength seems to be in sight learning.

On her oral and silent reading,

1. Use high interest content.

2. Use tape recorded stories to develop listening skills.

3. Record Barbara reading orally, for motivation and to practice her expression.
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For comprehension,

1. Again, use high interest content.

2. Use a variety of activities related to skills -· game cards, sequence strips, activities with
manipulatives.

3. Read with Barbara, discuss the story and the pictures.

4. Encourage Barbara to predict what will happen in the story, have her explain her reasons
for her predictions.
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Appendix E

Instructlons to dlagnostlclans tor experlmental sesslons
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EXPERIMENTAL SESSION ONE

(preparation, live interactlon, written diagnosis, stimulated recall)

A. Before actual session begins:

1. Set up camera in room. Focus lens on work area where the diagnostician and you

will be sitting. Load videotape, make sure diagnostician's name, date, and E.S. #1

are marked on tape. Make sure the "display' button is on so that the frame num-

bers appear on the screen.

2. Load two cassette recorders, again make sure the tapes are marked. Locate cassette

recorders near where you will be sitting. '

3. Have at least 10 cue recording sheets available to record the cue and time it was

chosen. Have an LCD watch or stop-watch available to record the time each cue

was chosen. Set the watch to zero time, record the elapsed time.

4. Use the index cards that outline the sequence of activities for this session. This

session ls to be conducted one-on-one, in same room that is to be used during the

entire treatment session. Allow the diagnostician to keep the cards during the en-

tire experimental session as a guide.

5. Allow 15 minutes for instructions and questions.

6. Read the following instructions to the diagnostician:

This experimental session will be divided into four main stages. In STAGE l, I will pres-

ent you with an actual case of a child who has difticulty with reading. You will be given 30

minutes to examine the üle, make notes of information that will be important during your

interactlon with the child and in the final diagnosis, then choose those tests and reading ma-

terials you feel would be most helpful in gathering additional information to diagnose that

child’s difficulties.

You will be allowed to use your notes and the child’s records for the final written diag-

nosis. You will also be able to get other tests and materials during the session with the child,

if you need them. Throughout this preparation stage, please describe what you are doing,
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what information you find to be important, and any hunches you have about the child’s prob-

lem.

On the information sheets in the child’s file, the specific bits ot information are covered

with cue code tags. You will need to remove the tags to uncover the data. Please hand the

tag to me so that I may record the order of the information that you choose. I will be writing

down the specific cue you chose and the time that you chose it. This is not a speed test, I only

wish to record how long you look at and consider each bit of Information. This stage will be

videotaped for later discussion and analyses.

During Stage ll, you will have an hour to work with the client whose üle you saw in stage

one. You can use the first 10 minutes of the session to build rapport, and get to know the child.

Also, you may take a 5·minute break during the session If you or the child desires to do so.

You may use those materials and tests you picked out during Stage I, or you may choose other

materials, if you need them. This session will be audiotaped and videotaped, and we will be

viewing this tape aftenlvards to discuss your activities with the child. I would like you to

Interact as much as possible with the child, unless this really does not represent your typical

dlagnostic activities. In later sessions, the videotape will be viewed by one other

dlagnostician, who will use the tape to attempt to identity the child’s reading problems.

After your hour of Interaction with the child, you have an hour to write up a diagnostic

report (Stage lll). Before you sit down to write, you may request additional information from

the child’s file. You may use all of your notes and the child’s records you have requested,

but no audio or videotapes, to assist you in reporting your identification of the child’s reading

difficulty(ies).

During the final stage (Stage IV), we'll review the videotapes of your preparation and

Interaction with the child. l’ll ask you to talk about those things you chose as important, and

your thoughts, hunches, etc. that you considered at that time. You may stop and start the tape

whenever you wish, and tell more about any aspect of your activities that you feel are impor-

tant. This stage will be audiotaped for later analysis. This stage will be concluded with a short

(5-10) "wrap-up" summary.
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B. Preparation (30 minutes prior to scheduled appointment with child)

1. Read these instructions to the diagnostician. Please emphasize the time Iimitation,

the need to focus on the MOST IMPORTANT information, and the selection of tests
‘

and materials.

(Using the case abstract card clipped to the front of the chiId’s folder, introduce the child

to the diagnostician.)

For this session, you will need to diagnose the reading problem of_l. S/he isi

years old and is in the_ grade.

I want you to tell me everything that passes through your head during this examination

of the chiId’s records. This document (hand the diagnostician the 'Case Information Inven-

tory') indicates the information available on our case. Please note that the numbers in the

boxes are NOT grade levels; they are code numbers for locating requested materials. You

may request information by referring to the Inventory. For example, by asking for lV·A, you

would get the chiId’s Kindergarten Screening Test results. An asterisk In the box means that

the information is not available. Take a few moments to study this Inventory before we pro-

ceed. (Pause 60 seconds.)

Think aloud as you are examining the data; describe what you are looking at and think-

ing about. Remember that you have only 30 minutes to prepare for your session with the

child.

2. Remind diagnostician to describe what she is doing, to talk about what she is tinding

that Is important, and to take notes for the written report. DO NOT request expla-

natlons for cholces or activities. Sample probes for when the diagnostician is not

speaking (i.e., alter 15-20 seconds):

'What are you notlclng now'?"

"Please tell me what you are thinking about.'

3. Begin videotape and audiotapes.

4. Have cue sheets and LCD watch ready, record the code name of each cue and the

_time during the session that the cue is chosen.
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5. At about 15 minutes into this session, remind the diagnostician that she needs to

select her materials and tests.

6. lf, after the diagnostician gets her tests and materials together, there is any of the 30

minutes left, she may go back to the cue inventory and ask to see other information.

7. Stop the session after 30 minutes. Stop the videotape and audiotapes. Leave the

videotape in the camera for the interaction phase. Take out the audiotapes and

check to see if they are Iabeled with diagnostician’s name, date and E.S. #1, Stage

I. lnsert new audiotapes in the machine if needed, making sure they are Iabeled

with diagnostician’s name, date, and E.S. #1, Stage II. (Or, if you have a 90 or 120

min. tape, leave tapes in and re-label as E.S. #1, Stages l/ll.)

8. Go with the diagnostician to meet the assigned child.

C. Interaction (one hour) _

1. Introduce the child to the diagnostician, briefly tell the child what will happen in the

next hour (s/he will have already been told. but repeat anyway), ask if any

questions. For example:

"Hi, Barbara.
l’d

like you to meet Sarah. She will be working with you today, trying

to find out about how you read. She’ll work with you up in one of rooms you’ve

worked in over the past few months. In fact, you can probably show Sarah around

the clinic. You’re reading session will be videotaped. Only Sarah and I will look

at it later. You may look at it some day soon, if you’d like. Let’s get started. Why

don’t you lead the way upstairs, and we'll all find the right room."

2. Go back to the 'experlmental" room, situate child next to or perpendicular to

diagnostician (not across from), make sure both are in view of camera’s lens.

3. Make sure diagnostician has everything she needs to begin including a time piece

so that she can pace her activities, ask for any further questions.

4. Begin videotape and the audiotapes. Leave room with door ajar.

5. Locate self near door to monitor first 10-minute rapport-building interval and 5—minute

break interval, and to be available for any needs that arise.
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6. The session may end when the diagnostician feels she has enough information.

Please stay with the child downstairs until his/her parent comes. The diagnostician

may go right into the next stage.

7. Stop session alter one hour. Stop the audio and video- tape machines. Make sure

both tapes are marked with the diagnostician's name, date, and E.S. #1. Rewind the

videotape for the stimulated recall.

8. Go with child and diagnostician back downstairs, parent should be waiting. lf not,

wait with child until the parent comes.

9. Allow the diagnostician to take a break then return to the experimental room to write

up her diagnosis.

D. Written Dlagnosis (one hour)

1. Ask the diagnostician if she would like to see any more of the child’s records. Give

her a couple of minutes to look back at the Case Inventory.

2. Remind the diagnostician of the procedure for recording her own viewing of the data

(i.e., putting tags in order, stuck to the inside of her folder).

3. Diagnostician may use the requested child’s records and her notes to develop her

diagnostic report.

4. She may write as much as she wants, and either in narrative or outline form or both.

5. She does not have to use up the full hour. but may not take more than one hour.

Stress again that she needs to report the most important information that will sup-

port the problem she has identilied.

6. When she is done, make sure her name, the date, and E.S. #1 are on all pages.

7. Put all notes, test protocols, and the written diagnosis in the folder with her name, the

date, and E.S. #1 marked on the folder tab.

8. Take a 10-15 minute break, if desired.

E. Stimulated Recall
I

1. Hook up the camera to the monitor. Rewind the videotape to the beginning, if not

already done. Make sure the display numbers appear on the screen.
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2. Load two audio cassette recorders with tapes, marked with diagnostician’s name, the

date, and E.S. #1, Stage IV. Situate the audiotapes next to where the diagnostician

and you will sit.

2. Get comfortable. Begin the audiotapes. Read these instructions as the cognitive set

for the diagnostician:

Let’s look back at this diagnostlc session, beginning with the initial preparation stage.
l’d

like you to do most of the talking. Attempt to recall what you were thinking about as you

gathered information and attempted to diagnose this child’s reading difticulty(Ies). Please

focus on the cues you found to tell you something important about this child as a reader, the

kinds of hypotheses you developed, and, as you went on, those cues that supported or ruled

out your hypotheses. Please explaln each step as thoroughly as you can so that I may be able

to follow your thoughts. You may stop and start the tape whenever you feel it is important to

review or elaborate on an event.

I shall record your recall with notes and the audio tape recorders. Again, these tapes

will be retained only long enough to record and analyze the data, unless you have given per-

mission for other research-oriented uses.

Do you have any questions so far?

3. Show the diagnostician how to stop and start the videotape machine. Begin the tape.

4. Take notes on information that may not be picked up on the audiotape, such as par-

ticular aspects of the taped Interaction that were pointed out.

5. Use the following questions for probes, when needed (l.e., after 15-20 seconds of sl-

lence):

What did you notice here?

Why did you notice or ask for this piece of information?

What did it tell you?

Did you have any hunches that were supported or ruled out? What cues prompted

these changes?
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6. The diagnosticlan may fast forward or rewind to any part of the preparation or inter-

actions stages that she felt were particularly important for her diagnosis.

7. If the diagnostician is not verbalizing or ls ignoring cues that the Interviewer is curi-

ous about, the Interviewer may ask if specific cues mean anything (i.e., also look for

non-examples of important cues).

8. Monitor the audiotapes. Turn over or change when needed.

9. At the end of the stimulated recall, ask: ls there anything more you'd like to tell me

about this child as a reader or this chiid's reading problems?

9. The stimulated recall session is ended when the entire tape has been viewed. DO

NOT turn off the audiotapes. Go right into the 'Wrap-up' stage.

F. Wrap-up

1. Ask the diagnostician to again summarize the diagnosis. For example: 'Before we

end this session, would you please briefly summarize your diagnosis of the chiid's

reading problems?'
\

2. Ask: Did the "preparation, Interaction, and write·up' stages that you completed in this

treatment resemble your typical diagnostic procedures?

3. Ask: Is the model (or procedures) of diagnosis that you followed were reflective of

your training, or is the procedure ls something that you developed on your own?

4. Ask: Do you have any questions?

5. Verify time and date of next experimental session.

6. Make sure all tapes and papers from this experimental session are marked with the

dlagnostician’s name, the date, and E.S. #1. Place papers in the marked folder.
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EXPERIMENTAL SESSION TWO

(paper and pencil preparation/interaction,

written diagnosis, stimulated recall)

A. Before the actual session begins.

1. Set up the camera. Load a videotape, marked with the the diagnostician’s name, the

date and E.S. #2. Load two cassette recorders with marked tapes, and place them

near where the dlagnostician and you will be sitting. Have a third cassette recorder

available for the dlagnostician if she wishes to hear the audiotapes in the child’s file.

2. Use the index cards that outline the sequence of activities for this session. This

session will be conducted one·on-one, in the room that will be used for the entire

treatment session. Allow 15 minutes for instructions and questions.

3. Read these instructions to the diagnostician. '

The experimental session will be divided into three stages. ln Stage I, I shall present

you with an actual case of reading dimculty. The case consists of the school records, test

scores, audio reading reoordings of test sessions, etc. for a child who has been a client at this

Reading Clinic. You are requested to attempt to diagnose this case in much the same manner

you would use in diagnosing a real case. Assume that you are working with the child in a

one·to·one setting. Think aloud ·- verbalize your analysis of this case. Stop whenever this

interferes with your work. During Stage I, a videotape record will be made as you examine

the case. We will not permanently retain this tape unless you have given us permission on

the written form.

Alter you have collected all the information that you need to identify the child’s reading

difflculty, I will ask you to write a diagnostic report (i.e., Stage ll).

ln Stage lll, we shall jointly view the videotape while you attempt to recall what you were

thinking about as you attempted the diagnosis. l shall record your recall with notes and an

audio tape recorder. Again, this tape will be retained only long enough to record data, unless

you have given us permission for other research uses.
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In Stage IV, I shall ask you to review this procedure and name those aspects of it that

would have made this session better for you in your task. We are especially interested in any

information which should be added to the case, such as additional tests or information, that

you typically lind to be critical for an accurate diagnosis.

Do you have any questions so far?

B. Preparation/Interaction Stage (no time limit)

1. Begin audio and videotapes.

2. Read these instructions to the diagnostician.

Let's get started. _
1

(Using the case abstract card cllpped to the front of the child’s folder, introduce the child

to the diagnostician.)

For this session, you will need to diagnose the reading problem of_i. S/he is __
A

years old and is in the __ grade.

I have a set of materials comprising our particular case. Your task is to request infor-

mation about this case and to use this information to determine the most likely diagnosis and

to suggest a general program of remediation. (Hand the diagnostician the "Case Information

lnventory.')

This document indicates the information available in our case... Please note that the

numbers in the boxes are NOT grade levels; they are code numbers for locating requested

materials.

You may request information by referring to the Inventory. For example, by asking for

__, you would get the l. An asterisk in the box means that the information is not

available. Take a few moments to study this Inventory before we proceed. (Pause 60 sec-

onds.)

There is no right or wrong amount of information to request for your diagnosis. Use the

same procedure you usually employ when diagnosing a case. When you request a FORM OF

INFORMATION, I will give it to you. You may keep all items requested throughout the session.

Do you have any questions?
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3. Begin the session. Make sure the diagnostician asks for the information by code and

by name. Do not participate in any way other than to provide the requested infor-

mation or to clarify procedural questions.

4. Remind the diagnostician to think aloud. Sample probes:

"What are you noticing now?'

'Please tell me what you are thinking about?'

5. There is no time limit, the case is considered completed when the diagnostician col-

Iects as much information as desired. Monitor the audiotapes, turn over or change

when needed. _

6. Turn off the videotape and rewind. Turn off the audiotapes.

C. Written Diagnosis

1. When the diagnostician has collected as much information as desired, ask her to write

a diagnostic report.

2. She may use all notes and records that she has requested from our file to help her

to develop this report.

3. There is no time limit.

4. Take a 10-15 minute break, if desired.

C. Stimulated Recall

1. Rewind the videotape. Hook up the camera to the monitor, oe load the videotape into

the VCR. Load new, marked audiotapes into two cassette recorders. Place the re-

corders near where the diagnostician and you will sit to view the videotape.

2. Get comfortable. Begin the audiotapes. Read these instructions as the cognitive set

for the diagnostician:

Let’s look back at this diagnostic session, beginning with the initial preparation stage.

l’d like you to do most of the talking. Attempt to recall what you were thinking about as you

gathered information and attempted to diagnose this child’s reading difticulty(ies). Please

focus on the cues you found to tell you something important about this child as a reader, the

kinds of hypotheses you developed, and, as you went on, those cues that supporte d or ruled
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out your hypotheses. Please explain each step as thoroughly as you can so that I may be able

to follow your thoughts. You may stop and start the tape whenever you feel it is important to

review or elaborate on an event.

I shall record your recall with notes and the audio tape recorders. Again, these tapes

will be retained only long enough to record and analyze the data, unless you give permission

for other research·orlented uses.

Do you have any questions so far?

3. Show the diagnostician howto stop and start the videotape machine. Begin the tape.

4. Take notes on Information that will not be picked up on the audiotape, such as par-

ticular aspect of the taped Interaction that were pointed out.

5. Use the following questions for probes, when needed:

What did you notlce here?

Why did you notice or ask for this piece of information?

What did it tell you?

Did you have any hunches that were supported or ruled out? Which cues prompted

these changes?

6. The diagnostician may fast forward or rewind to any part of the preparation or Inter-

actions stages that she felt were particularly important for her diagnosis.

7. lf the diagnostician is not verbalizing or is ignoring cues that the Interviewer Is curi-

ous about, the Interviewer may ask if specilic cues mean anything (i.e., also look for

non·exampIes of important cues).

8. The stimulated recall session ls ended when the entire tape has been viewed. Mon-

itor the audiotapes, turn over or change when needed.

9. DO NOT turn the audiotapes off. Leave on for wrap-up stage. Go right into "Wrap-up"

stage.
I

F. Wrap-up

1. Ask the diagnostician to again summarize the diagnosis.
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2. Ask the dlagnosticlan to describe her typical diagnostic procedures and compare this

treatment to her procedures. Focus on important techniques that were not used in

this session.

2. Ask if the model (or procedures) of diagnosis that she followed were retlective of how

she was trained, or if the procedure is something that she developed independently

or has changed as a result of this project.

3. Ask for any questions.

4. Verlfy time and date of next experimental session.

5. Make sure all tapes and papers from the experimental session are marked with the

diagnostician’s name, the date, and E.S. #2. Place papers in a Iabeled folder.
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EXPERIMENTAL SESSION THREE

(preparation, live Interaction, stimulated recall, written diagnosis)

A. Before actual session begins:

1. Set up camera in room. Focus lens on work area where the diagnostician and you

will be sitting. Load videotape, make sure diagnostician’s name, date, and E.S. #3

are marked on tape. Make sure the "display" button is on so that the frame num-

bers appear on the screen.

2. Load two cassette recorders, again make sure the tapes are marked with name, date,

E.S. #3, Stage l. Locate the recorders nea_r where you will be sitting.

3. Have at least 10 cue recording sheets available to record the cue and time it was

chosen. Have an LCD watch or stopwatch available to record the time each cue

was chosen. Set the watch to zero time, record the elapsed time.

4. Use the index cards to illustrate the order of activities for this session. This session

will be conducted one·on·one, in the same room that is to be used during the entire

experimental treatment. Allow the diagnostician to keep the cards during the entire

experimental session as a guide.

5. Allow 15 minutes for instructions and questions.

6. Read these instructions to the diagnostician.

This experimental session will be much like the first experimental session, except that

we will review your Interaction with the client before you write up the diagnostic report. Like

the first experimental session, this session is divided into four stages. ln Stage l, I will present

you with the file of an actual case of a child who has dlfficulty reading and an Inventory of the

information available on that child. You will be given 30 minutes to ask for information from

the file, make notes of important data, then choose those tests and reading materials you feel

would be most helpful in gathering additional information to diagnose the child’s difficulties.

You may use your notes and the child’s records for the final written diagnosis. Also, you

may get other tests and materials during the session with the child, if you rtéed them.

Throughout this preparation stage, I’d like you to describe what you are doing, what informa-
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tion you find to be Important, and any hunches you may be considering before you meet the

child.

As ln the first session, the specific bits of data on the information sheets in the child’s

file are covered with cue code tags. You will need to remove the tags to uncover the data.

Please hand the tag to me so that I may record the order of cues that you choose. I will be

writing down the specific cue you choose and the time that you choose it. This is not a speed

test, I only wish to record how long you look at and consider each cue. This stage will be

videotaped for later discussion and analyses.

During Stage ll, you will have an hour to work with the child whose file you just exam-

ined. You can use the first 10 minutes of the session to build rapport, and get to know the

child. Also, you may take a 5·minute break during the session if you or the child desires to

do so. You may use those materials and tests you picked out during Stage I, or you may
‘

choose other materials, if you need them. I would like you to interact as much as possible
‘

with the reader, unless this really does not represent your typical diagnostic activities. This

session will be audiotaped and videotaped.

immediately after you work with the child, we’Il review the videotapes of your prepara-

tion and diagnostic interactlon (i.e., Stage lll). I’ll ask you to talk about those cues you chose

as important, and your thoughts, hunches, etc. at that time. You may stop and start the tape

whenever you wish, and talk more about any of your activities or the child’s behavior that you

feel are important. This stage will be audiotaped.

After we review the videotape, you will have one hour to write up a diagnostic report

(Stage IV). Before you sit down to write, you may request additional information from the

chi|d’s file. You may use all of your notes and the chiId’s records you have requested, but

no audio or videotapes, to assist you in reporting your identification of the child's reading

difficulty(ies). This stage will be concluded with a short (5-10 minute) 'Wrap-up" summary.

Do you have any questions so far?

B. Preparation (30 minutes prior to scheduled appointment with child)
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1. Read these instructions to the diagnostician (emphasize the time limltation, the need

to focus on the MOST IMPORTANT information, and the selection of tests and ma-

terials).

(Using the case abstract card clipped to the front of the child’s folder, introduce the child

to the diagnostician.)

For this session, you will need to diagnose the reading problem of _____. S/he is_

years old and is ln the ___ grade.

I want you to tell me everything that passes through your head during this examination

of the child’s records. Here is the 'Case Information lnventory" for this child. Please choose

from the available information. As you remove the cue code tag from the information sheets,

name the piece of information that you are examining and describe what you are looking at

and thinking about. Remember that you have only 30 minutes to prepare for your session with

the child. If there is any of the 30 minutes left alter you have chosen your tests and materials,

you may look back at your inventory and ask me for more information on the child.

Do you have any questions before we start?

2. Remind diagnostician to describe what she is doing, to talk about what she is tinding

that is Important, and to take notes for the written report. DO NOT request expla-

nations for choices or activities. Sample probes for when the diagnostician is not

speaking (i.e., alter 15-20 seconds):

"What are you noticing now?"

"Please tell me what you are thinking about.'

3. Begin videotape and audlotape.

4. Have cue sheets and LCD watch ready, record the code name of each cue, the time

during the session that the cue is chosen, and any pertinent comments or observa-

tions that you feel will not be plcked up on the tapes.

5. At about 15 minutes into this session, remind the diagnostician that she needs to

select her materials and tests.
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6. lf, after the diagnostician gets her tests and materials together, there is any of the 30

minutes left, she may go back to the cue lnventory and ask to see other information.

7. Stop the session after 30 minutes. Stop the videotape and audiotape. Leave the

videotape in the camera for the interaction phase. Take out the audiotape and

check to see if it is labeled with diagnostician’s name, date and E.S. #3, Stage I. lf

needed, insert a new audiotape in the machine, making sure it is labeled with

diagnostician’s name, date, and E.S. #3, Stage Il.

8. Go with the diagnostician to meet the assigned child.

C. Interaction with child (one hour)

1. lntroduce the child to the diagnostician, briefiy tell the child what will happen in the

next hour (s/he will have already been told, but repeat anyway), ask if any

questions. For example:

"Hi, Barbara, l'd like you to meet Sarah. She will be working with you today, trying

to find out about how you read. She'll work with you up in one of the rooms you’ve

worked in over the past few months. In fact, you can probably show Sarah around

the clinic. Your reading session will be videotpaed. Only Sarah and l will look at

it later. You may look at it some day soon, if you’d like. Let’s get started. Why don’t

you lead the way upstairs, and we’II find the right room."

2. Go back to the 'experimental" room, situate child next to or perpendicular to

diagnostlcian (not across from), make sure both are in view of camera’s lens.

3. Make sure diagnostician has everything she needs to begin including a time piece

so that she can pace her activities, ask for any further questions.

4. Begin the videotape and audiotapes. Leave room with door ajar.

5. Locate self near door to monitor first ten—minute rapport-building Interval and

5-minute break interval, and to be available for any needs that arise.

6. Stop session after one hour. Stop the audio and video- tape machines. Make sure

both tapes are marked with the diagnostician’s name, date, and E.S. #3.
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7. Go with child and diagnostician back downstairs, parent should be waiting. lf not,

wait with child until the parent comes.

8. Allow the diagnostician to take a 10-15 minute break, then return to the experimental

room for the stimulated recall stage.

D. Stimulated Recall

1. Hook up the camera or a VCR to the monitor. Rewind the videotape to the beginning.

Make sure the display numbers appear on the screen.

2. Load two audio cassette recorders with tapes, marked with diagnostlcian’s name, the

date, and E.S. #3. Situate the audiotapes next to where the diagnostician and you

will sit.

3. Get comfortable. Begin the audiotapes. Read these instructions as the cognitive set

for the diagnostician:

Let's look back at this diagnostic session, beginning wlth the initial preparation stage.
l’d

like you to do most of the talking. Attempt to recall what you were thinking about as you

gathered information and attempted to diagnose this chlld’s reading difIiculty(ies). Please

focus on the cues you found to tell you something important about this child as a reader, the

kinds of hunches you considered, and, as you went on, those cues that supported or ruled out

your hunches. Please explain each step as thoroughly as you can so that I may be able to

follow your thoughts. You may stop and start the tape whenever you feel it is important to

review or elaborate on an event.

l shall record your recall with notes and the audio tape recorders. Again, these tapes

will be retained only long enough to record and analyze the data, unless you have given per-

mission for other research-oriented uses.

Do you have any questions so far?

4. Show the diagnostician how to stop and start the videotape machine. Begin the vid-

eotape.

5. Take notes on information that may not be picked up on the audiotape, such as par-

ticular aspects of the taped interaction that were pointed out.
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6. Use the following questions for probes, when needed: (i.e., after 15-20 seconds of

süencey

What did you notice here?

Why did you notice or ask for this piece of information?

What did it tell you?

Did you have any hunches that were supported or ruled out? What cues prompted

these changes?

7. The diagnostician may fast forward or rewind to any part of the preparation or inter-

actions stages that she felt were particularly important for her diagnosis.

8. If the diagnostician is not talking, or if you notice cues that may be considered im-

portant, stop the tape and probe (e.g., what did you think about this...); i.e., look for

non-examples, too.

9. At the end of the stimulated recall, ask: ls there anything more you’d like to tell me

about this child as a reader or this chlld’s reading problems?

10. The stimulated recall session is ended when the entire tape has been viewed. Turn

off the tape recorders, but leave the tapes in for the final Wrap-up.

11. Allow the dlagnostician to take a 10-15 break before she writes up her final diagno-

sis.

D. Written Diagnosis (one hour)

1. Ask the diagnostician if she would like to see any more of the child’s records. Give

her a couple of minutes to look back at the Case Inventory.

2. Remlnd the dlagnostician of the procedure for recording her own viewing of the data

(i.e., putting tags in order, stuck to the inside of her folder).

3. Diagnostician may use the requested child’s records and her notes to develop her

diagnostic report.

4. She may write as much as she wants, either in narrative or outline form or both.

5. She does not have to use up the full hour, but may not take more than one hour.

6. When she is done, make sure her name, the date, and E.S. #3 are on all pages.
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7. Put all notes, test protocols, and the written diagnosis in the folder with her name, the

date, and E.S. #3 marked on the folder tab.

8. Allow a brief break, if needed. lf not, go right into the "Wrap-up" session.

F. Wrap-up

1. Turn on both audio cassette recorders. (This stage may be taped right at the end of

the stimulated recall session.)

2. Ask: Before we end this session, would you please brietly summarize your diagnosis

of the child's reading problems?

3. Ask: Did the "preparation, interaction, reflection, and write·up" stages that you

completed in this session resemble your typical diagnostic procedures.

4. Ask: Dld you do anything in this diagnostic session that was different from your typ-

ical procedures. (Attempt to elicit any change prompted by take more than one

hour.
I

6. When she ls done, make sure her name, the date, and E.S. #3 are on all pages.

7. Put all notes, test protocols, and the written diagnosis in the folder with her name, the

date, and E.S. #3 marked on the folder tab.

8. Allow a brief break, if needed. lf not, go right into the "Wrap-up" session.
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EXPERIMENTAL SESSION FOUR

(preparation w/ think aloud, videotaped Interaction w/

. think aloud, written diagnosis)

A. Before actual session begins:

1. Set up camera in room. Focus lens on work area where the diagnostlcian and you

will be sitting. Load videotape, make sure diagnostician’s name, date, and E.S. #4

are marked on tape. Load two cassette recorders, again make sure the tapes are

marked with name, date, E.S. #4, Stage l. Locate the recorders near where you will

be sitting. „

2. Use theindex cards to Illustrate the order of activities for this session. Allow 15

minutes for instructions and questions. (This session will be conducted one·on·one,

in the same room that is to be used during the entire experimental treatment.)

3. Read these instructions to the diagnostlcian.

This experimental session will be somewhat different from the first session in which you

interacted with the child In person. In this session, you will attempt lo identify a child’s prob-

lem by watching a videotape of the child as he or she works with another diagnostician. The

session begins like the first, with you gathering what you believe to be the most important

information about the child from his or her cumulative folder. Please describe aloud the in-

formation you are selecting and what about that information you are noticing as most impor-

tant. For this session, I would like you also to take the time to explain as thoroughly as you

can why this information is important, and how it is leading you to tentative hunches about the

child as a reader.

You will have an Inventory of the information available on the child. In this Stage l, you

will have 30 minutes In which you may ask me for specific pieces of information. During this

time you will also need to describe the tests and materials that you would use if you were

going to be meeting with the child.

ln Stage Il, you will "interact' with the child by viewing a videotape of the child working

with another diagnostician. During this Interaction, lwould like you to think aloud about what
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you are noticing to be important about the CHlLD’s performance. Also, please take notes on

the information that you will need for the written diagnosis, as this tape will not be available

during that stage.

Please focus on the information you think are most important, your thoughts about the

child's reading difHcuIty(ies), and as you go on, tell me which cues are supporting or ruling

out your initial thoughts. Please explain your thinking as best as you can. Feel free to stop,

rewind, and re~start the tape whenever you wish. Also, feel free to pause to reflect aloud

about your thinking, or elaborate on specific behaviors or cues you find to be particularly im-

portant. Don’t be afraid to ponder or guess out loud.

You may stop when you feel that you have all the information that you need to write a

diagnosis, You may use the information that you selected from the file and your written notes,

but not the tapes, during this stage. You will have one hour to complete this last stage of this

session.

When you have finished the written diagnosis, we’II talk a short while about the tests
\

and/or materials you would have used if you were able to work with this child. In this wrap·up

session, l would like you to tell me what kinds of information you would have expected to get

and how it would have helped you to better identify the child’s reading problem.

Do you have any questions so far?

B. Preparation w/ think aloud (no time limit)

1. Read these instructions to the diagnosticlan (emphasize the need to primarily focus

on the MOST IMPORTANT information about the CHILD, and the selection of tests

and materials).

(Using the case abstract card clipped to the front of the child’s folder, introduce the child

to the diagnosticlan.)

For this session, you will need to diagnose the reading problem ofi. S/he is ___

years old and is in the ____ grade.

I want you to tell me everything that passes through your head during this examination

of the child’s records. Here is the 'Case Information Inventory" for the child. You will need
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to ask for the information you wish to examine. Remember, the asterisk indicates that that

specific information is not available. Once you have a sheet of information, remove the cue

code tags to see the data. As you remove the cue code tag, name the piece of information

that you are examining and describe what you are looking at and thinking about. Please tell

me why each bit of information is important and what it is telling you about this child as a

reader.

Before we look at the videotape of the child, I would also like you to choose the tests

and materials you would be using if you were really going to be working with this child. The

preparation session continues until you state that you have enough information, and are ready

to ”interact' with the child.

Do you have any questions before we start?

2. Remind diagnostlcian to describe what she is doing, to talk about what she is linding

that is important, explain why the information is important, what it’s telling her, and

to take notes for the written report. Sample probes for when the diagnostlcian is

not speaking (i.e., alter 15·20 seconds of silence):

'What are you noticing now?'

'Please tell me what you are thinking about."

"Why did you choose this cue?'

"Do you still think the child has a problem with ...?"

3. Begin the videotape and audiotapes.

4. Have cue sheets and LCD watch ready, record the oode name of each cue and the

time during the session that the cue is chosen, and any pertinent comments or ob-

servations that you feel will not be picked up on the tapes.

5. At about 20-25 minutes into this session, remind the diagnostlcian that she needs to

select her materials and tests.

6. Continue the session until the diagnostlcian states that she is ready to view the chlld’s

videotape.
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7. Stop the videotape and audiotapes. Take out the audiotapes and check to see if they

are Iabeled with diagnostician's name, date, and E.S. #4, Stage I. Insert new

audiotapes (if needed) in the machine, making sure they are Iabeled with the

diagnostician's name, date, and E.S. #4, Stage II.

8. Allow the diagnostician to take a short break while you load the videotape of the as-

signed child into the VCR.

C. Videotaped Interaction w/ think aloud (no time limit)

1. Load two audio cassette recorders with tapes, marked with diagnostician's name, the

date, and E.S. #4, and Stage ll. Make sure the "display" button ls on.

2. Situate the audiotapes next to where the diagnostician and you will sit.

2. Get comfortable. Begin the audiotapes. Read these instructions as the cognitive set

for the diagnostician:

As we analyze the child’s reading behavior in this diagnostlc session,
l’d

like you to do

most of the talking. Please focus on the CHILD as you gather information and attempt to di-

agnose his or her reading ditTiculty(ies). Please think aloud about what you are seeing or

hearing that tells you something important about this child as a reader, the kinds of hunches

you are considering, and, as you go on, the cues that support or rule out your hunches.

Please explaln each step as thoroughly as you can so that l may be able to follow your

thoughts. You may stop and start the tape whenever you feel it Is important to review or

elaborate on an event.

I shall record your think aloud with notes and the audio tape recorders. Again, these

tapes will be retained only long enough to record and analyze the data, unless you have given

permission for other research-oriented uses.

Do you have any questions so far'?

2. Show the diagnostician howto stop and start the videotape machine. Begin the tape.

3. Remind diagnostician to describe what she Is doing, to talk about what she is linding

that is important, explaln why the information is important, what It’s telling her, and
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to take notes for the written report. Sample probes for when the dlagnostician is

not speaking: (i.e., after 15-20 seconds of silence):

”What are you noticing now?"

"Please tell me what you are thinking about."

'Why did you choose this piece of information?'

"Do you still think the child has a problem with ...?"

"TelI me more about how you interpreted that (behavior).'

4. Remind the dlagnostician that she can stop and start the tape whenever needed. You

may also stop the tape to probe the diagnostlcian about an observed cue or tenta-

tive hypothesis.

5. Continue the think aloud until the tape is finished.

6. At the end of the stimluated recall, ask: ls there anything more you'd like to tell me
‘

about this child as a reader or this chlld's reading problems?

6. Turn off the audiotapes and rewind the videotape. Make sure the audiotapes are

marked with the diagnostician’s name, date, E.S. #4, and Stage Il. Leave audiotapes

in the machines to record the "Wrap-up" session.

7. Allow a 10-15 minute break before the next stage (written diagnosis).

D. Written Dlagnosis (one hour)

1. Ask the diagnostlcian if she would like to see any more of the child's records. Give

her a couple of minutes to look back at the Case Inventory.

2. Remind the dlagnostician of the procedure for recording her own viewing of the data

(i.e., putting tags in order, stuck to the inside of her folder).

3. The dlagnostician may use the requested child’s records and her notes to develop

her diagnostic report.

2. She may write as much as she wants, either in narrative or outline form or both.

3. She does not have to use up·the full hour, but may not take more than one hour.

4. When she is done, make sure her name, the date, and E.S. #4 are on all pages.
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5. Put all notes, test protocols, and the written diagnosis in the folder with her name, the

date, and E.S. #4 marked on the folder tab.

F. Wrap-up

1. Turn on both audio cassette recorders. (This stage may be taped right at the end of

the stimulated recall session.)

2. Ask: Before we end this session, would you please briefly summarize your diagnosis

of the child's reading problems?

3. Ask: Did the 'preparation, Interaction, rellection, and write-up" stages that you

completed in this session resemble your typical diagnostic procedures.

4. Ask: Did you do anything in this diagnostic session that was different from your typ-

ical procedures. (Attempt to ellcit any change prompted by take more than one

houn

5. Ask: Do you have any questions?

6. Verify time and date of next experimental session.

7. Make sure all tapes and papers from the experimental session are marked with

diagnostician’s name, the date, and E.S. #4. Place papers in marked folder.
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EXPERIMENTAL SESSION FIVE

(preparation, videotaped Interaction, written diagnosis,

stimulated recall)

A. Before actual session begins:

1. Set up camera In room. Focus lens on work area where the diagnostician and you

will be sitting. Load videotape, make sure diagnostIclan’s name, date, and E.S. #5

are marked on tape. Make sure the "display" button Is on so that the frame numbers

appear on the screen.

2. Load two cassette recorders, again make sure the tapes are marked with name, date,

E.S. #5, Stage I. Locate the recorders near where you will be sitting.

3. Have at least 10 cue recording sheets available to record the cue and time it was

chosen. Have an LCD watch or stopwatch avallable to record the time each cue was

chosen.

4. Set up the VCR with the monitor in order that you will be ready to view the videotape

during Stage ll. Make sure you have the videotape of the correct child in the ma-

chine, ready to view.

5. Use the Index cards to illustrate the stages in this treatment. This experimental

session will be conducted one-on-one, in the same room that is to be used during the

entire treatment. Allow the diagnostician to keep the cards during the entire exper-

imental session as a guide.

6. Allow 15 minutes for Instructions and questions.

7. Read these instructions to the diagnostician.

This experimental session will be somewhat different from the first session in which you

interacted with the child in person. ln this session, you will attempt to identify a chIld’s prob-

lem by watching a videotape of the child working with another diagnostician. The session

begins like the first, with you gathering what you believe to be the most important information

about the child from his or her cumulative folder. Please describe aloud the cues that you are
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selecting, what information you are noticing as most important, and any tentative hunches you

may be considering.

As in the preparation stages of the other experimental treatments, you will have an in-

ventory of the information available on the child. You will have 30 minutes in which you may

ask me for specific pieces of information. During this time you will also need to describe the

tests and materials that you would use if you were going to actually meet with the child.

ln Stage ll, you will "interact" with the child by viewing a videotape of the child working

with another diagnostlcian. During this interaction, l would like you to think aloud about what

you are noticing to be important about the CHlLD’s performance. Also, please take notes on

the information that you will need for the written dlagnosis, as this tape will not be available

during that stage.

Please focus on the cues you think are most important, your tentative thoughts about the

child's reading dlfhculty(ies), and as you go on, tell me which cues are supporting or ruling

out tentative hunches. Feel free to stop, rewind, and re~start the tape whenever you wish in

order to further describe or elaborate on specific behaviors or cues you find to be particularly

important.

You may stop when you feel that you have all the information that you need to write a

diagnosis. Before you sit down to write, you may request additional information from the

chlld's hle. You may use any of the Information that you have requested from chiId’s hle and

your notes, but no tapes, during this stage. You will have one hour to complete this stage of

this session.

When you have hnlshed the written dlagnosis, we’ll go back and review the videotapes

of your preparation and videotape interaction with the child. I'll ask you to rehect back on the

information you thought to be most important, and to explain why you noticed the specihc ln-

formation, your tentative hunches, and what cues supported or ruled out those hunches, You

may stop and start the tape whenever you wish, and elaborate on any aspect of your activities _

that you feel are especially important. Finally, we’ll end this session with a short (5-10 minute)

"Wrap·up" summary.
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Do you have any questions so far?

B. Preparation (30 minutes)

1. Read these instructions to the diagnostician (emphasize the time limitation and the

need to focus on the MOST IMPORTANT information about the CHILD, and the se-

lection of tests and materials):

(Using the case abstract card clipped to the front of the child’s folder, introduce the child

to the diagnostician.)

For this session, you will need to diagnose the reading problem of___. S/he is ___

years old and is in theigrade.
u

l want you to tell me everything that passes through your head during this examination

of the child's records. Here is the 'Case Information lnventory" for this child. Please choose

from the available information, missing data is coded with an asterisk. As you remove the cue
‘

code tag from the information sheets, name the piece of information that you are examining

and describe what you are looking at and thinkin about. Remember that you have only 30

minutes to gather the most important information and describe the tests and materials you

would use if you were really going to be working with this child. lf there is any of the 30

minutes left alter you have chosen your tests and materials, you may look back at your in-

ventory and ask me for more information on the child.

Do you have any questions before we start? _

2. Remind diagnostician to describe what she is doing, to talk about what she is tinding

that is important, and to take notes for the written report. DO NOT request explana·

tions for choices or activities.

Sample probes for when the diagnostician is not speaking (i.e., alter 15-20 seconds):

"What are you notlcing now?'

'Please tell me what you are thinking about.' ° A

3. Begin videotape and audiotapes.
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4. Have cue sheets and LCD watch ready, record the code name of each cue and the

time during the session that the cue is chosen, and any pertinent comments or ob-

servations that you feel will not be picked up on the tapes.

5. At about 15 minutes into this session, remind the diagnostician that she needs to

select her materials and tests.

6. lf, after the diagnostician gets her tests and materials together, there is any of the 30

minutes lelt, she may go back to the cue Inventory and ask to see other information.

7. Stop the session alter 30 minutes. Stop the videotape and audiotapes. Take out the

audiotapes and check to see if they are labeled with diagnostician’s name, date, and

E.S. #5, Stage I. Insert new audiotapes in the machines If needed, making sure they

are labeled with diagnostician’s name, date, and E.S. #5, Stage ll.

8. Allow the diagnostician to take a short break while you load the videotape of the as- _

signed child into the VCR.

C. Vldeotaped Interaction w/ descriptive think aloud (one hour)

1. Load two audio cassette recorders with tapes (if needed), marked with diagnostician’s

name, the date, and E.S. #5, and Stage Il. Sltuate the audiotapes next to where the

diagnostician and you will sit.

2. Focus the camera onto your work area, trying to get both the diagnostician and a bit

of the monitor into view (the diagnostician is the most important.) Make sure the

"display' button Is on.

2. Get comfortable. Begin the audiotapes and the camera. Read these Instructions as

the cognitive set for the diagnostician:

As we analyze the child's reading behavior In this diagnostic session, l’d like you to do

most of the talking. Please focus on the CHILD as you gather information and attempt to di-

agnose his or her reading difficuIty(ies). Please think aloud about the cues that tell you

something important about this child as a reader, the klnds of hunches you are considering,

and, as you go on, the information that supports or rules out those hunches. You may stop

and start the tape whenever you feel It is Important to review or elaborate on an event.
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I shall record your comments with notes and on the audio and videotape recorders.

Again, these tapes will be retained only long enough to record and analyze the data, unless

you have given permission for other research-oriented uses.

Do you have any questions so far?

3. Show the diagnosticlan how to stop and start the VCR. Begin the tape in the VCR.

4. Remind diagnosticlan to describe what she is doing, to talk about what she is linding

that is important, and to take notes for the written report. Sample probes for when

the diagnosticlan is not speaking: _

"What are you noticlng now?"
I

"Please tell me what you are thinking about."

5. Remind the diagnosticlan that she can stop and start the tape whenever needed. You

may also stop the tape to ask the diagnosticlan to give further description or to clarify

briefly what she is focuslng on.

6. Continue viewing the tape until it is finished.

7. Turn off the audiotapes and rewind the videotape. Make sure all tapes are marked

with the diagnosticlan’s name, date, E.S. #5, and Stage ll or I/ll.

8. Allow a 10-15 minute break before the next stage (written diagnosis).

D. Written Diagnosls (one hour)

1. Ask the diagnosticlan if she would like to see any more of the chiId's records. Give

her a couple of minutes to look back at the Case Inventory.

2. Remind the diagnosticlan of the procedure for recording her own viewing of the data

(i.e., putting the tags in order, stuck to the inside of her folder).

3. The diagnosticlan may use the requested child's records and her notes to develop

her diagnostic report.

2. She may write as much as she wants, either in narrative or outline form or both.

3. She does not have to use up the full hour, but may not take more than one hour.

4. When she is done, make sure her name, the date, and E.S. #5 are on all pages.
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5. Put all notes, test protocols, and the written diagnosis in the folder with her name, the

date, and E.S. #5 marked on the folder tab.

E. Stimulated Recall .

1. Remove the child's videotape from the VCR and put in the videotape of the

diagnostician. Make sure the "dispIay" button is on.

2. Situate the audiotapes near where the diagnostician and you will sit. Make sure the

tape is marked with the dianostician’s name, the date, E.S. #5, Stage IV.

2. Get comfortable. Begin the audiotapes. Read these instructions as the cognitive set

for thediagnostician:Let’s

look back at this diagnostic session, be inning with the initial preparation stage.

l’d like you to do most of the talking. Attempt to recall what you were thinking about as you

gathered information and attempted to diagnose thls chlld’s reading difficuIty(ies). Please

focus on the information that supported or ruled out your hunches. Please explain each step

as thoroughly as you can so that I may be able to follow your thoughts. You may stop and start

the tape whenever you feel it is important to review or elaborate on an event.

I shall record your recall with notes and the audio cassette recorders. Again, these

tapes will be retained only long enough to reoord and analyze the data, unless you have given

permission for other research-oriented uses.

Do you have any questions so far?

3. Show the diagnostlclan how to stop and start the videotape machine. Begin the tape.

4. Take notes on information that may not be picked up on the audiotape, such as par-

ticular aspects of the the taped interaction that were pointed out.

5. Use the following questions for probes, when needed: (i.e., after 15-20 seconds of

süencer

What did you notice here?

Why did you notice or ask for this piece of information?

What did it tell you?
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Dld you have any hunches that were supported or ruled out? What cues prompted

the changes?

6. Continue until the tape is finished. ·

7. At the end of the stimulated recall, ask: ls there anything more you'd like to tell me

about this child as a reader or this child’s reading problems?

6. DO NOT turn off the tape recorders, go right into the Wrap-up session.

F. Wrap-up

1. Check the tapes in the audiotape cassette recorders. Change lf needed.

2. Ask: Before we end this session, would you please briefly summarize your diagnosis

of the chiId’s reading problems?

3. Ask: Dld the "preparation, interactlon, reflectlon, and write-up' stages that you

completed in this session resemble your typical dlagnostic procedures.

4. Ask: Did you do anything ln this dlagnostic session that was different from your typ-

lcal procedures. (Attempt to ellcit any change prompted by take more than one hour.

5. Ask: Do you have any questions?

6. Verify time and date of next experimental session.

7. Make sure all tapes and papers from the experimental session are marked with

diagnostician’s name, the date, and E.S. #5. Place papers in marked folder.
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Appendlx F _

Summary Tables ol Major Varlables

(Tables 1 - 3)
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Tgble 1, Summarg table of totals of major variables across ex
and sub-givided across diagnosticigns.

Session! Single Multiple Missing Infer's. Hgpo‘s. Time to 1st Diagnosis
Diag. cues cues cues hgpothesis offered ?

Amg 259 89 21 2 23 1 1:08 ges
Pat 190 62 15 7 6 10:30 ges

1 Judg 229 112 35 19 V 13 :23 no
Sarah 289 109 69 28 10 2:05 ges
;'l1 2•·

8 32 20
‘

2:43 es
Sb-total 1 16 gg gggg gg 61 ggggggggggg g

Amg 431 75 42 20 21 4:02 no
Pat 303 85 64 28 12 1:30 ges

2 Judg 51 68 46 12 7 :17 ges
Sarah 211 119 46 19 8 19:00 ges
:1 ie 168 · 64 37 1

•
:52 es

Sub-totl 14 g gg gg ggggg 116 ggggg____g¥
Amg 367 72 22 1 1 12 2:46 ges
Pat 313 96 50 25 12 ° 1:30 no

3 Judg 214 105 27 16 13 1:13 ges
Sarah 298 127 57 20 14 2:40 ges
Bonnie 193 89 44 23 10 6:45 es• 2 2 2 2 2222 22
Amg 366 85 55 25 16 :36 ges
Pat 343 109 69 31 14 2:25 no

4 Judg 172 78 48 22 11 :22 no
Sarah 144 59 47 19 13 1:12 ges
Bonnie 205 93 95 35 8 :30 ges

Sub—total 1,230 424 314 132 62

Amg 348 74 43 22 14 :57 ges
Pat 292 1 15 46 29 12 1:50 ges

5 Judg 197 100 44 28 11 6:30 ges
Sarah 213 102 51 29 16 2:10 ges
Bonnie 223 86 46 33 10 :30 es

Sub—total 1,273 477 230 141 63

TOTAL 6,220 2,288 1,178 560 305 V ·
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g table of totals of mejor variables gcross diognosticians and
sub-divided ecross egperi mental sessions,

Diegnos./ Single Multiple Missing Infer's. Hgpo's. Time to 1st Diagnosis
Session cues cues cues hgpothesis offered ?

1 259 89 21 2 23 11:08 ges
2 431 75 42 20 21 4:02 no

Amy 3 367 72 22 ll 12 2:46 ges
4 366 85 55 25 16 :36 ges
5 348 74 43 22 14 :57 es

¤·*¤*•l 3 33 33 3 35 33333333 3 3-3333
1 190 62 15 7 6 10:30 ges
2 303 85 64 28 12 1:30 ges 3Pü 3 313 96 50 25 12 1:30 no
4 343 109 69 31 14 2:25 no

* · -
‘

1 1·5 • es
Sub-tt1 41 g 4 ggggggg gggg gggg__gggggg____gggggg

1 229 1 12 35 19 13 :23 no
2 51 68 46 12 7 :17 ges

Judg 3 214 105 27 16 13 1:13 ges
4 172 78 48 22 1 1 :22 no
5 197 100 44 28 11 6:30 ges

Sub-ttl gg 86 g 43 20 gg 7 gggg ggg g_g___g__ _g_gg_
1 286 109 69 28 10 2:05 ges
2 211 119 46 19 8 19:00 ges

Susan 3 298 127 57 20 14 2:40 ges
4 144 59 47 19 13 _ 1:12 Ues
5 213 102 51 29 16 2:10 Ues

$1*** 31
204 84 32 20 9 2:43 ges

2 168 95 64 37 10 :52 ges
Bonnie 3 193 89 44 23 10 6:45 ges

4 205 93 95 35 8 :30 ges
5 223 86 46 33 10 :30 ges

33 3 3 33 33 3
33TOTAL6,220 2,288 1,178 560 305
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Table 3, Sgmmarg table of totals of major variables across clients, and sub-
givideg gcross experimental sessions and diagnosticians.

Client! Single Multiple Missing Infer's. Hgpo's. Time to 1st Diagnosis
Ses/Diag. cues cues cues hgpothesis offered ?
B 1-Amg 259 89 21 2 23 11:08 ges
{ 2-Judg 51 68 46 12 7 :17 ges
t 3-Bon. 193 89 44 23 10 6:45 ges
t 4·Sar. 144 59 47 19 13 1:12 ges

7 11 ,
M 1-Judg 229 112 35 19 13 :23 no
a 2-Bon. 168 95 64 37 10 :52 ges
t 3-Pat 313 96 50 25 12 1:30 no
t 4-Am 366 85 55 25 16 :36 es
ub-total8B

1—Bon. 204 84 32 20 9 2:43 ges
a 2-Pat 303 85 64 28 12 1:30 ges
r 3-Sar. 298 127 57 20 14 2:40 ges
b. 4-Jud 172 78 48 22 1 1 :22 no

1 1,,,,,,1,, 4 *
S 1-Pat 190 62 15 7 6 10:30 ges
t 2-Sar. 211 119 46 19 8 19:00 ges
e 3-Amg 367 72 22 11 12 2:46 ges
P- 4—Bon. 205 93 95 35 8 ‘

:30 es
1, 73 ,,,1 ,,1,,1,1,,,1,,,,1

T 1-Sar. 286 109 69 28 10 2:05 ges
o 2-Amg 431 75 42 20 21 4:02 no
n 3-Judg 214 105 27 16 13 1:13 ges
i. 4-Pat 343 109 69 31 14 2:25 no

1, ,1
P 5-Amg 348 74 43 *22 14 :57 ges
{ 5-Pat 292 115 46 29 12 1:50 ges
e 5-Judg 197 100 44 28 11 6:30 ges
r 5-Sar. 213 102 51 29 16 2:10 ges

5-Bon. 223 86 46 33 10 :30 es

11111TOTAL
6,220 2,288 1,178 560 305
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Appendlx G

Taxonemy of Slngle Cue:
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Taxonomy of Single Cues Identified across
All Experimental Sessions across All Diagnosticians

General/Famil y Background
From the records: From interaction:
^9¢ Interests .
Grade Favorite toys, games, books Pnääinipuch
Bi rthdau Bum m° Lilvi n arran ementsBi rthplace Television watching andgmimäm Mbit,Father's education habits with divorced aum:Mother's education Time spent on homework Rßpomibmüßpat home

· No. of brothers, ages or pleasure reading, or
No. of sisters, ages play ·
Famil y status
Misc. information (e.g.,

rides the bus}
Healthlhedical Information

From interaction:
Childhood diseases Heari ng Physical characteristics Physical well- bei ng
Immunization Teeth Cleanliness Consistency of weari ng
Height/weight Throat Neatness prescri bed gl asses
Vision Speech Clothing

School Information
From interaction/gene ral knowledg;

Academic progress Attendance Information about the school division
—gradi ng system Special services Community socio-economic status
—grades - referrals Comparison of client to classmates
—effort —dates of referrals Expectations of students in school
-textbook series -teacher comments division or by the teacher
—book/grade level academic Availability of programs and special
-teacher comments behavioral assistance

academic tentative hypotheses General attitude toward school, school g
behavioral - present placements subjects, teachers
suggestions for - parent involvement Size of reading group

improvement ·history (years in
encouragement! programs)

warm ngs
- retention history
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General Intellectual Abilitg

From records/stand. tests:
ar taag sabgaag ggqrgg Ease, claritg, and depth of conversation

Nature er im Exami ner'; inter- Reeetiene te queetiens
Grade equivalent pretations Reaction ti me to answer questions
Percentile Exami ner's notes Nvmber ¤f PV¤¤'•P*$ ¤8¢¢|
Raw scores about client°s Kl M8 ¤f PY¤¤'•P*$ ¤8¢d
Errnrg bghgviqr aan ng {ggf No. of ti mes questions had to be restated

Exammers aiagnoais Sveeeh petterns
Examiner's recom- V¤¢¤b¤l¤VU

mgndgtigng Use of details and explanations
Depth of prior knowledge

· Humor
‘

Abilitg to follow a complex set of
di rections

Legel of Achievement
From standardized tests on record: From rororo rooorr:

Criterion referenced tests Norm- referenced tests No. of books read, examples
-grade equivalent -grade equivalent Sight word performance
—standard scores —standard score No. of stories written
- percentiles - percentiles Attitude
-skills mastered!not mastered -subtest scores General comments
- raw score - miscues Recommendations

From informal inventories (on record or admjnisteregguri ng session:

Word recognition list Oral reading behavior

- miscues related to phonetic -effort
and structural anal gsis desi re to continue task - hummi ng during

· reading level attempt to attack words silent reading
-order words are read attempt to answer ques. -sighs °

- raw score -fI uencg -escape behavior when

- percent correct ran out of breath asked to respond

Comprehension passages °V°“°V* ‘ ' “’° °f fi “‘J°'”·
°t°·

°’

- readi ng
'|ev¢‘| phrlsl Hg, WOI'd- bg- der

.. miscue, VUrd readi ng

- uoo of oooroxr hesitations, stops
—corrections P'

“°°°
_

-if errors made sense
'¢*P_"°*°‘°“

· responses to comp. questions
Y°‘°¢ _

rooo missed intonations
F de pgh or ooowor attention to punctuation

completeness
speech patterns
speed of response
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Othg; Cues from the Testi° ng Situgtion

Contextual cues;
Lighting Nature of tests (e.g., nonsense
Table/chair height vs. real words)
Ti me of day Testing materials (e.g., scori ng)
Time to gather information Examiner (in audio/video sessions)
Availability of information -background
Ti me to test - present assignment

-interaction w/ client

ßgyiqiiggge/non—yerbal cues: '

Attention to the situation (e.g., looking Use of fi ngers for reading
around the room) Looking at diagnosticien, pausi ng

Listening for help
Proximity to testing materials end/or Restlessness

diagnostician Visible signs of stress (e.g., facial
Head movement during reading ¢¤nt9rti¤n¤) _

Order pictures are exami ned Y*Y‘“ f‘9» °t'_°‘°h‘ **9
"F1ddl1 ng" with glasses
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Appendix H

Taxonomy ot Hypothese:
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Taxonomy of Hypothese: Generated across
All Experimental Sessions across All Diagnosticians

Generallfamily ßackgrogng

Number of siblings, birth order Stability of family (two vs. single
Twin effects parent home, divorceslremarried
Parental expectations, overprotective parents
nature, willingness to accept child': Quality/amount gfintmectuai
PY¤bl¢I'¤8 stimulation in home environment

Healthlßlcallgrgggig Problems

Lasti ng impact of childhood disease: Immaturity, delayed development
(e.g., high fever) or injuries (e.g., Neurological disorder: (e.g., brain
concussion) damage, seizures)

Allergies Attendanoelill nesses
Heari ng, vision and/or speech deficits Perceptual disorder:
Attentional disorder History of medications, if on medi-
Largelsmall muscle coordi nation cation presentl y for allergies or

hyperactivity

Compatibility with the teacher Change of school context (e.g., due to
Compatibility with peers moving, change in classroom
Compatibility with the reading series structure)
Expectations ofthe teacher, peers, Ability to work in a large group
school, community Motivation to learn in school;

School 's sensitivity to child': special working up to potential; general
needs effort

Intellectual Agility! Ability to Learn

Ability level /potential Metacogniti ve abilities
General knowledge! experience: Learning modality
Learning disability Language disorder (i.e., expressive
Memory deficit!disorder (i.e., or receptive)
recall, recognition, reconstruction) Ability to be taught
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Level of Achievement

Reading skills: Relation of reading to skill in
Phonics other content areas (e.g.,
Comprehension math, social studies)
Oral reading habits (e.g., Skill in mathematics
fluencg, "page turner,“ Written language skills (form
word- bg—word reader and content)

Sight vocabularg °
Use of strategies (e.g.,

context) ·

Test; [ Iesti ng Sjguggjons

Cooperation during testing; Client's understanding of test
willingness to respond to questions instructions or requirements

Appropriateness of tests or manner
in which theg were administered

General
Self-concept; self·i mage Willi ngness to please adults
Abilitg and strategies used to Infl uence of reading cli nic on client's

handle frustration present reading abilitg and attitude
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Appendlx I

Summary Table ol Total Frequencles ol Maln Varlables
Cltecl Across the Entire Experlmental Sesslon

(Table 6)
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Appendix J
”

Frequencles ol Major Varlables Analyzed by Experlmental Sesslon

(Tables 7
-

11)
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Appendlx K

Frequencles of Major Varlables Analyzed by Cllent

(Tables 12 · 17)
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Appendix M

Cue: Selected and Assessment: Admlnlstered
by Each Dlagnostlclan for Each Cllent

(Figures 15 - 19)
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AMY

(Selective search in order cues appeared on ase inventory) clinlc referral; family
background; health (dlseases. vision, hearing, speech); attendance; kindergarten report
card; kindergarten checkllst; 1st grade report ard; selected SRA scores; cllnic Informal
reading Inventory; entire folder of information submitted by independent reading
dlagnostician

Informal conversatlon; basal reading series Informal reading Inventory; teacher-made
‘

assessments of phonla and structural analysis skills; closing conversation

Exarnined the SRA test results not viewed

earllerExaminedentire contents of entire file In order appearing cn the ase Inventory
;’;_:;’||l|l» I|li

_,•,
0 |Z(; •_:,;| 2,0

Need to do comprehensive assessment cl all reading skills to assess which skills were
mlssed when Tonlta skipped two book levels when she went from second to third grade;
specific assessments would Include phonla assessments, a basal series placement test, a
pencil and paper! classroom test. a listening test

None, all were seen during Preparatlon stage

2,0

0;(Selectivesearch) cllnic and school referrals; Metropolitan Fleadiness Tests (K and
K-repeat); all report cards; family background; health (vision, hearing, speech)

|nf0•1'naIconvetsall0n;basa| reading series Informal reading Inventory; prereading
(reading readlness) assessments on sequence. opposites; infonnal language activities;
closhg conversation

(Ftequested al cues not yet examined) All standardized tests In folder; entire contents of
file from reading clinic; remainder cf cues in health and medial lile; attendance

t LII\ ‘ *1 Z Z Z„•I.•I ZI.• Z‘*~Z IIZI
¤.l•.•1Z„• lZz~
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(Selective search) cllnlc and school referrals; attendance: f9P¤rt cards; health
(dlseases, hearing, throat speech); Metropolitan Readlness Tests (K and K-repeat);
Crlterlon-referenced Tests of Mastery

Q, _$_2 1, ||,2;| K l| 2I
_,• _•

[2; C Ij

2[Dolchsight words; assessment with cloze format: further assessments cn biends.
dlgraphs, ending consonants; more oral reading

(Requested all cues not yet examined) All standardlzed tests in folder: entire contents of
file from reading cllnlc; general/family background file; remainder of health file

ip; _2
2

I(Selectlvesearch) cllnlc referral; kindergarten screenlng; Metropolitan Readlness
Test; Crlterlon-referenced Tests of Mastery; attendance; report cards; family
background

Q jp.; [|,I,| L {Lil UI, I |2;;i Ij;2| Z.!

Classroom cbeervatlon; basal reading series placement test: ccnversation with his
teachers and the psychologlsts

(Requested al cues not yet examined) All standardlzed tests in folders; entire oontests
of reading cllnlc file; remainder of medlcavhealth file

:0 L ; Ill I •1 1 ~.i .1.•1I.•l 5-|.• 11. .1 1. ,II.1lI •.L•.•11.•i 1H t•
II

l
1.•l
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PAT

1. 11
_1_•[ 1A•

IQ
||_•

- [1,•_1 1
1\•

°

(Select!ve search) attendance; repon cards; Crlterlon-referenced Tests of Mastery;
entire contents of standardlzed test file

Ä | | 1
‘

1(I °

lnfonnal conversatlon; John°s Informa! reading Inventory; closlng oonversatlon

Metropolitan Readlness Tests (K and K-repeat); chlldhood dlseases; generavfamlly
background file: reading o!lnlc's lnfonnal reading Inventory and Woodcodt ReadingI Mastery -- Word Identlflcatlon Test results

1

I((Selectlvesearch) reading cllnlc and school referrals; famlly background; entire health
folder; attendancs: grades: entire standatdlzed test folder; reading cllnlc's Peabody
Plcture Vocabulary Test and final report; rhferred information from twin

Ä‘_’_;(; ||,1)| I. l| LI HI) I |1[ 1 I_Z„1)|

‘_Z[IClassroomobservatlon; language assessments; teacher consultatlon

Kaufman adaptive behavlorassessment

„|(Selectlvesearch ·· '! started at the back and worked forward because I kind of ran out
of time last tlme.') All standardlzed tests In folder; reading cllnlc !ut0l"s repon;
reading cllnlc and school referrals; general/family background; health file; report
cards; kindergarten screenlng

L "—.le~.‘.IIIl II>~ t~.1.• I Ill' IZ •1l.•

IInforma!conversatlon; John°s lnfonna! reading Inventory; Informa! reading In trade
books; closlng oonversatlon

Norte

Ä_
-1 Q 1 1 |„•1‘199



Examlned entire contents of entire file in order appeerlng on case Inventory

Teacher consultatlon; needs a comprehenslve evaluation by psychologlst for abllity and
possible emotional problem

None

·
(Examlned cues ln crder of case Inventory) Fleferrals; ganeravfamily Information;
health: attendance; school grades; all standardized test results

t. l| .l
,,•,

Ilnfonnalreading assessment with trade books; classroom acttvitles: requested a
neurologlcal work·up

(Flequested all cues not yet examined) Crlterlon-referenced Tests ot Mastery; entire
contents of readlng cllnlc folder

Ä •
I °ZII·Z •: Z ~.Z Z.•II.•II Z l.• Z XZIIIZII

•,I•.!ZI•
IZr<

•.•I
I ZJI
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JUDY

(Selectlve search) Entlre folder of standardized test results; health (vision, hearing,
speech); report cards; Metropolitan Readlness Test (K only): family background; reading
cfInIc‘s Informa! readlng Inventory

Informa! conversatlon; Informa! assessment of wrltten language; Informa! reading In
trade books; Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test; closing conversation

None

(Selectlve search) Reading cllnlc and school referrals; family background; health
(vision, hearIng, speech); attendance; report cards; SRA test results; readlng cllnic
tutor's report: entire folder of infonnation submitted by Independent reading
dfagnosticlan

|| TI ,,•

(IClassroomobservatfon; parent consultation; Woodoock~Johnson nal
Battery of Tests; ablllty test

None

:,I I, 1

I(Selectlvesearch) Reading cllnlc and school referrals; health flle (vision, hearing,
speech); attendance; report cards; Criterlon-referenced Tests of Mastery _

Infonnal conversatlon; Peabody Individual Achfevement Test; Infonnal readlng in trade
books: closing conversation

None

Ä • 1 •l •1 Z Z.! Zl•1l.• I ¢I.•
- .- Z II ZI •.l•.•1¤t•l ZB
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(Selectlve search) Entire contents ol standardized test folder; health (vision, hearing);
attendance: readlng cllnic tuter‘s report and inlormal reading Inventory

Diagnostic teaching; phonics assessment; dlagnostic spalling potential test; teacherconsultation

Speech report ln health folder

1,. :,2 _:,•q 1,I I ||_• ° [:,•_Z |Zl|„•| 1 C

I(Selectlvesearch) Clinic referral; health (vision, hearing speech); attendance; report
cards; kindergarten screening last; WISC-R; Woodcock·Johnscn Psychoeducational
Battery of Tests; school referralz family background; remalnder ol standardlzed testfolder ‘

A ’.¢.l.~.il| ¢l|I•~ ll fl tut
.•

IZLLZLanguageassessment: Sllngerland Test tor Specific Language Disabilities

None

Äu L .•l *1 L5 ll Zlll •
L•.h¢t• L? ‘ *.•l

lll
1t•
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SARAH

; , ;‘; AZÄDQ LÄI
•‘

||_• - [ileji :|_I)| L _: I °

(Selective searctt) Famlly background; clinic referral; health (vision, hearlng);
attendance; report cards (selected content areas and al teacher comments);
Crlterlon·relerenced Tests of Mastery; entire contents ef lolder from the reading clinic

lnformal conversatlon; lnformal reading ln trade books; Ekwall lnformal reading
invenlery: closlng cortversation

None

L ‘.L .¢.*1
L.• •

I I.• Hl¤»•.'$ I-l|.•tI L1 MMS

(Selectlve search) readlng clinic and school referrals; family background; health
(vision, hearlng); attendance; report cards (grades 2-3, selected content areas and all
teachercomments): Crlterlen·referenced Tests ol Mastery; WlSC·Fl; Peabody Picture
Vocdaulary Test; entire readlng clinic felder; Woodcedt Johnson Psychoeducatlonal
Battery of Tests; Metropolitan Readlness Test (K~repeat only): kindergarten report
cards: blrthdate: tst grade report card

L L rl.3r|llL lltll .t•l •lLuLWord

recognltlon test: Deut word list; grade level assessments: more oral reading;
vocabulary games

Norte

||| I

[C(Selectlvesearch) Clinic and school refenals: family background; health (vision,
hearlng); attendance: report cards; Metropolitan Readlness Test (K-repeat only);
WISC-R; Crlterlon-referenced Tests ot Mastery; Woodcock—Johnson Psychoeducatienal
Battery of Tests; Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test; entire file from the reading clinic

L L ‘.Lr— L II„”¤Ill' L.L.•

llnformalcorrversatlon; lnformal reading in trade books; Ekwall lnferrnal reading
lnventory; oloslng cenversatlon

Norte

I
•l L Ä .¥ I? I— *1 L .itZt*1|.•tl ¢l• Z L 1 ll lll •.l•.t1t•t LL
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.(:,_:_•| :,• Il ||,• ° [:,•_C II„•,| V Cl °

('Not pulllng In order of importance') Clinic and school referrals; family badtground;
health (vlslon, hearlflo): attendance; report cards: SRA test results: reading clinlc
tutor‘s report; kindergarten screening; entire folder of Information submitted by

_ Independent reading dlagnostlclan
A :1||„i,||i: I| il MIA I |Z\ 1 jl)

Basal readIng series placement test; cloze assessment; listening assessment; more oral
reading; teacher consultatlon

None

‘_: ;_• •_
||_• a[Z,I_Z Q:

|„•|
:1 in °

(Examlned cues ln order of case Inventory) Fleferrals; general/family Information;
health (vision, he¤ri¤¤): altendance; school grades (selected content areas and all
teacher comments); al standardlzed test results; entire contents ol readlng cllnic folder

Assessment of lnferentlal oomprehension skills; more oral reading of trade books; games

None

ag k Ä Z|C |: Q „: „_Z,‘;Ä>g|_•A|
lr: O) | ||| ip,
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BONNIE

Z ; ;_Z
_Z(•} :(Q l( :1 Z

0(Selectlvesearch) Entlre folder of standardlzed test results: report cards (selected
content areas and teacher comments): health (vision, childhood dlseases); family
background

lnformal conversatlon; basal readlng series placement test; Woodcock Readlng Mastery
Test; lnformal phonks assessment; lnfomtal spelllng test; Bamell-Loft Specific Skills
readlng comprehenslon tasks; closing conversatlon

Crlterlon~referenced Tests of Mastery; report cards (addltional content areas); readlng
cllnlc tutor°s report . ·

Z(
Z(•y Z_• Q, (| |,• ;[2,|(1|ZII_I|

‘1ti(Selectlvesearch) Family background: age: WISC-Ft; Crlterlon-referenced Tests of
Mastery; Woorhook-Johnson Psychoeducatlonal Battery of Tests; cllnlc and school
referrals; Slfngerland Test for Specfflc Language Dfsdailltles; entire contents of folder
from readng cllnlc

Classroom obeervatlon; consultatlon with parents and teachers; audltory dlscrlmlnatlon
assessment: addtlonal languageassessmentsReport

cards (teacher comments first, then grades); health (speech, hearlng)

(Z;.
Z_;(•1:(•

0, ||_•
aß

ri(Selectlvesearch) Funlly background; SRA test results; entire folder of information
submitted by independent readlng dlagnostlclan; flrst grade report card (selected content
areas); cllnlc referral; health (vlslon, hearlng. speech); cllnlc lnformal readlng
lnventory results

;——.¢1<.»II„1|l•- -.Z•
I II Y-t'•sl•„|

-1Inforrnalconversatlon; basu readlng series placement test; Woodoodr Readlng Mastery
Test; Bamel Loft Specific Sklls readlng comprehenslon tasks; closing conversatlon

None

Ä • 1 ' :.•(IlI¤ E tl ‘.1II1I•tl.•I ZI.• Z' .lr~.‘II1I| •(1•.t1„• li ‘
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(Selectlve search) Cllnlc referral; WlSC·Fl; Woodoock·Psyohoeducational Battery of
Tests; Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test; school referral; thlrd grade report card
(selected contem areas); famlly background; Metropolitan Fleadlness Test; entire
contents of folder from readlng cllnlc

A ill. IIlIt— llfl .„•.
•

Illll •.llliI

l.l„•Teacherconsultatlon; lnfonnal language/speech assessment; comprehenslve assessmentof readlng problem (nc specific comments from school)

Crfterlon·referenced Tests of Mastery (thlrd grade only)

3 3h;„•q
.;I I. [[,0 -[3,|_1|;|l_I|

:1(Selectlvesearch) WISC·Fl; Woodcodwohnson Psychoeducatlonal Battery of Tests;
cllnlc referral; second grade report card and teacher comments: Crlterlon-referenced
Test of Mastery; school referral; readlng cllnlc lnformd readlng Inventory;
generavfamlly Information; health (hearlng); kindergarten screening; visual-Audltory
Dlscrlmlnatlon Screening test; Bender·Gestalt Test; Metropolitan Readlness Test;
attendance

g 3];,;,; ||„l,||)~ I| ;. MI;
;•

[3;;;
•_3;Z,|

.;;,0

Teacher and parent consultatlon; classroom activities: another llstenlng assessment;
cloze assessment; spelllng test

None

I
” :.•

I I 1I1• l ¤.l .’.II l II
•.I•.

.l„•l ls Q•
I II

l„•
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Appendix N

Hypotheses Generated for Each Cllent
Across the Experlmental Session

(Tables 23
· 28)
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Table 23. Summary table of generated hypotheses for Brett's reading_prob1em
by each diagnostician across the stages and experimental sessions.

BRETT

Hypothesis EInt.lTA Wrap

Avere . il't AJB

-

AJ J JB JB
Weak 1n honics 11.166 .1 .1 {Ii 11.166
Oral comrehensionis oka J J u-
Conflict w roooan series AJ Ä .1 .1 AJ AJ
Parents' hihexectations AB
Listenin comrehension isokaWhenworking w/ tutor,phonicsskillsare oka AJSB JS B
Weakness isre-readinsan

is not valid l
Hoo11n1o oko llffll
Tire durin tes
oAuditorhonics is weak area A
Poor w/ nonsense sllablesGood

memor for si · ht words AS
Possible 0 .1s6 IÄÄIH1
Acc tescoresini

kst insthrouhGood
readincomrehensionNervo

s/ctiveGood
verbal abilit PJB B

016 o 11 o 1 reain jlililA5Parent problem w/ notestingallowed
JS JS J J

Visual roblem/attern cha es JS
—

J J J
Attendance E-- J

—
J

Immaturit S
Doesn't use context cues SJB SJ

—
SJ Ii SJB

Needs to be motivated
—

SB
Neuroloical roblem

-
Disfluenc is a lerned eso se

—
Man different roblems S

Key: A = Amy, experimental session *1
J = Judy, experimental session *2
B = Bonnie, experimental session *3 _ _
S = Sarah, experimental session *4
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Table g4. Sgmmgrg table of generated hupotheses for Matt's reading_probIem
guggggnostician across the stages and experi mental sessions.

MATT

Ilgpothesis Wrap
Le ni - isaled APJB AJB APJ AJBP
Immturit 11111Repeated due to inabilitgto1-

-1.·••w GF ll ' P
ir oea

e eo 1 1- ses

E-----elsewher · ·
e J ior role 1 J

_:

J JB B
ist ac e APP iißilälPB
ow ave e>av I APPoor comprehension,workingtoo

hard ust to re· = = B
Me or
eficitsVisuallearn r A
Puu · ·ttackPoor· · knewiede Illlil PJ PJ
ctive '°litt e bo "s · me AB

Poor sel ·concet f us t · Ii-!-mPJ PJ
Visual ro e PJ P
Auitor - ole PJ J E1 PJB B
W ittenlaue · ole

I---

J J P
isten'n rb e PJ

—“
J

Teche /st detcn ict J
Gets lost incracksOK

.. emicall IllljliliB
eco'

okSeizureDisfluentseech _!-E-[III— tistic 1
Keg: J = Judg, experimental session *1

B = Bonnie, experimental session *2
P = Pat, experimental session *3
A ¤ Amg, experimental session *4
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Table Z5. Summary table of generated hypotheses for Barbara's reading_problem
by each diagnostician across the stages gnd experi mental sessions.

BARBARA

Ilypothesis Wrap

e io - iens 1— • to role lililißl AJSB
Go attendnce Im-!-“v‘s 1. erne xsi ne r Iilililill PS

ll ·
—· PS

LD E- PJ .1 PJ EEK PJB
0 text . reader -I--lu PPoor kineetneneeiiu, d0esn't like

-

W ° 1 · 1• ··· ¢ J JB
IÄIÄÄIXIÄome

env'r0nment II-—-I-lm PB
Readin roblem

_

Visual roblem! uses 11 - rs .1 lll
Auditor memor isood1.en

u e disabilit JB .1 I1 .1 JB .11>
Teacher- uilinteractionRote

memor is ood J
E--Cen'tblend sounds XI11.1 Ä.1
Poor readi · comrehension
JShouldee doi ~ better s
Immature in kinderarten mum-
Sh / doesn°t do well in rous ^$
Attention problems! active S
Not motiva ed S
Works hard E!— BLate implementation ofremedialservicesb the school : :

Key: B = Bonnie, experimental session *1
P ¤ Pat, experimental session *2
S

-
Sarah, experimental session *3

J ¤ Judy, experimental session *4
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table of generated hypotheses for Stephanie's readi ng_problem
Lu@_dlagges and experimental sessions.

STEPHAIIIE
Ilypothesis EInt.lTA Vlrap

le ner AP B APSB
1 11- «
Someero me S_

yisygl ggeg js g sggepgt ll
ggygge development roble s

[——--Em

AP

oorco rehe o SFocuses on details; oral reading S3 •·1m
Concretelearner APhonics is poor, coincideswithre

i · level $Not working up topotential;motivationroblem S
Short ottontion o on ] AParent concern; but noschoolhel

· B
—

Twin effects I§]XE1lE1¥~I;E]1 BP
Below rede level Damm- B

Key: P =· Pat, experimental session *1
S • Sarah, experimental session *2
A = Amy, experimental session *3
B = Bonnie, experimental session *4
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[able Z Z, Summary tgble of generated hypotheses for Tonita's readi ng_problem
by each diagnostician across the stages and experimental sessions.

TOIIITA
Hypothesis Int.lTA Wrap

Sliht weaknessinlanuae A.1p AJp J
Immaturit lshould have reeated

ß]--:-

strort •~ sw rades EjjlljFrustrated in Istgrade/firstsi
· n ofa weaker studentTeacher effects; bad 3rdgradear

. JCulturally related grammarldueto
back roundProblem due to skippi ngbooksfrom

2nd to 3rd rade J
Readi · roblem is not that bad ACom · rehends while reads Fili--iLow-averae learner [-I-—-D

·Phonics needs some review lm-lßlßm Apg
Likes to iooso adults Iililii PCoordination roblem showsuin

handwritin Iillij J —
Leoroi - disabled livorce oo ho e ife re ke s HF-lt:} JS PS
el -imo ‘s oor· oor t it de sSiht learner uses confi · uration¤ pg

Auditor roble s Hilti PJ .1 PJVision may be a problem,wearslasses
· Misses details when reading,dueto

bei · such a fast reader g

Key: S = Sarah, experimental session *1
A ¤ Amy, experimental session *2
J
·

Judy, experimental session *3
P = Pat, experimental session *4
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1@Z§_·_y
table of generated hypotheses for Peter': reading_problem as ci ted

gu_@:@gnostician across the stage: and experimental session:.

PETER

Hypothesis Int.ITA Notes Wrap
Averaeabilit APSB APSB
Learn: - disabled APJSB lll PJ APJB .1
Percetivelood sense of humor BJ [if-[EI BPJScentextua: reader 1 A1>.1s6 1 A.1s A:>.1s6 ASBPoornenfeeReadinglevel should be ongradelevel A's l e e ;
Clinic is max: · ad:ffereneeShouldbe doing better! not 5

erformin to tential E
Attention robleminrou:Good

home back round IEEKIEIÄ-—l¥{K P
Readi ·roblemGood

memoro-
· 011 lu!-Il-

La uaelvocabular rennen:
lß—j

.1 .1 PA.1 .1
Visual roblem PBrain damage; auditory recallofdee l e rol m
Problem in curricular area: J

—-—
JDemeanorImotivationlattitudeare

roblematic JSB JSBP SBP ‘
Doe:n't know when he': correct

-

J

--

J
Know: what ha can and can't do

—
J Q- J

C¤mrehen:i¤n i: eed S
Joke: whenfru:tretedStructural

anal sis =roblemOrel
reedi · fluene i:

effHefe:¤e:ti¤ninlmnnetureKey:

A = Amy
P ¤ Pat
J * JUJU All diagnosed Peter via experimental session V
S = Sarah
B = Bonnie ·
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Appendix 0

Fcnnulatlon 01 Hypotheses, Dlagnoses and Prescrlptlons by
Dlagnostlclans for Each Client

(Figures 21
· 26)
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BRETT

Hmamasasz
Average abillty; weak in phonlcs; oral oomprehenslon is okay; parents have highexpectatlons; phonlcs okay with tutcr; weak in prereadlng; SRA ls not valid; health isokay: tlred during testing; audltory phcniu ls weak area; poor memory for sight words;her scores are accurate: Brett thinks work through -· takes long; good readingoomprehenslon; nervous and active during session; good verbal ability; hesitate duringoral reading

Diaamsbz
lnstructlonal level approximately 2.1; not severety disabled; oral reading fiuency mostevident problem ‘

Emstzhlians
Lots of easy reading ln high interest books; work on phrasing with phrase cards

!:h¢¤¤t&;
Average ability; wedt in phonlcs: oral oomprehenslon okay; confllct with reading series:phonlcs is okay with the tutcr; possble LD: parental problem - no testing; visualproblem with pattem of changes; attendance; doesn‘t use context cuesDiaancsß; ."He's average.'; just needs instructlon: sklls don't seem to transferEmsrzhtianx
Needsamodeltoovertlycorrlparemeedstralnlngtousetltesltillshehas

Hymthm;
Average utility; weak ln phonlcs: parents have high expectatlons; phonlcs okay withtutor; poßlble LD; good verbal ability: doesn't use context cues: possible motivation_ problem

Discman;
lnstmctlonal level • 2.1: good visual memory: poor in vocabulary; has not intemalizeddecodlng strategies; average student; needs to be challenged

Etutzhtianz
Continue with Chapter! — stress vowel sounds. blending. word families. Dolch words:continue with the reading cllnlc — focus on high interest, easy reading books; read withparents

I • t 4 •.•
|!••:¢ |r<.• I • ll Z IH•.• ll Z tZr~ •. Z.•

l.•1~ Z5 ¢lt• •.lZt—.•:t.•)l.• I Z ¢„• L• : Z I
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Weak in phonlcs: oral comprehenslon is okay; phonlos is okay with tutor; poor memory
for sight words: possible LD; nervous/active; good verbal ability; hesitates in oral
reading (dlsfluent) -· leamed response: poßble vision problem with pattem of
changes; lmmature; ptmble neurologlcal problem or many problems

Hmmm:
Hlgh attention span, very cooperative; most evident problem ls dlsfluent oral reading
(phraslng): problem with blends/vowels not that bad _

Eresezbuem
Talk with hlrn, see lf he realized his reading is disfluent: llsten to him talk on free
subjects; give hlm time to study page before reading orally; do sight word cards with
timer, use multble word cards to practice phraslng; do a play

Ä • A A ••
II •.1 A ’.•„A • II.i IlA•.• II 1 11 • ¢.• A.•:<.¤:~ ¤A.• •,A$e<.•·A •lI.•| : :,• je Z :|

¢I•:A•2¢ — ¢» •I -~• Lui I •e 1 I.— •.•„I I I SJ)
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MATT

lzltrumttasesz
Leaming disabled; behavior problems; poor knowledge of words: poor self-concept;
frustrated; visual problem; audltoryproblem; written language problem; listening
problem; teacher~student confllct

His behavior ls not a good indicator of his ability; has some major language problem,
needs more testlng (still too many questions); poor self-concept

Emsuhtlon;
Needs help in speeclvlanguage in LD setting; quit golng to readlng cllnlc to increase
self-esteem

lzlmnthasasz
Leaming disabled; behavior problems: dlstractible; low-average to average ability;
comprehenslon poor because he works to hard to just read: auditory problems; 'littleUW" syndrome: dial! academlcally: decoding ls not bw: possible seizures; disfluent
speed:

Dlaamsäa
Attention Delicit Disoroer (ADD); poor comprehension of text (too involved with
decodlng): 'llttle boy' syndrome

Erasrzhllonz
Consult with physician for medlcatlon on trial basis, monitor class perfomtance;
continue with Chapter l and reading dlnic; lots of easy reading with frequent questioning

Hvmmases;
Leaming disabled; repeated kindergarten due to language problem (opposites, rhyming);
dlstractlbls; low~averag• to average ability: poor word attadr skills; poor seurconcept.
frustrated; poor knowledge of words; auditory problem; written language problem:
possibly autlstlc

Attention span needs to be brought under control before a dlagnosis can be made; severe
language dlsabillty; written language problem (needs Visual Motor Invenwfy); needs
emotional testlng -- very poor self-image

Ezärüttinuz
None
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hlxuothasasz
Leaming disabled; immaturlty, possible due to birth order: repeated kindergarten due to
language problem (opposites, rhymlng); is making some progress; can relax and tune
out nolses; llnishes slowly, mind is elsewhere; behavior problems; dlstractible; averageIQ; comprehenslon poor because he works to hard to just read; memory problem; visual
leamer; poor word attack: poor knowledge ot words

Dlaaueslsz
Average ablllty; lmpressed with physical actlvlty, may not be able to settle down for
reading; good visual memory; processing issue ls vague: written language problems

Ersatzteilen;
Instruct at instructlonal level; lots ot easy reading; continue to build sight vocabulary;
have hlm write down own experlences; teach hlm to use a picture dictionary
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BARBARA

ldmottiesesz
Lirnlted ability; leaming disabled: poor phonks: poor kinesthetlcally, doesn't like to
write; cultural deprlvatlon/poor home environment; language disability; poor
comprehenslon; shy, doesn't do well in large groups; works hard; late implementation of
remedial services (by the school)

Dlaullllßßi
Should test higher, leels has more ability; dlsclpllned and oooperative; cultural
deprlvatlon

Brescmllons
Contlnue with cllnic program to increse exposure to new infonnation; re~leam vowel
pattems and rules tor multisyllablc words; encourage writing; encourage parents to
partlcbate

Hxmthasesz
Serious academic problems; auditory problems; good attendance; visual leamer, sight
reader; llrnlted ability; possibly learning disabled; poor phonics; contextual reader;
poor kinesthetlcally, doesn't like to wrlte; visual + auditory reader; poor home
environment, cultural deprlvatlon

Dlaomaha —
'Feels Ike looking at the same thing as last week' (twin); educable mentally
handlcqaped; cultural deprrvatlon

Emsahllana
Placement in EMH room for language and reading, stay in regular class lor math,
science, and social studies; needs stimulatlon, new cultural experlences: use context tor
reading instructlon (conorete cues); use sight word approach; use visual and auditory
methods; have many rich language experlences

Hßlhßäli
Serious academic problems; auditory problems; good attendance; visual learner, sight
reader; lhnited ability: poor phonics; poor comprehension; could be doing better;
repeated kindergarten due to immaturity; shy, doesn't do well in large groups; attention

problem, very active; not motlvated
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D1¤¤¤@l¤:
Independent reading level

-
2nd grade; Instructlonal reading level

-
3rd grade; oral

reading 0uent; sound knowledge ol phonlcs, used context. comprehension good; behavior
and low IQ work against her. hyperactive: more ability than showing; does not Ike to read

Emscrlntlans
Short, controlled sessions; hlgh interest materials: variety ot reading materials and
short tape·reoorded stories; use manlpulatlves; train to watch tor timer (tor tldgetlrig);
encourage to check lor acwracy

uimmasua
Leamlng disabled; Inmaturlty. possible due to birth order: repaaraa kindergarten due to
language problem (opposltes, rhyming); ls making some progress; can relax and tune
out noises; llnlshes slowly, mind is elsewhere; behavior problems; distractible; average
IQ; oomprehenslon poor because he works to hard to just read; memory problem; visual
learner; poor word attadt; poor knowledge ot words

Averageabllltynmpressedwithphyslcalarztlvity. may notbeabletosettledowntor
reading; good visual memory; processing Issue is vague; written language problems

Erssrzhtiana
lnstruct at lnstructlonal level; lots of easy reading; continue to build sight vocabulary;
have him write down own experlences; teach him to use a picture dictionary
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STEPHANIE

uvmmeses;
Slow leamer; visual area is a strength; language development problems; not thinking
during reading, poor oomprehension; not working up to potential, motivation problem;
short attention span

Diaanoshz
Low ability; poor language ability (expressive language problem)

Blißällhlilllli
Language development program; needs a slower·paced (EMH) program; needs to go back
and master basic skills

thmtuasasz
Slow leamer; hnmature; poor home environment: not thinking during readlng. poor
oomprehension; poor phonlcs, consistent with reading level: not working up to potential,
motivation problem .

Dlßdmshx
Independent level

-
prlrner: instmctlonal level • 2nd grade level: no problems with

phonlcs, structural analysis, or wild word calling; many week areas of comprehension
and vocabulary

Emsahtlena
Should be drawn out in oonversatlon lo improve vocßulary, try to related to personal
experlenoes with concrete examples, must give chanoes lo respond; use oral reading as
an incentlve; have guided setting for comprehenslon; needs more exposure to general
topitx; draw pictures end discuss: include parents

lzlymthßasz
Slow learner; irnmature; poor home environment; visual area is a strength: language
development problems: not thinking during reading. poor oomprehenslon; focuses on
details, oral reading ls good; concrete leamer; poor phonics, oonsistent with reading
level; short attention span

Qiaamßx
Mildly retarded? ('depends upon which parts of tests are emphaslzed'); weakest areas
are language and vocabulary; short attention span; needs further testing in phonics

ELBSEDIDIIZ
Must have new vocabulary fully explained; use concepts in novel sentences; must have a
variety of activities, emphasis on concrete; needs to work on more oral reading
expression.
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ldvootlmsesa
Slow leamer; poor home environment, cultural deprlvatlon; poor phonlcs, conslstentwith readlng level; not worklng up to potential, poor motlvatlon; parent concem but no
school heb: below grade level; twln effects (worked wlth twln last week)Qlaomlss
No lndlcatlon of special class?; can only rem test results; cultural deprlvatlon, notaddressed by school, may not be retarded

Emszhtlons
Parents should lnslst on special heb ln a small group settlng: needs help ln all language
areas; do expresslve wrltlng: parents need to provlde more experlences
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TONITA

Hammesesz
Teacher effects in 3rd grade, bad year; comprehends whlle readlng; phonlcs needs
review: dlvorce. home problems affectlng school performance; poor self-image; sight
learner vla configuration; vlslon may be a problem; mlsses details when readlng; fast
reader

Dlaomslsz
Dolng great despite homellfe; doesn't have thought patterns down yet; sounds out words
by configuration

E&tl¤n;
Have her read. WN! and play back, make her aware of how she sounds; do assisted
readlng; work on speed. needs to hear models; focus on comprehension check of facts

Hazmthesesa
Sllght weakness In language; immature In kindergarten, should have repeated; eflort
goes wlth grades; frustrated ln 1st grade; teacher effects ln 3rd grade, bad year:
culturalfy·relat•d grammar and background; sklpplng book levels created many
problems; reading problem not very bad: does oomprehend while readlng; low-average
leamer; phonlcs needs some review

| :• im •Ä¢ • ml:
·:Notenough lnfonnatlon to made dlagnosls about phonlcs, does attempt to sound words, has
troublevvltl1vowels;lrtstnit:tlonal level -3rd ?;attemptsto makesenseoftest;
vocabulary conslstent wlth lnstructional level: appears to be a slow leamer, low
aversee ebllllv

Ersatzteilen;
Review and re-teach vowels and pattems, evaluate further; needs further evaluation on
blends and digraphs

Hmetlzasesa
Sllght weakness In language; culturally-related grammar, background; problem with
math facts is that they were not learned originally; coordlnatlon problem, see
handwrltlng; dlvoroe and home situation causing severe problems; sight learner via
oonflguratlons; audltory problems
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Qlaomslas
Severe audltory processing problem; expresslve and reoeptlve language problems

Emserlntlens
Would benefit from a special program/class designed to meet her needs (see above);
simpllfy instructions

lzltmhäz
Sllght weakness in language; teacher effects In 3rd grade, bad year; culturally-related
grammar, background; sklpplng books from 2nd to 3rd caused severe problems;
low-average leamer; phonics needs some review; Ilkes to please adults; coordination
problem, especially wlth handwrltlng; possible LD; dfvorce/home situation causlng
stress; self-image is poor: sight leamer via configuration: audltory problems

·
Can‘t make eocurate dlagnosis, too much Information is missing; needs WISC-R,
Woodoodr-Johnson Battery of Tests, emotional testlng, information about leaming
styles, specific reading tests

Eteszhthm
None
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PETER

AMI;

tlvmmasas;
Average ablllty; leamlng dlsabled; contextual reader; weak In phonlcs; readlng level
should be 3.0; vlsual Ieamer; 1-to-1 (special classes) maklng a big difference; should
be dolng better, not performlng to potential; language problem, vocabulary;

Dimm:
lnstructlonal level

-
3.0; average ablllty; appears to think and get meanlng; used

context; weak ln word attack and syllabicatlon; need to test phonetlc and structural
analysls skllls further

Emsahllnm
Deflnltely needs to work on vowels; must motlvate client wlth hlgh lnterest readlngs;teach vowels In real, whole words I

BAB

lzlxmllmesasz
Average &iIity; leamlng dlsabled; perceptlve, great sense of humor; contextual reader;
poor phonlcs skills; good home badnground; readlng problem; good memory; motor
problems; language problems, vocabulary; vlsual problem: braln damage, audltory
recall of detalls; demeanor, motivation, attltude ls a problem

Dlmmshs
Severe leamlng dlsablllty ls vlsual and audltory dlscrlmlnatlon areas; needs a
neurologlcal to assess for braln damage; IQ should be hlgher than the test results lndlcate '
(humor Indlcates he ls a 'swlll" kid)

Elßälihllllllz
Speclllc program tallored to dlsablllty; resource program lor readlng, regular class for
social studles, science; use sight word approach to reading, play down phonetlc analysis,
teach word oonflguratlon rules.

Julzt;

lzlvmtlaesasz
Leamlng dlsabled; perceptlve, good sense ol humor; contextual reader; poor phonlcs;
motor problem; language problem, vocabulary; problem in currlcular areas; problem
wlth domeanor, motivation, attltude; audltory recall of details ls a problem; doesn't
know when he's correct; knows what he can/can't do -

Dlaamshz
Not severely disabled, but severe enough to cause problems, especially vocabulary;
needs Sllngerland to chedt other perceptual problems; good sense of humor
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Ecaslzlotlenx
Give client clear introduction tc words; tell client how information can be chunked with
what ls already known

SARAH:

Hmctltssasz
Average ablllty; leamlng disabled; perceptlve, good sense of humor; contextual reader;poor phonlcs; visual leamer; should be dolng better, not perfonnlng up tc potential;
reading problem; demeanor, motivation, attltude problem; problem with audltory recall
of details; ccmprehenslon ls good; jokes when frustrated; structural analysls ls a
problem; oral reading ls dlslluent; hates questlonlng; lrnmature

Dlmncßz _
Should be performlng above what ls presently doing; has a good sense of humor; is
creative; body language gives him away: can't do phonlcs; has fallen a little behind inskills

Emsszbtlnm
Would stay away from phonlcs; needs hlgh interest materials: needs to be kept busy, ·work intervals fcr short perlods cf time; use tape·recorded stories, multi~sensory
materials; needs lndivldual guldance cn word attack

Emnü;

Bmw;
Average ability; leamlng disabled; perceptive, good sense of humor; ccntextual reader;
poor ln phonlcs; vlsual leamer; good home background; reading problem; problem with
demeanor, motlvatlon. attltude: problem wlth audltory recall of details; strong
reasonlng skills

Dlacmshx
Average ablllty; visual leamer; wlll not leam to read phonetlcally: has no ccping skills
reading in lsolatlon; depends on context when available: not being challenged, needs
reason for lrnprovement

BLQSEHIDBZ
Continue wlth Chmter VLD help with sight word approach, later work on phonlcs
('badt door‘ mproach); work wlth challenglng materials; use lots of visual stimull; not
further formal assessments
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